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PREFACE.

May thechildren of darkness
.

Become children of Light!
The Occult Sciences reveal to man the mysteries of

his nature, the secrets of his organization, the means

by which he may attain happiness and perfection; in

short, the end of his destiny. This was the secret of

the Egyptian Initiations. It is also the hidden teach-

ing in all sacred writings, and is the basis of all re-

ligions. The Old Testament, as well as the New,
reveals the same mysteries,—bnt how many are able

to understand the inner, secret (sacred) meaning1-
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Only he who thoroughly understands Alchemy, can

understand The Bible, and he only who can read the

“Jargon” of the Old Masters or Alchemists, can un-

derstand the Secret of Ancientand Modern Initiations,
Egyptian or Masonic. ’

I am fully aarare that this claim will be ridiculed,
but
“Those who see only with their physical eyes are

almost blind.”

The old Mysteries were dual in their object, that is

to say, theWise Teachershad two purposes in view, or

as we might say, a double doctrine.

The first Idea was to draw man from his state of

Barbarity and to civilize him,—and to take civilized

Man and teach him how to become ‘perfect; in other

words to lead man, who was believed to be lost or

fallen, back to his first nature. According to these

teachers, Man must be regenerated, and this can only
be accomplished through lnitiation.

The second object was discover the means by
which matter could be raised to its first nature, which

was also believed to be lost.

Gold was the symbol}: the em Matter, as it was
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thought thatGold was to matter that theEther

of the eight Heavens was to the Souls. And the seven

metals, which were known then,were eachnamed after
‘ one oivuthe seven planets, and formed the ladder of

material purification. Thus the Initiation had two

divisions- _I_I_1,_t,he first. ._..'.V.i§.io1;-9.r.!l5'.fi3;e.n£°.2en.§i.ti9§
were purigeti 11!? ,‘1M.en.’’...onhr Wa.a-p.ut Ihronglaethe,

i,ér¥i§ii¥1ééithis1vas.a<*si9ifi%1i€3T?’i1?¥hém:>9 :2:
itiation.

The second Initiation lead up to the mysterious
operations of nature, and was an Initiation of the'

“Been”.
In the one we iind‘ the search for the Corner Stone

of the PhilosophieTempleand with ingenious Symbol
taught the Initiate thatall humanity should and could

be reunited into One Great Fold, in One Faith, One

Hope, and The Some Great Love.

In the second division the candidate was taught to

search for that_vsfhiel_1._1ea_d_/humanijgyj back to‘ the
Golden Age, the Philosopher’s Stflllfid?-11drThe
which prolongs Life... ‘~0'

The one served as a. Veilof Nature, as it does this

day. It would be easy to convince the True student
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of the truth of this, but the present work on ‘Alchemy
and theAlchemists is in itself so clear an exposition of
the Subject that it would be out of place in this intro-
duction.

Alchemy is analogous with the Ancient Initiations.

It is necessary that the Philosopher should have an

acquaintance with the true Germ of nature befom

commencinghis work.

When the Alchemists speak. of their Gold and
’§i‘lger_‘(symbolized in the Lodges of Masonry as the

Sun and the Moon), from which they extract their

first matter, they doinotrnean the common G_'01dV8,.I‘l(l
Silyer, dead,—but the gold and

.

silver of the philosophersJere iullof,
The object of all this philosophyand all Initiations

is to obtain the Knowledge or the Art how to make
_

perfect that which nature left imperfect in the
human kind and to find‘theTi-easuryir of ’l‘ru_eM)orelity.

Far back, when man first commenced to reflect on

himself, he saw, that,althoughknowing and approving
the good, yet he mostly committed evil, and he found
that the power of his desires was greater by far than

that of reason. He only enjoyed partly or in ap-
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pearance only his free will. It became clear to him

that if he would acquire the liberty of choosing and

determining his actions throughout his life, he must

subdue the passions which controlled his very being.
From thencesprang the first idea of the sage, to be a

Free Man and‘ master of himself, and every Institu-
-. -n new-my-¢...—-r.-atdli

.\tion and every Philosophy which tends or claims to

make Masters and Adepts, must teach how to acquire
this liberty and thisKingdom.
Effie greatest of all victories is the victory one gains
over one’s self;

Alchemy, like the Sacred Art, had its origin and

home Wes eloselyggssociggted,
relig_io_1;§__ritfi,, The Egyptian priests were initiatett.

_into the mysteries of the Divine Art. Like its prede-
cessors. é1,§1.!<:J.n1_2.0:*1?.e.1et§$1.an orderly Universe. but

Alchemy was richer in fantastic details, more pic-
turesquely embroidered, more prodigal of strange
fancies, than the sacred art of Egypt.

The Alchemist constructed his ordered scheme of

nature on thebasis of thesupposed universalityof life.

The Alchemist sees life in everythingand that life is

threefold. He recognizes the manifestation of life in
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the form, or body, of a thing, in its soul, and in its

spirit. Things might diifer materially in appearance,
in size, taste, smell and other outward properties, and

yet, according to the alchemists, be intimately related,
becausetheywere produced from the same principles,
andwere animatedby thesame soul. Ontheotherhand,
things might resemble one another closely in their

appearances, outwardly, and still difier in their

essential qualities, because according to alchemy they
were formed from difierent elements and in their

spiritual properties were difierent. The transforma-

tions of one thing into another could, according to

alchemy,only be aifected by spiritual means actingon

the spirit of the thing, because thetrue transmuta-

tion consisted essentially in raising the substance to

the highest perfection whereof it is capable.
Dr. Clymer has admirably succeeded in the present

work on “Alchemy and the Alchemists,” to make

perfectly clear the vague and mystic language of the

old Masters, and he makes the assertion that

\_"T~ ‘self is the of theAlchemist. But when we say

Man, we mean_Ma.n in his threefold, nature, Spirit,
Soul and Body, three one. Man is the Epitome of
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the Universe and is called the Mic:-oco_§1_n. Man is the
and";-julxilflinationof Forces which for ages

have been seeking harmonious expression.
.

How to use... his, forges nnd.,ex2.r9,ss tIie,2n.-.l.ei'-
{Q the seeret of this philosophyand is the

‘17€£§i'<>f G£e£_t"I}£i1=.ef.LmaI1e1§bi-as aléixamsscs. A

‘deep and eernest study and a steadfast purpose on the

part of the neophyte to live the life taught by our

teachers, will in due time open his vision to the true ''

and most wonderful meaning of these writings. All

thisforegoing philosophywould be idle unless relating
to man’s moral good. The true understanding of it

gives us a natural religion and exponnds our former

faith; it seems to be 9. eonneetingwlinkbetween earth

__a.nd heaven, between moral law and material law.

Morals are but therevised statutes of religion; spiritu-
ality is religion itself. God about us, in our presence,

not somewhere else, is a stronger influence than a

theorycan be. We must have more than9. conjectured
God. Our own intelligence resides some where, in

some thing. Which is the substance? Is it the most

subtle, homogenous and ultimate element of our bodies

—the what! “Dissection,” says William Hemstreet,
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in “Mind is Matter,” “has laid open to our very eyes
the secret channels, battery and paraphernalia of an

electric fluid life. Thus may not the Creative Intelli-

gence inhere in the Universal ether? That is the

‘image’ in which we have been erea ” He goes on

to say, “The plant needs the actual contact of the

sunshine, not to possess in itself a ‘theory’ about sun-

shine, nor a ‘belief’ in sunshine. Man needs a God
that can assimilate with him, with his spiritual and

physical particles in reality of contact, like the prox-
imity of one we love, not a theory of God, nor a belief
in a distant God.”

All of the foregoing philosophyis in theHoly Writ.

Science matches with it. The men who wrote the

Scriptures had great, unspoiled hearts and brains,
while nature itself was roomy and rich. For moral

reasoning, long sight and fine intuitions, they were

giants compared with us, encrusted as we are with

modern materialism,and upon mere human standards

we should revere theirviews. They taught, as Seienee
does now, that virtue, love, holiness, hope, are the

hygiene of the soul; and that vice, guilt, despair, are

disease and deathof thesoul.
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“For to be earnally minded is death, but to be

spiritually minded is life and peace.” St. Paul.

“In the way of righteousness is life; and in the

pathwaythereof is no death.” Prov. xii, 28.

When we give our minds earnestlyto a study of the

mere transitoriness of mortal life and aifairs, and yet
feel how continuous our hopes and loves are, we then
realize the utter incompatibilityof soul with earth.

We see that the most substantial human successes

- and possessions fade, literally and exactly, like the

scenes of a camera. All personal grandeur, strength,
popularity,business, or politicalsuccess, oflicialstation

and power, property, family,long sunny plateaus and

even empires—pass away like the clouds. None of

them are abidinghere, simply becausethe physiology
is not abiding. If the body were everlasting,then the

earth and time were eternity; then human aspiration
would fit physical life. It requires an eternity to

match human loves. Our ‘ambitions are more than
//commensurate with earth and time. Is there an

answer to thatdemand of every heart for permanence?
We walk, act, and bnild.forpermanence, withscarcely
any idea of death; but we are upon quieksand here.
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Is there one place that is -safe and sure! ‘As in.‘
the ground have innate qualities drawing them up-
wards into the air and sunshine, so we have innate

qualities drawing us to ethereal realms. This is

science. One who can contemplate a flower, a new-
.

horn babe, or the devotions in a sick-room, and say
thereiisno God, has simply no brains; this is morals.

When we assume withscientific certainty thatmind

is linked to a durable vehicle, to a spiritual body,
which is ultimate matter, and thatit has theboundless

ether as its realm of life and enjoyment, then we are

ready for delivery from our earth-worm condition up
into the sunshine, the joy, the content of eternity.
Suns and planets perish, but in the final crash they
cannot harm a soul, becausethatis Astral fluid,which

penetrates and passes through physical matter as

magnetism does.
_

Now right here let us ask thequestion, “Unless Man

know himself, would he be able to understand all this

and would he be able to attain to ‘the content of

eternity?’ ” The above quotations from Mr. William

Hemstreet, show how men of material science look at

thisgrave subject.
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Let us now look at the spiritual side of the question
and we willquote from “Sympneumata,”an inspired
work, now out of print. Under the heading, “Free-
dom of the Enslaved,” the Authorsays:

“As one by one, men, eo-operating in earnest sim-

plicity with the divine forees of which, by nature,
they are the seat, pemeive clear imaging upon {puri-
fied mentality of the essential union within them of

each sex form and force, and of recovered faculty,
throughout the subtler intricaciesof surface sense, of

enacting that biunity, they understand at once the

past and future of their fate; what has been done and

what remains for them to do; what was the true

grovvth that struggled up through the snows of their
outer nature; and how much waits within still to

grow forth; and they face life with 8. sense absolutely
new.

The viees not less than the virtues which char-
acterize with such marked invigorstion the present
generation, are prophetic and initiotory of the rapid
and inevitablechange thatmust supervene throughout
soeietary life, both in its lesser and greater forms of

family,nationality,and universality.
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Since the date, comparatively recent, in view of the

whole lengthof the thought history of men, when the

incorporation of spiritual poteneies began to create

refleetion on the qualities of the desires which were

produced within them, they have, in the rongh-and-
ready fashion of a relative inexperience, solved the

mental problem suggested by the phenomena of the
moral emotional nature, by announcing themselves to

be constituted of elements of opposite kinds, gener-

ating forces of conflicting tendencies; and for cen-

turies a temporary but necessary purpom has been

served by epitomizing the work of all natures

struggling towards true development, as the fight of

the good within themselves or about them, against
the evil within themselves or about them. This view

was the only one with which, under past circum-

stances, the battle of life could be faced or sustained.

Either the misdirection and inflammation of force

which is called evil, because it endangers freedom,
harmony, and life, must be surpressed; or the in-

stincts for equable dist:-ibuting‘ of afiectional vigors
which are called good, because they engender justice,
peace, and progress, must be largely reinforced from
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the hidden sources of life, before a deeper insight can

safely be acquired into the facts of moral force. But

vice cannot now decrease by weakening of the faculties

through which it works, for the whole power of the

humanitary organism may not thus be impaired. The

tares must stand andgrow for the safety of the field,
under the eye of the all-wise husbandmen; for virtue
rises to potencies that will master vice, not by re-

pulsion of its currents, but by absorption of them into

the bosom of its vaster stream.”

Let us pause here a moment to say that the author

must undoubtedlyhave understood Alchemy in its full

and true scope. “The conception of life and force

which outgrow from man's present mentality, suggest
to him, thatwhich his daily life and all the universal

phenomenaverify, that life-force is one; the direction

of its currents, however intricate or interpenetrating,
all referable to thesame series of impulsions; and that

the whole range of factsconstituting the suffering and

the errors of mankind are but abnormal phenomena
of this life-force. But the ordinary seusitiveness of

man to the coursing among his atoms of vitality,
though it already varies greatly among difierent indi-
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viduals, is generally exceedingly superficial. His

nerves, thoughmarkedlymore acute thanthenerves of

men who lived some hundreds of years ago, are still

exceedingly dense, and carry to his consciousness no

more than a few of the strongest waves of the move-

ment that sustains him. He can recognize the fact

thathis blood rushes to and fro between surfaces and

centers, and collects and disperses. He is aware often

of shakings, and contractings, and lassitude in his

nerve-fluids, and is used by modern teaching to

attribute these efiects to what he calls physical and

moral causes-——that is, in fact, the drain or accession

of vitality from within himself, and the deeper uni-

verse withwhich he has contact But the most

profoundly and minutely sensitive depths, even in ex-

ceptional natures, which the mirror of external

consciousness succeeds in reflecting, afiords as yet to

man only suggestions of immensitiesof life throughout
his being, as the lenses he has learned to manufacture

afirm vastness throughout the astral world, which

transcend analysis and grasp by present faculties.

At the present stage of human progress it is unin-

telligent as it is cowardly to sit down before human
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nature and afiirm its weakness and its viciousness, and

attribute thereunto the neewsary prolongation of

suflerings on earth. The fatalism of this popular
inference is insult to God and man, and to the whole

accomplished work of the multitudinous form ani-

mated by the one and eternal force. Men may no

longer gape aghast at the fixed depravity of men and

things;theyknow better, if theywill let the intuitions

of wisdom that are born in them speak. The knowl-

edge of himself thatone man may have, if he will take

it, is suflieient knowledge to be the gatheringpoint of

knowledges that he should have of all the other

millions. The knowledge thathe thinkshe has even of

one other is not true knowledge, affords no valid

leverage for action, will reproduce no good unless ex-

perienee of his own sensations warrant it. Let him be

wise to register and to protect and to enact each dili-

cate movement that may thrillthe fibre of his deep
soul, and he beholds thebeginningof wisdom, and only
its He holds then open before himself the

first page of the book of nature, according to his read-

ing. Gazing into the realm of his own spontaneity,he

requires no outer teaching to make him know that
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what stirs there among the atoms of elementary con-

sciousness, is something that he cannot create, nor

hinder, nor command; somthingthattouches him from

directions toward which his faculties by instinct

strain, seeking in love, to worship, but through which

they lack capacity to penetrate; something which

carries to him vital streams out of some vast inappro-
hensible, and makes itself a home within his little

sense, impregnating him there with possession of its

essence of individuality, and sureharging all the

vessels of his inmost beingtilltheyoutpour.
Freedom to he himself at the basis of his nature,

protection for the central life-motions of thatnature,
education of the faculties for consciousness in that

pure religion of his being, are not only necessities for

man, but are conditions without which his perfect
sanity of mind and spirit cannot be maintained; yet if
one man claims this freedom, demands thisprotection,
seeks this education, he isolates himself amidst an im-

peding and irascible mass of views, opinions, and

dogmas, that dictate and coerce throughout every de-

partment of life,—in religion, in philosophy, in

science, art, and soeiology—by virtue of, and in de-
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fence of thevested interests and prescriptive rights on

which their influence rests. Men wound themselves
with their own tools; the knowledges that they have

made to serve them, render them slaves; theykneel in

helpless superstition before the things of their own

fashioning,—and still the high manhood, deep-en-
veloped in them, waits to grow forth. It is thisnow to

which theyshould turn withpatient watehfulness and

faithfulstudy.”
The holy depth in man, where God makes sensible

the qualities of pure human desires, is now what

should be learnt; thekey-note of the reality of all that

makes human life, sounds to the consciousness of each

man only at the core of his personal emotions. Verit-
able perception is alone registry of these emotions, and

just investigationand estimation of all thephenomena
produced by othermen remains impossible, unless it is

raised upon this basis of clear personal experience of

spirit, from which, in the study of mankind at large,
the necessary hypotheses of existence in it of humane

instincts are alone dedueihle. Silenceat thatsanctuary
of his nature, where the all-holiness which man fails
to comprehend, deigns to make meeting, in conde-
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seension of simplest intimacy,with his frail capacities
of sensational consciousness, makes silence of all

harmonies and their joys throughout the whole pro-
duetiveness of every other faculty thathe puts forth;
and howsoever brilliant or attractive may be the

mental work of teachers who fail or who refuse to

hear these deep vibrations, their influence rests on the

lives of men as weight and not as light; creeps

throughout convictions, cooling, never impassioning;
creates in hearts negation rather of veritable senti-

ment, than aspiration for greater wealth of feeling.
The legitimate claim of each person now, whether

man or woman, but the claim most difiicnlt to exact of

modern soeietary development, is to be himself; yet
such beingby each one is theonly basis of thatperfect
altruism which would retrieve society,—for man can

be, and can only be, in the sanctuaries of profound
emotion, thatwhich makes him man, thatphenomenon
of power and will for perfeetness, thatmachinery for

passionate intention for universal rightness, that form

impregnate of the whole charge of divine quality that

is the life on earth. And when, and only when, he is

thus man, is he of man the providence. Alas! sad
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man, or foolish man, hearing within his breast this

gem of faculty for every perfectness, he lies down to

be crushed by the social maehineries of his own

making, the Juggernauts that he has raised; for the

semblances of power that he gains by little increases
in science, education, wealth, political influence, which

command a relative obedienceand admiration; for the

semblance of pleasure thathe can extracta little while

from portions of his nature by pampering them to

abnormal growth; he misses, for the most part, all the

power and the delight which are the essential attri-

butes of his deep human sensation.

'lhe evolution of humanity has suggested rightly to

it the methods and contrivances which might now

secure the general improvement and convenience, but

it cannot use them, not daring yet to seek the con-

sciousness of those qualities at its vital heart-centres,
which are themainspringof material, as of intellectual

productireness, and which would dictate the bene-

ficient application of the organizingmaterial provided
by recent sciences and inventions.

Among the peoples who lead the progress of the

world, and among whom the sense of manifold ex-
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perience, need,‘ and aspiration hourly increases,
generating the growth called civilization,two lines of

tendency are to be marked; the tendency to develop
higher and subtler qualities painfully; the tendency to

grasp pleasure in recklessness of pure and noble senti-

ment. Yet highest growth would transcend all pain,
,

and keenest pleasure should be free of all debasednes.

en, too, must grow towards all high perfection, and

ey must live with joy, infillingthem and outflowing.
atever in man is pure, true, human, divine, is

ntially both progressive and delightful. The suf-

ferings of the growthseekers cling to their brave en-

deavors, bazause they cannot yet divest themselves

entirely of impressions stamped on mentality from
without, from social prejudice, from religious for-

mulae, etc., and all the rest thatofifers to mens minds

material that they should wield and domiinte, but

which unhappilycontrols and limits them. The slow

degradation thatcorrupts thepleasure-seekers, results,
as malady, from thehyper-development, tofwhich they
urge a limited set of faculties,and theabsolute atrophy
to which they leave the,1arger wealth of those which,
as human being, they are necessarilyendowed.
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' Both forms of suifering are signs alike of man’

strange ingorencc of thegreat powers to which he only
grows; and we will escape from each if he will turn

faithfully towards that gathering-ground of all es-

sential forces within his quivering soul. Let those

who dare, let those who can, feel their slow way along
‘

the circumstances of life to-day, and take what comes,
and dream that they do not change; but those who

wonder, those who want, those who sufier, will, one

and all, because of that clear presence of the fine all-
life that sparkles in the breast of man at this trium-

phant hour of his labors, find that they belong to a

new racewithwhich theworld is gifted, and thattheir

pain, their weakness and their folly, only came from
theirnot knowing it. Let loose thepowers of nature in

you, man-woman, woman-man, that God may be in-

carnate. Study the inspired writings of the old

Masters as herein made clesr, and then let the clear

voice of simple instruction ring to your adoration on

the Sinais to which you rise at every hour of thesweet

repose when life impours. Burl right and lefl: and

far, all claims of systems of thought and life, that

served of old time, if theynow cling upon your skirts,
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and: burden your free ascent. One claim uprears it-

self in Holiest lawfulness, inflamingthe altar of your
hea.rts~—the world’s cry for redemption; and lo! the

God that meets you in the eternal sanctuary of your-

self, comes but for that. Lo! on the little field of your
frail nature is room for mightiest peace, for the full

immensity of reconciliation of God’s demands and

Man’s,—1-com for the meeting in you of the heaven

and earth,0 little man of men!
_

Oh, ye grand thinkersof ye olden time, as well as of

our own age and time, thanks be to the earth and to

thesoul which produced you as high things for emula-

tion,—a.s leaven, thatsaves themass from putrescenee!
F. Oscm Bmmsrsm.

Philadelphia,Pa., August 15, 1907.
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INTRODUCTION.
In the year 1857, a work, entitled “Remarks upon]

Alchemy and the Alchemists,” was issued by one “E.

A. H.,” in which it was proven, as is well known to all

students of true Alchemy, that the subject of the Al-

chemists was Man, and that in seeking the Philoso-

pher’s Stone and the Elixir, they,the Alchemists, did

not seek a red powder, nor yet a material remedy,
much less the transmutation of the batter metals into

gold. The Alchemists did not seek anything,they had

already found, but they tried to teach mankindthat it
were possible for all, to develop to such an extent, in

the present life, that the future could be practically
known. At this day we know thisas the Supreme In-

itiation. It is a development of the Soul, and brings
out the highest good in man by changing or imam
mating thebaser passions in man.

This is not to say that there is no such thingas the
“Elixir of Youth,” for I say and know that there is,
and if man finds it, and he can ifhe has a Soul, he will

be able to live far beyond the usual length of years.
Not only that, but he will be able to keep a youthful '

appearance which he could not otherwise do.
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Again, the “Philosopher’s Stone” is a reality, and

the mm or woman who can succeed in finding it, will

be able to cure some of the most diflieult diseases;
diseases which modern medicine could not cope with.

In the finding or “development” of the “Philoso-

-pher's Stone” man finds that which Paraeelsus used.
There is but little diiferenee between the “Elixir”

and the “Stone.” With the“Elixir” man keeps him-

self youthful, while with the “Stone” he can eifeet
cures in others.

The book issued in 1857 is needed more to-day than

at that time, for never before has the world, or man-

kind, been seeking for the true knowledge as at the

present time, and as it is almost impossible to obtain

copies of the work at the present time, it is here re-

published, with many notes of the most famous Phil-

osophers of thepast and present. Much space is given
to those ‘whom we know to have been the true Rosi-

crueians, the Masters of Destiny. The work, as first

issued, was in itself a Masterpiece, but with the notes

and explanations it is a Master-key to the Alchemy of

thepast.
_

Attention is called to that which composed the or-
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iginal book. Such paragraphs are numbered so that

the reader will at once know which was the original -

and which is now added. When quotations are added,
the authorsare given full credit, and there is, there-

fore, no stealing.
There is much “New Thought” and Mental Science,

.—but Mental Science is absolutely abnormal in thatit

builds entirely on theMind, and in many cases forgets
both Body and Soul,—in others the body is developed
with theMind, but the Soul is forgotten. This, in the

end can mean but two things. Either Insanity, moral

Consumption or downright materialism, which it

usually does. New Thought is in advance of the old

thought, which preached Christianity and knew noth-
ing of it except in the brain and the tongue, but in

forgetting the Soul, it left out the greatest strength.
Had it included the development of the Soul, as such,
it would not be theNew Thought, it would be Alchemy
or Mysticism as of old.

On theotherhand, there is Christian Science. This

also is abnormal, in that it does not recognize matter.

This also can lead to but one thing in the end—In-

sanity, and dailydo the papers prove this to us by the
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news item. I have not a word to say against Christian '

Science and the work it is doing, but it is not perfect,
for as stated, it denies thebody or thematerial part as

p

a reality.
It is only when we, as the Alchemists of every age

{have taught, develop the Body, Mind, and Soul, that

"‘.1Q(.wv-‘  we are perfectly balanced and in this we produce the

pure gold of the Aleheinists.
Let us see what Dr. P. B. Randolph, one of the

mightiest Philosophersof any age, had to say concern-

ing the matter in hand. In his Master work “Eulis”

we find:

“We are Triplicatebeings——sou1, spirit, body. Our

loves and passions may be either one, two or all three

of these. If our love be only of soul it is too fine and

ethereal for thislower world, and for all practicalpur-

poses is useless. If it he of the spirit only, it is too

vague, unsubstantial, unthoughtfnl, and physically
unsatisfactory. If it be of body only, then lust is

regnant, withhell all around, and crime swelters in the

air. If our loves be of soul and spirit only,thenwe are

bereft of the power to become Energies in the world,
because we loch the material force to either make our
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markon each other, theworld, or to give good physica-
vital constitutions to our offspring. If our loves be of

.

soul and body, we are isolated from the rest of man-

kind, and are lone pilgrimsall the way along. If they
be spirit and body only, we are extreme-either all

transcendental aifeetion, or downright animal pas-
sionists. It is only when our love: are triplicate that

. .\..~..¢-onus.-. .14..--
«.. ...s.x.....u.-... - » ~

we fulfilour true mission, and realize tkgiugzeme jogs
 

 B; existence.” It is this triple development that the‘
- ...;r-r.n.a-an-ca  

all ages have Etowteach to

They have succeeded to extent
and arfifnyadding new Neophytes to their ranks.

Again he tells us: “There cannot be a doubt but

that the ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ of ancient and medi-
-«i2- '

aevsl lore, and the ‘Elixir Vitae’ Water of Life and

Perpetual Youth, so vaguely hinted at by old writers,
and which constitutes the burden of the celebrated
book ‘Hermipus Redivivus,’ or the Sage’: Triumph
over Decrepitude and Death, means thehiple mys;
tgn;,,,which scarce any one practically knéws, but

which all should learn, and which every physician and

divine in the land ought to be compelled to teach their

subjects under heavy penalties of neglect, becauseit is
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the secret of sustained youth, grace and beauty; it is

the Gate to Power, and the crown and signet of in-

efiable human glory; it unveils the throneof Will, and

taps the fountain of excessive joy; it is the Je1nschid-

genie of Persian story-; and he or she who knows, ap-

preeiates diviner and celestial bearings of life and its

meanings, becoming indeed a child of the Infinite, and

no longer a stranger to the Fe.ther’s face; and they
alone who have it, are able to reach that magnificent
sweep of clairvoyant vision, which, leaping from earth

at a bound, scans the unutterable glories of space, and

beholds thedrain of starry systems as we view a gentle
summer shower.”

Much is mentioned in the followingworkconcerning
Love, the Will and the Magnetic force. Listen once

more to the one who brought these Sciences to the

Americanshores, to theone man above allwho founded
Rosicrucianisxn and the Esoteric teachings, but who

has been given lws credit thanmany of thosewho have

copied his works and knew no more of the Sciences

thandoes a new born child in its first incarnation:

“Love, I have stated, is magnetic, and subject to

magnetic law. It is a force also; capable; as all know,
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of exerting very strange efieets both upon human
souls and bodies. But how? That’s the question!
Tell us that! I will; listen:

“Matter and mind, in some mysterious way, are not

only both alike and unlike, and conjoin to form the

thing called man, but they act together directly and

indirectly, fully or partially, and yet are not of the

same nature, albeit theyact and react upon each other

in myriad ways, a fact which every one’s experience
demonstrates beyond cavil. One thing is absolutely
certain; that the mind resides in the brain ; that in it

inheres what constitutes us human; and that the con-

scious point resides in the centre of the encephalon, at

thatspot where all three brains meet, viz., cerebruum,
eercbcllurn and medulla, or spinal marrow, which is

an elongated brain, is a clear fact, the proof of which

can be found by consulting any good anatomical and

physiological atlas. In this central point, as through
and around the corpus eallosinn, there is, in death, ‘a

nervous and spheral waste;’ in liifea‘ Brilliant sun
It

varying in size from thatof a large so perfectly
gorgeous sun-shining diamond three inches in di-

ameter.—A ball of dazzling WHITE’ FIRE!—'and
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this is the SOUL—the thingor being par excellence,
the tremendous human mystery. It has a double con-

sciousness; one facing time and its accidents and inci-

dents; the other gazing square and straight right into

eternity. For its higher use it fashions material eyes;

for its thitheruse every one of a myriad rays darting
from it is an eye whose power laugh Rosse’s Telescope
to scorn! But there arises a fog from the body which

mainly so envelops this central point that the EYES

are veiled; sometimes in magnetic or other sleep the

clouds shift, and then one or more eyes glance over

infinite fields, and momentarilyglimpse the actnalitics

of space, time, possibilityand eternity.
This central ball draws its supplies from space, air,

ether, and beingMystic and Divine, directly from the

Lord of the univei-se,——the Imperial Mystery,-—Im
finite and Eternal God. (About which mystery the

savants are as greatly at fanlt as they are concerning
'

the facts of growth.) It breathes; has its tides, its

diastole, systole, flux and ebbs; and, being compelled
to gaze on the outer world through opaque glasses,
diseased bodies, it takes but distorted views of things,
and scarce ever can rely upon the absolute truth of
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what the senses tell it; from which results mistakes,
confusion, misapprehension, crime, and whatever else
of evil betides its fortunes here.

“The breath of the body is atmospheric air, which

.

hair is more or less penetrated with the Etherof space,
the Breathof God, and the Magnetism of the heavens

surrounding the entire material universe. On these

it subsists; and when it means a thing it discharges a

portion of its own sphere, its Divine nerval Life to-

ward the object of its desire and attention; and the

vehicle is Magnetism, and Magnetism is that specific
vif of fluidlife manufacturedby theSexual apparatus
of either gender, as said before. The thing conveyed
by it is the purpose of a soul; the result, a eertain

yielding of any other force on ea1-th———for nothingcan

withstand the absolute decree of the waked-up (de-
veloped) human soul.”"

In the above we ‘have much of the Mystery ex-

plained. However, it only explains to us what it is,
themethodmust be as much a mystery as it was in the

time of the first Mystics and Alchemists for the secret

is not to be given indiscriminatelyto all, for but few

‘See “Divine Alchemy.”
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are fit to receive it. Those that are can learn by seek-

ing.
The question may be asked: “If Initiation or Al-

chemy means but the finding of the Christ or the de-

velopment of the Soul and purificationof the passions,
why not simply be a Christian? There is a vast dif-

ference. The Christian, that is, the true Christian is

all thatGod may want him to bo.L—-Spiritually,but the
Initiate does not only develop the Spirit, but theSoul‘
and Body as well, and he does so, not because of a

future Heaven, but he does so consciously,and thereby
obtains a power that he may not only be hint that he

may do. The Initiate finds the ‘‘Philosopher’s Stone’
so thathe may do what the‘Alchemists have done for

Humanity,‘and he knows the"Elixir so that he may
retain his Youth far heyonil the usual time.”

Again, Dr. Randolph tells us:

“The Grand Mystery of the Will, properly cul-

tured, is the highest aid to man, for it is a Divine
Energos, white, pure Magic, the miracle-workingpo-

tentiality whieh eometh only to the free and wholly
unshaekledhuman soul; while to woman it is the only
salvation from marital vampyrism, the shield and
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buckle of her power, and the groundwork upon which

must be huilded the real rule of her influence in the

world and at home. The reason why will be readily
seen by recurring to the basic propositions of the

Divine Science, which declares that God the soul of

the Universe, is POSITIVE HEAT, CELESTIAL

FIRE; thatthe auraof Deity (God-od) is tom, the

prime element of all power, the external fire-sphere,
the informing and formative pulse of matter. The

deduction is crystalline; for it follows thatwhose hath

most Love-whether its expression be coarse or fine,
cultured or crude-—hath, therefore, most of God in

him or her; the elements of time being competent to

the perfecting of all refining influences,over the ocean

of Death,if not upon thehitherside. Conversely put,
the statement stands thus: whose most resembleth

God, therefore, hath most of Love, Goodness, and the

demerits of power. God is not a libertine! Now these

intent energies I claim to here give the true knowledge
of, thatall may understand the laws of love, will, and

ethereal forces, and the principles and modes of the

evolution, and crystallization in the homes; the result

aimed at being the elimination of the gross, and their
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orderly consolidation into personal power. I hold

thatLove is, ever was, and eternallywillbe, absolutely
pure. Paste is not diamond, though they resemble

somewhat,nor is Love ever anythingbut its own trans-

cendent self; yet normal passion is divine, because

through it alone God gives ts-we men to the great man-

wsnting world. There can be no such thing as un-

holy Love; nor good badnex, nor bad goodness.
.

“In announcing the law and fact that the subtle

element called Magnetism is the connecting link be-

tween mind and body, the flesh, sinew, bone and

muscle, and the incorporeal viewless soul of man, I

declare a new truth, or rather one newly discovered. a

True, it has been suspected thatelectricity, in some of

its subtler forms, was that link, but I am not aware

that the subtler element, magnetism, was ever even

suspected to be such link. Body is the seat of the

senses; Soul is the seat of the deeper faculties; for

Emotion, Love, Sympathy,Memory, Fancy,Judgment,
and a hundred other human attributes belong to the

region and domain of Soul, Spirit, Mind,—the in-

visible man within,—and the vehicle of their display
and action upon, and in the outer world, is magne~
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tism."

The question may be asked: Why is the present
work a necessity when we have all the old work of the

Alchemists and many works of the Mystics of the

present day? To this I reply: Because there is not

one student in a thousand who understands anything
when reading the old Masters and the present work is

a Key, and all those who read with the Spirit and not

the Senses alone will understand and find the solution
of the problem.

i

The present work is not new as there is nothingnew

under thesun. Everythinghas been given us concern-

ing the Art, and all we need is a compilation in such

— form thattheold Masters can be read and understood.

I give nothing new to the world; I give but the old

in a new dress.
’

Many my question the truth of the “Phi1osopher’s
Stone,” the “Elixir” and the “Word”. _'i‘o‘sueh I

say that they are an absolute fact and may “dis-

cover ” by all those who ‘ire truly sincere in their

‘search.
V

‘

i

.

Sincerely,
, .

. 1- :1 i R. SWINBUBNE Cnvxnn.
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CHAPTER I.

1. Some two years since, the authorprinted an small

pamphlet on the subject of Alchemy, his object being
to throw out an idea with which he was strongly im-

pressed, that the _Philoso_p1_zef’.<{ Stone was a mere

_g.v_z‘z1§9_1_i_“and_s;g{;zIthe Alchemists w$r?£I§£'
of gol_d_,hhnt_ of;_‘wisdou‘1.;,‘carefullyand eionseiention-s-ly
lenving the latterfiword undefined. The pamphlet was

intended for the eye of my friends, and was not pub-
lished or put on sale, though I was not unwilling to

have it circulated among the curious who might be

likely to look into the proposition announced. It has

been notieed in the Westminister Review for October,
1856; and the decision therein expressed, adverse to

my view, has induced me to fortify my opinions by
additional reasons and by further citations from al-

chemical works.

2. When I printed the pamphlet, I had read but a

few, some 3 dozen, works on Alchemy, and my

opinions were necessarily of a negative kind. I did

not then, nor do I now, undertake to say precisely
what the Alchemists sought. I was positive, however,
that they were not in pursuit of gold or of worldly
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honors; and am stillof that opinion. I thought their

object was religious, in which I am also fully con-

firmed by a further examination of alchemical works,
of which I have obtained many since my pamphlet
was printed. '

“If we look upon the subject from the point which

afiords the widest view, it may be said that Alchemy
_h3i;_v_o_ )the simply: n_1aterial,_. and the__re-_

ligionsk The dogma thatAlchemy was only a form of

chemistry, is untenable by any one who has read the

works -of its chief professors. The doctrine that al-

chemy was religion only, and that its chemical refer-

ences were all blinds, is equally untenable in the face

of history, which shows that many of its most noted

professors were men who had made important dis-

coveries in the domain of common chemistry, and were

in no way notable as teachers either of ethics or re-

ligion.”'
3. I feel now somewhat better prepared to express

an opinion upon their real object, though I wish to

say, once for all, thatthesubject is stillone of inquiry
 

*“The Science of Alchemy.”
.
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withme. I shall endeavor, nevertheless, to state _what
I suppose theyreally sought, or at least will point out

the commencementof the work; yet I desire not to be

considered as enlisting in defense of what I regard as

the philosophyof those extraordinary writers.

4. First I must say a word of the article in the Re-

view. There is plaeed at the head of it the titles of

three works, if my pamphlet may he called one. The

first ‘E thatof a French writer, Louis Fignier (1854),
entitled Alchemy and the Alchemists, or a Historical

and Critical Essay upon Hermetical Philosophy.
5. The second is that of 9. German, Dr. Herman

Knopp (1843-44), entitled “The History of Chem-

istry.”
6. The third is thatof my pamphlet, in which I ex-

press the opinion that the Philosopher’s Stone is a

mere symbol, signifying somethingwhich eould not be

expressed openly without incurring the danger of an

auto da £e.'‘
.

'

 

"‘There are three broad divisions of mediaeval
esoteric knowledge. The first is described as Natural
Magic, the second as Spiritual or Transeendentsl
Magic, and the third,under the comprehensive title of
Alchemy, embraeesa philosophyand a physical pree-
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7. The title of the German work shows that the

authormust have taken up the subject of Alchemy
only in its relation to chemistry; as perhaps its pre-

cursor, which it really was. He regarded Alchemy
from the modern point of view of chemistry, and

probably examined alchemical worlm for the purpose

of pointing out his opinion of the relation of Alchemy
to the modern science of chemistry. In the prosecu-
tion of such a work, therefore, it is not to be supposed

tice which are of the first and consummate importance
to the modern student. The Philosophy of the whole
subject is embodied in two priceless collections, the?
works of ‘gorges and the_J£w_ish Kah-

 h to alfiflntents and purposes is ccnfaifiéd‘
in the n de Rosenroth’sKabollaDemmdato,apart
of which has been recently translated into English
The exposition of these philosophical text books are
numerous, and theyvary considerably in value. There
is much interesting and important matter to be found
in Cornelius Ag'rippa’s “Three Books of Occult Phil-.
osophy,” so exalted by Thomas Vaughan. The Her-
metic and Kabbalistic writings are both in great part
devoted to the mystical history of creation, to which
the evolution of humanity is considered rigorously
parallel, in virtue of the magical doctrine of corre-'
spondence, and thus an esoteric significance is at-
tributed to those portions which deal with the de-
velopment of the material cosmos out of the»chaotic,
storm of elementary forces. ” '

Introduction: “Magical Writings.”
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that the secret of the Alchemists, if they had one,
would become recognizable; and all that can be ex-

pected from Dr. Kopp, in the premises, ‘must be

secondary and subordinate, as far as Alchemy is con-

cerned Yet I shall show thateven Dr. Kopp, though
writing professedly of chemistry and not of Alchemy,
had some opinion bordering on the truth in regard to

the real object of the latter, though he did not choose

to explain it at length, because his proper subject,
chemistry, did not require it.

8. Now as to M. Figuier—it must be observed that
the Reviewer expresses the opinion very decidedly
that the French writer, though he enlarges upon the

title of the German author,has neverthelessdrawn all

of his materials from the laborious German; com-

paring him to a parasite, living upon the vitality of

the massive German.

9. Upon this state of the case, as we_have no right
to expect a treatise upon Alchemy from the German,
much less can we look for such a treatise in theFrench

work.

10. But this is not all; thewriter of theReview very

candidlyand honestlyadmits, that, in thepreparation
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of his article, he has depended upon the Frenchman

and the German; so that what was not even wine in

the original is twice diluted in the Westminister Re-

view article.

11. In short, thewriterof the article knows nothing
7 ‘of the Alchemists from an examination of their own

works, and takes his opinion from others: from a
‘ ‘Frenchman, who drew his materials from a German,
" who did not treat of Alchemy except incidently to his

subject, the History of Chemistry.
12. Nothing further need be said to show that

neither the article in the Review nor the French work

can furnish any satisfactory information upon the

subject of Alchemy.
I

13. To refer now more especially to the work of M.

Figuier, which is before me, we observe thatall of his

citations from alchemical works, to illustrate the

alleged extravagance and absurdity of their authors,
are expressly credited to Dr. Kopp, in these remark-
able words: “Maintemmt, ajoute M. Kopp, a gut‘
nous emprtmtom les citations precedents, 4; Von
entend par momie le microcosm que 2 ’7zomme repre-

sente,l ’interp-rotation sera facile.”
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14. How could theFrench authoroverlook theplain
signification of this remarkablepassage, in which Dr.

Kopp says expressly, that,by considering the world as

the microcosm which man represents, it would be easy
to interpret the writings of the Alchemists, or at least

the citations made by himself to exhibittheiropinions
or mode of procedure? But the French writer takes

no notice of this admission of the German, so honor-

able to his penetration, but proceeds immediately to

characterize the Alchemists as guilty of “Deplorable
aberrations, the product of a delirious imagination,
the disorders of which exceed all power of analysis.”

“The Mieroeosmoaor Microeosm—thelittle world as

usually applied to Man. A smallerworld is a miscre-

eosmos if compared with a larger one. ‘ Our Solar

System is a Mic:-ocosm in comparison with the Uni-

verse, and a Macroeosm if compared with the Earth.

Man is a Microcosm in comparison with the Earth,
and a Maerocosmif compared withan atom of matter.

An atom of matter is a Mierocosm,becausein it are all
the potentialities out of which a Macroeosmmay grow
if the conditions are favorable. Everythingcontained
in a Mierocosm in a state of development is contained
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in the Mieroeosm in germ.“

15. The English Reviewer also overlooks the preg-
nant hint of the German; and throwing himself into

the anus of the Frenchman quotes at third-hand a.

number of passages, detached from their proper con-

nections, fer the purpose of showing up the absurdity
of the Philosophical stone~seekers, absolutely blind as

to their real object.
16. Leaving, therefore, the French writer and the

Reviewer to feed upon the fragments theyhave elected

to deal with, I take up the citation from Dr. Kopp;
and will endeavor to substantiate the accuracyof his

hint, and show that the‘Alchemists, in all their writ-

ings, had Man in view, regarding him as a microcosm,
or miniature of the great world; or, as they are fond
of quoting, as the Image of God, in the language of

Moses.

1?.’ The gisubjeet of Alchemy was M:a¢5fl_v‘zhil_e__tEI
._-. ~ \... e. ....; -..-...;.. .--.«-.-.«.—u;an: _~

*1{’i€E£:';.a.§.!.¥.I2.22£f.9.¢t;§’.n05 Man» which ?'”,3“.PP°*?“
to center in a certain unity with the Divine na .”
m“The wonders of Spiritual Magic (Aleheing) rare

 

‘Hm-tmcnn,-—“Paraeelsns.”
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said to be accomplishedby means of a certain method
of life and a certain sequence of ceremonies, all of

symbolical significance, but unanimously considered

by the highest Adepts to be devoid of inherent virtue,
and simply adopted to develop the Psychi
 

fae_ulties_<3i:'_ ‘Imagination which are Grand
‘agents (absolutely necessary) in every Magical pro-
cess. Eliphas Levi recommends the postulant in the

proanos of the Spiritual Temple to ‘rise daily at the‘
same hour, and at an early hour, bathe summer and

winter before daybreak in spring water (clear, cool

water), never wear soiled clothes, to wash them him-

self if necessary, to exercise himself by voluntary
privations thathe may be better able to bear involun-

tary ones; finally,to impose silence on all desires save

that of achieving the magnum opus.’ This is simply
the preliminary (but necessary,) discipline; the prep-
aration of the Mystic ‘sulphur of the Wise’ is of an-

other and higher kind; the student of Vaughnpwill
‘sang it described in various parts of his writings, and

especially in the‘An-ima Mogica Abscandita; it" is a

process of Psychic chemistry ‘of a tri_adic_and' ‘abso-
lut'ely supernatural character, for the diatribes of
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modern Mystics against the use of the term super-
naturai are founded on a fundamental misappre-
hension of Occultism, and are due to the influence of

materialistic philosophy. It is a doctrine of Magical
science that there is an inherent imperfection in

Nature, and that there is an absolute perfection which

transcends Nature; now, the testimony of the visible

universe and theunceasing aspiration of Man’s higher
Consciousness are in harmony with this doctrine.

“Theof which I have spoken, is the

transmutationof the physicalbody by the Soul within

it, the exultation and Transfiguration of the soul by
the overshadowing spirit, and the illumination and

deification of the spirit by contact pith,the Universal
This process accomplishes the Re-

generkationiiofthe whole man, which is the true object
of TranscendentalPhilosophyand the only safe basis

for practicalMagic. All operations attempted by the

vulgar and the uninitiated, in other words, by marc-

generate persons, are either dangerous or unsuccess-

ful, or, as in the case of Black Magic, of a dark and

abominable nature.

- “Contemplation and quietism are the keys to this
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mysterious process, which seems to have been carried
to its highest point among Oriental nations. It is de-

scribedby Roger Bacon as themodificationof thebody
by Alchemy,which puts much of Hermetic allegory in

a new and more intelligible light.
“When this modification, or New Birth, has been

aeeomplished. the Magus §s_131§v«<}esi..i3.= 2-emmenicennp
.......g...-V _._. ‘

Wifl} IE9 °r°;'E3i?s..£91.'9§..9f
.

the,Ueiverse, and the

avenueslouf-“Spiritual perception, which are narrow,

difficult, and full of barriers, to the Psychologist of to-

day, are freely thrown open for unlimited explora-
tion——such, at least, is the ciaim of the Magical text-

books—and the Initiated epopt may proceed to the

Invocation of the celestial intelligences, the souls of

the great deported, and to theassertion of intellectual

dominion over the hierarchies of elementary being.
The depths and heights of his own immortal nature

are also revealed to him, and from the pinnaclesof his

spiritual life he may soar into ecstatic, yet Conscious,
communionwithGod Himself. On thephysicalplane
he may perform, by the adaptation of nature} laws,

many prodigies which seem to the uninitiated observer

in defiance of all law; he may endne inert substances
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withthepotency of his individualwill,’and this is the

philosophical principle of taiismanie magic; he can

search all hearts and read all destinies; perceive events

happening at a remote distance; and can impart to

suitable subjects a portion of his own prerogatives, in-T
ducing trance, elsirvoyance, prophetic foresight, etc.

“The third division of mediaevalesoteric science is,
in some respects, the most important of all, for Al-

chemy is not only the foundationof thatexperimental
method which has transformed the face of the earth;
it is not only the historical radix of modern physics,
including chemistry, it is not only an arcane process
 

°“You need not be surprised to hear that such
thingsare possible, becauseeverythingis possible, if it
is consistent with natural laws. One man may call
anotherman by his name, and order him to do certain
things,and if thelatter respects the former, or is awed
by his superiority,he willobeyhis order withoutbeing
forced to do so with 9. weapon or stick. On invisible
beings the Will of man has still more effect, and an
inferior being my be made to obey the will of 9. sn-
perior one by the force of the mere thought of a word,
because the lower is subject to the higher, and the in-
ferior to the superior, and what else is the will but a.

power hidden in the thought (mind) of man, and be-
coming active through his imagination? But the
thought of man is as potent to impress a spirit as the

-spoken word 18 to impress the mind of a man, for
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for the mannfactureof material gold, but it has or-

iginated a theory which is of the utmost importance
to all present students of Psychology.
“I have traced the connection between ancient tau-

’ maturgic Mysticism and modern Mystic action; I have

found that the hierophants of old were familiarwith

the Spiritual phenomena of to-day, and they claim to

have made such advances in the Pathswherein we are

slowlyand painfully travelling, that theyhad entered

into the permanent possession of a power and knowl-

edge which it was dangerous or impossible for them to

reveal, which they consequently spoke of in veiled

spirits have no physical ears to hear physical sounds,
and thevoice is only needed for those who cannot hear
thespirit.

__“It does not require the sound of our voice to brin
the image of some object before our imagination an
if we see the image of a thingin our mind,_and
its presence, it actuallyexists for us, and thus a spirit
may be brought into a form by the power of imagina-
tion.
“If the astral element in man can be sent into an-

otherman by the power of his olympic spirit, such an
astral element may also be embedded in metals and
leave its influencein them and thereby the metal may
be raised to a higher state, than the one into which it
was put by Nature.”

_< A __Hfirtmann; “Piiraeelsu's.”
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language, but which they nevertheless endeavored to

extend to others, in order thatit might be perpetuated,
and to this end they invented their symbols and alle-

gories in the hope that a Divine Light would il-
luminate deserving seekers and enable them to pene-
trate to their inner significance. Now, t_h§____li_1-
3“‘?.§°.S 9§.._:4.e9ie§t.1$1esicwere tl_1e.1’..rin.c.e.§ 9.f..A.1c1zemr
in a large number of cases and t_hese,tmo_,,hmpg1ges__9§
e§oterz3_:_mV§’_i_s_dqn;_ _

argjntimatelxand curiously con-
nected both i;:_m:incin1e.andpractice,

_

The doctrine of
,,._. . _- -.4. ..-

mystical and magical regeneration were expounded bx
Alchemical Philosophers, and the Psychic manu-
 

; factureof gold was taught in return by theMagicians;
w_________._ _.

Astrology lent to both the assistance of her traditional

observations and the resources of her"a1-ehaic sym-

bolism. Alchemists and Magicians lay claim to the

possession of the same tremendous secret, the same

indicible power; they worked with the same weapons
‘after rigorously identical methods, but in various

fields of mMevemenm— 
province of the followers of Geber; to the disciples of

The

highest aspirationsof bothschools appear to have
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derived from the Hermetic books, and though the

practicalAlel1_en1y of the U17_1s_1;ign egg or-_1_,g1_n'° ated with
 

the Ar§_l3i_t2-,I1,,G£her.-i&:Im1.nc_m_1nusLthu§Wbesought in
——._.._._

the thcomplixof thc_lat_er_Platonj§ts.
The Alchcmical Doctrine of Evolution is the

Philosophical basis of the sublime claim of Trans-

cendental or Spiritual Magic which has already been

considered at length, and the full consequent Psychic
importance of the literature of Alchemy may be shown

in a few words. Though it conceals the first matter of

themagnumopus, it describestheprocess which, given
the first matter, will ultimately eliminate the imper-
fections of metals. These Processes are parallel by the

theory in every department of Nature, and thus the

Magical Evtgltion, Transfiguration,or Reconstruction
of Man is to be accomplished in a manner which is

rigorously similar to the reconstruction in the mineral

world. As man is the subject of Spiritual Alchemy,
the first matter does not need seeking in this division
of the Art, and as Man, in the same manner, is that

Mystic -vas philosaphorum, which has been always a

crux for seekers from the days of Geber downwards, it
is plain case that the development of his Latent
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Spiritual Energies may be accomplished along the

lines of the avowed Hermetic processes, as they are

described in Alchemical works, provided the ‘assump-
tion eontained in the general Hermetic theory have a

basis, as claimed, in fact. Now the processes in ques-
tion are delineated with a tolerable amount of per-

spicuity, and I submit to those numerous students of

Psychology who are turning for light to the writings
and to the alleged achievements of the old Mystics,
thathere is an adequate warrant for theirearnest and

exhaustive study, and some groundjorbelievingthat

we may strike upon an unwrought mine of Spiritual
possibilities in the hidden but not unattainable

Mysteries of Alchemy.”
18. All of theAlchemists, so far as I have examined

their writings, might plaee in the “forefront” of

their works a number of the most enlightening pas-

sages from Scripture, as indicatingtheirdoctrines and

objects; among them the following, which we

recite at large, to save the trouble of a referenee, and

"“Introduetion, Magical Writings,” Thomas
Vaughan.
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willeopy themwithsome general view to the order of

the “great we ” as theAlchemists call theirArt.

“Blessed are theywhich do hunger and thirstafter

righteousness: for they shall be filled.”

“Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the

kingdom of heaven.”

“Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see

God.”

19. “I say unto thee except a man be born again”
(“from above,” in the margin), “he cannot see the

kingdom of God.”
“The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou

hearest the sound thereof,but canst not tell whence it

eometh, and whither it goeth: so is every one that is

born of the Spirit.” '

20. “Neither shall they say, Do here! or, L0 there!

for, behold, thekingdom of God is withinyou.”

21. “I and my Fatherare one.”

22. “
. . . . . .as thou, Father, art in me, and I in

thee, that they (the disciples) also may be one in us;

. . . . .
.I in them, and thou in me, that they may he

made perfect in one.”
23. “Give not that which is holy unto the dogs,
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neither cast ye your pearls before swine, lest they
trample them under their feet, and turn again and
rend you.”

24. “And with many such parables spake he the

word unto them, as they were able to hear it (or
understand). But without a parable spake he not

unto them (thepeople) ; and when theywere alone, he

expounded all thingsto his disciples.”
25. “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of

Wisdom.”

“Happy is the man that findeth Wisdom, and the

man thatgetteth understanding; for the merchandise

of it is better than the merchandise of silver, and the

gain thereofthan fine gold. She is more precious than

rubies: and all the thingsthou eanst desire are not to

be compared unto her. Lengthof days is in her right
hand; and in her laft hand riches and honor.”‘

“Her ways are of pleasantness and all her pathsare

peaee. She is a tree of Life to themthatlay hold upon

her; and happy is every one thatretainethher.”

26. “The Lord by Wisdom hath founded the earth;

‘See F1-ontispieee, “Divine Alchemy.”
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by understandinghathhe established theheavens.
. . . .

My son, let them not depart from thine eyes; keep
sound wisdom and discretion. So shall they be life.
untothysoulandgraeetothyn ”

“Get wisdom, get understanding; forget it not:

neitherdecline from thewords of my mouth. Forsake
her not, and she shall preserve thee: love her, and she

shall keep thee.”

“Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it

are the issues of life.”

“A wise man will hear and will increase learning;
and a man of understanding shall attain unto wise

counsels; to understand a proverb, and the interpreta-
tion, thewords of the wise, and theirdarksayings.”

27. “My son, if thou wilt receive my words, and

hide my eoxnmandments with thee;
“See that thou incline thine ear unto wisdom, and

apply thineheart to understanding;
“Yea, if thou criest after knowledge, and liftest up

thinevoice for understanding;
“If thou seekethher as for silver, and searehest for

her as for hid treasures;
“Then shalt thou understand the fear of the Lord,
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and find the Knowledge of God.”

28. “He thatgivethhis mind to the law of theMost

High, and is occupied in the meditation thereof, will

seek out the ‘Wisdom of all the ancient, and be occu-

pied in prophecies.
‘

“He will keep the sayings of the renowned men;
and where subtle parables are he will be there also.

“He willseek out thesecrets of grave sentences, and
be conversant in dark parables.”

29. All these sayings are perfectly congenial to the

Alchemist, and exactly in harmony with his object.
30. But an important point must here be explained

without reserve, it being necessary to a right under-

standing of the true positions of the Alchemists; es-

pecially in what have been called theDarkAges, when

there was neither political not religious toleration.

31. The Address to the Reader, in the English copy
of Sandivogius, opens in this strain: “There is

abundance of Knowledge, yet but little Truthknown.

The generality of our knowledge is but as castles in

theair, or groundless fancies. I know but of two ways
that are ordained for getting Wisdom, viz., the Book

of God and theBook of Nature; and these also, but as
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they are read with reason. Many look upon the

former as a thing below them; upon the latter, as a

ground of Atheism,and therefore neglect both. It is

my judgment, thatas to search the Scriptures is most

necessary, so without reason it is impossible to under-

stand them. Faith without reason is but implicity.
If I cannot understand by reason how a thing is, yet I
will see thata thing is so, before I will believe it to be

so. I'wil1 ground my believingof the -Scripture upon

Reason; I will improve my Reason by Philosophy.
How shall we eonvinee gainsayers of the truth of the

Scriptures, but by principlesof Reason!

32. “When God made Man after his own Image,
how was that! Was it not by making him a rational

creature! Men, therefore, that lay aside reason, in

the reading of sacred mysteries, do but cm-man them-

selves, and become further involved in a labyrinthof

errors. Hence it is thattheir Religion is degenerated
into irrational notions.

33. “Now, to say thatpure Philosophy is true Di-

vinity, will haply seem a paradox (in 1650); yet if

any one should afiirm it, he would not be Heterodox.

34. “When Job had been a long time justifying
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himself against God,-—which I conceive was by reason

of his ignorance of God and himself,——Godundertakes

to convince him of his error by the principles of

Nature; and this, to bring him to the knowledge of

both; as may be seen at large, Job

35. “Can any one afiirm that Hermes, Plato, Aris-

totle ,(thoughpure Naturalists,) were not most deep
Divinesi Do not all grant that the first two chapters
of Genesis are true Divinity? I dare atfirm thatthey
are the most deep and the truest Philosophy. Yes,
they are the ground and sum of all Divinity, and

Philomphy;and if rightly understood, will teach thee

more knowledge of God, and of thyself, than all the
books in the world besides.”

36. From such passages as the above, or those of a

similar import, abundantly found in the works of the

Alchemists, I cannot but say that they sought Truth

upon evidences drawn from the nature of things and

7

received it only for itself; and were influenced in its

reception by neithertradition nor authority.
37. The Alchemists in Christian countries received

the doctrines of Christ as true in themselves, or in the

nature of things; and they appear to have believed
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they were announced by Christ for that reason: but '

they were not accepted as true simply upon the

ground thatChrist announcedthem. With them“wis-

dom of the doctrine established the truth of Christi-

anity, and not miracles.” The wisdom of a doctrine

is the truthof it, and this is theauthorityof God.

38. The Alchemists would have the lovers of their

Art test all doctrines by what they call “the possi-
bilityof Na .” Hence the test of doctrine was not

with them a written record; and, consistently with‘ithis principle no Alchemist urges his opinion upon
‘ authority,but always in the styleof-—“My son, listenikto my wo ”—but he adds, prove them; or, he might
say, with St. Paul, one of the most zealous, bold, and

independent reformers the world ever saw, “Prove all

‘things,but hold fast to thatwhich is good.”
i;' 39. Notwithstanding this high authority, he who

} accepts truthonly becauseit may be proved, or proved

F to be “good,” and disregards mere authority,is com-

monly stigmatized as an infidel.
I’

V

40. The Alchemists, therefore, standing upon this

ground, would have been persecuted had they pub-
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lished their opinions openly;* for they lived, for the

most part, at a period when it was supposed, by those

in authority, that coercion and violence might be

‘‘‘Theprescription of the old pagan cultus and the
bitter and continual persecution of all profemors of
secret and magical arts, which took place in the reign
of the infamous emperor Constantine, and was con-
tinued by Valentinian, Theodosius, and other shining
lights of Imperial Christianity, did not eradicate
poly-theism or destroy the adepts. The old religion
and the old theurgicart took refuge in remote places;
theywere practiced in stealth and in silence, and thus
presumablyoriginated many of thosemysterious secret
societies which perpetuated the traditions of the Magi
through the whole period of the Middle Ages, and in
numerous Magical Rituals betray their connections
with neo-platonism.

“The prescription of Magic and paganism was

eventually followed by the prescription and persecu-
tion of theJews, who, in like manner, were reduced to
practice their religious rites in secret, and whose
oriental vindicativeness was frequently mused to
frenzy by their intolerable suiferings and humilia-
tions. Professors of Kabbalistic Arts, firm believers
in the virtues of invocations and verbal formulae, and
addicted from time immemorial to every species of
superstitious practice, they directed their mystic
machinery to do injury to their enemies, and the~in-
fernal magic of the Middle Ages, with its profanation
of Christian mysteries, its black masses and impious
invocations, is, in part at least, their creation.”

Introduction, “Magical Writings,” Thomas
Vaughan.
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legitimately.employed to force men into the estab-
lished public faith,‘ the imagined enemies of which,
besides beingheld up to public abhorrence, were often

burned at the stake. Allusions to this state of things
frequently occur in the writings of the Alchemists, as

in The Open Way to the Shut Palace of the King,
where the author says: “I dare aflirm that I do

possess more riches than the whole known world is

worth; but cannot make use thereof, because of the
73snares of knaves. The true explanation of this
 

‘Exactly what is being started to do in this the
TwentiethCentury of our era. The Masonic Orders,
in some of the American States, are having Laws
passed by a mouldable Legislature, making it a crime
for a man to belong to any Masonic Lodge not paying
allegiance to their special body. This is even worse
than the old persecutions, for at that time men were
ignorant, but for an Order, at this time, to say to the
free born man to what he shall or shall not belong,and
making it a crime under an extremely heavy penalty,
can result in but one thing,an Anti-Masonic revolu-
tion. These Orders, without knowing it, are again
obeying the instinct of the Jesuits, and to all such
Brother Masons, I would suggest that they get and
read, not only read, but study, the pamphlet entitled:
“The Pith and Marrow of the Closing and Coming
Century and related position of Freemasonry and
Jesuitry,” which may open their eyes to their own
perils.
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allusion to riches is in Matt. xvi, 26, for Eyrenaeus
proceeds: “I disdain, I loathe, I detest this idolizing
gold and silver, by the price whereof the pomp and

vanities of the world are celebrated. Ah, filthyevil!

ah, vain nothingness!
41. “Believe ye that I conceal these things out of

envy! No, surely; for I protest to thee that I grieve
from thevery bottom of my soul, thatwe are driven as

it were like outcasts from the face of the Lord

throughout the earth We travel through many

nations, just like vagabonds, and dare not take upon
ourselves the care of a family,neither do we possess

any fixed habitation. And although we possess all

things, yet can we use but a few. What, therefore,
are we happy in, excepting speculation and medita-

tion only, wherein we meet with great satisfaction of

mind!

42. “Many do believe (that are strangers to the

Art) that, if theyshould enjoy it, theywould do such

and such things;so also even we did formerly believe,
but being more wary, by the hazard we have run, we

have chosen a more secret method. For whosoever

hath once escaped imminent peril of his life, he will
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(believeme) becomemore wise for the time to come.”
43. Yet he exclaims: “My heart murmureththings

unheard of; my spirit beats in my breast for the good
of all Israel

..... .
.Would to God thatevery ingenious

man, in thewhole earth, understood thissciencel.
. . . .

Then would virtue, naked as it is, be held in great
honor, merely for its own amiable nature.” But he

adds": “Our gold is not to bebought for money,though
you should ofier a crown or a kingdom for it; for it is

the gift of God.”’
.

44. As the intolerance of the Middle Ages is a

familiar fact, known to every one, we have no dispo-
sition to dwell upon it; and refer to it only to assign
it as one cause of the Esoteric writings of the Al-

chemists. They communicated with each other by
symbols, writingof salt, sulphur, mercury, etc, and of

the transmutation of metals; by which they saved

their own heads, though they plunged hundreds and

thousands of the “profane,” as they called those not

in their secret, into vain and useless efiorts to find a

tangible agent for turning the beset metals into gold.

‘The reader may be led to surmise the true subject
of Alchemy by referring to Acts, chapter viii.
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“Who is to blame,” says one of them, “the Art, or

those who seek it upon false principles?”
45. Another reason for their obscure mode of writ-

ing was of a higher order, and it was this: that, as

most men are educated in religious tenets aeeording to

tradition, without understanding the true émunds of

the doctrine imposed upon them, it was not considered

safe to shake the hold of the tradition by proposing a

new rule of eondnet, not easilyapprehended. In plain
words, it was believedto be better for society thatmen

should be held to theirduty by hope and fear, thanbe

exposed to injury by a misunderstood doctrine of
freedom: for man is not free by simply denying the

false; he is only free by living in the truth. “The

truth shall make you free,” was the doctrine of Al-

chemy, as well as of the Gospel.’

'“The law,”said Apolloniusof Thyane, “obliges us
to die for liberty,and Nature ordains that we should
die for our parents, our friends,and our children. All
men are bound by these duties. But a Higher duty is
laid upon the sage; he must die for his principles and
the truth he holds dearer than life. It is not the law
thatlays his choice upon him, it is not nature; it is the
strengthand courage of his own soul. Though fire or
sword threatens him, it will not overcome his resolu-
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46. With the Alchemists, the ancient saying, know

thyself, inscribed upon the Temple of Apollo (at-
tributed by some to Pythagoras, by others to the

Egyptians),as an injunction,was the ground and sum

tion or force from him the slightest falsehood; but he
will guard the secrets of others’ lives and all thathas
been entrusted to his honor, as religiously as the
secrets of initiation. And I know more than other
men, for I know thatof all thatI know, I know some
things for the good, some for the wise, some for my-
self, some for the Gods, but naught for tyrants.

“Again, I thinkthata wise man does nothingalone -

or by himself; no thought of his so secret but thathe
has himself as witness to it. And whether the famous
saying ‘know thyself’ be from Apollo or from some

*

sage who learnt to know himself and proclaimed it as
a good for all, I thinkthewise man who knows himself
and has his own spirit in constant eomradship, to fight
at his right hand, will neithercringe at what the vol-
gar fear, nor dare to do what most men do without the
slightest shame.”

“In the above we have the true philosopher’s con-
tempt for death, and also the calm knowledge of the
Initiate. of the comforter and adviser of others to
whom the secrets of their lives have been confessed,
that no torture can ever unseal his lips. Here, too,
we have the full knowledge of why Consciousness is.
of the impossibilityof hiding thesmallest trace of evil
in the inner world; and also the dazzling brilliancyof
a Higher ethic which makes the habitual conduct of
the crowd appear surpi-ising—the “that which they
do—not with shame.”

“Apolloninsof Tyanne,” Mead.
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of all Wisdom. In thisknowledge was found, as they
believed, the knowledge of _G0d; not that God is in

man except as he is in all things,but the knowledge of
God lies in the nature of man, and not in the nature

of any other thing in the universe. He who looks for
it elsewhere, is on a journey away from the object he

seeks, and shall be disappointed. This is mgarded as

the opinion of the Alchemists.

“The Mystics (Alchemists) may not have been

acquainted with our aileged descent from apes; they
may only have realized dimly the significance in

Nature of that law which regulates the survival of the

fittest, though they did not need science to teach them

that the weakest go to the wall; but_ -
quainted with the ca aei fo ' §1&_iI_l_1-11.
substanee§,§_1gLin.m -Mmm; they
believed in themm gnei§_h
e hcy studied the Mysteries
of correspondence and the great law of conditions;
they investigated the operations of energy in the di-

rection of improvements. But they did what we do

not; m end was to assist Nature, to bring
consciousness, reason,m5eflz'gence,to help in fulfilling
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the low; to begin work where Nature left oif, or was

arrested, to improve what was defective, complete
what was unfinished, to ameliorate the ill-conditioned,
to refine thecourse, to remove thesuperfluous. “That
work of Nature,” says Trevisan, “is assisted by Al-

chemy.” They believed that a change might be

efiected in all substances, and theysought to work up

to the archetypal idea which dominated in each de-

partment of Nature. In otherwords, theyendeavored

to realize the ideal, to produce perfection in the given
substance. Thus, the Physical Mystics, or Alchemists,
elaborated the potencies of metals in order to obtain

gold. And then in regard to man, the Spiritual
Mystics, or Alchemists, sought to produce his arche-

type, to realize the Ideal Humanity; and we find in

_

their writings and their processes a clear proof of

their acquaintance with a law of Spiritual Evolution

which we can discern to be in rigorous analogy with
thatof the physical world. Modern science has con-

cerned itself but little with the possible future of

humanity as it is indicated by the law which it has

discovered, but“u‘1i‘déi‘ly'ing"the literature of the

Western Mysticism there is the consciousness of a
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grand future of both Spiritual and physical Trans-

figuration, perfection, beauty,and visible illumination

—1:hings outward being an index of things inward-

which is pomible, perhaps inevitable for man, and
this future can at any rate he achievedby theelect.

- - “Whether contemplated from the merely scientific

standpoint, or from that of the Higher Science of

Mysticism, it may he afirmed thatthe object of physi-
cal evolution, working in the natural world, is

_

accomplish the transfiguration of the natural body 0

man, to develop what Freemasonry tenns the Perfect

Ashlar. The object of Spiritual Evolution is to ac-

eomplish the transfiguration of the interior Man.”"

“As at present conducted, our modern experiments
are devoid of practicalresults; the lines of investiga-
tion reach a certain point and there leave us, but the

old pioneers of Mysticism (Alchemy) would appear to

have discovered some hitherto inscrutable means of

passing the barrier which confronts us, and in so do-

ing they tell us thattheyhave come into thepossession
of a tremendous secret, which they declare to be of a

  

"‘Azoth,or, The Star in the East,” A. E. Waite.
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E Divine character, and which they dare not publicly
f reveal, for inealculable penalties attach to the pro-
? fanation of the Grand Mysteries. In theirbooks they

protected their knowledge from the vulgar by means

of allegorical language and theuse of symbols, leaving
their veritable meaning to be divined by the sincere
student with thehelp of an insight imparted from the

Spiritual world. They also perpetuated their secrets

by the Initiation of tested disciples of undoubted dis—

cretion, to whom they seem to have liberallylaid open
the precious treasures of their knowledge, and in this

manner some of the secret Colleges of Magic, once ap-

parently numerous, eame to be formed in the East.”’

47. We know of no one among thatclass of writers

who has stated the gmund of their proceedings more

distinctlythanVan Helmont, where hesays:
48. “Seeing that the Creator of all beings, before

the foundation of theworld, and beforeever theywere

brought forth,had and contained thesame in his Mind

and Wisdom,—even the little world (man, the micro-

cosm) as well as the greater, according to the testi-

““Introduction, Magical Writings,” Thomas
Vaughan.
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mony of Scripture (here he quotes passages from

Scripture),—mustnot thentheworld, thegreater (the
macrocosm) as well as the lesser (man), have their

creator, as their original and beginning,within them-

selves, so thatneitherthe Creator nor his creature are

separate from each other!
. . . . . .Seeing, then, that it

cannot be said that perfection is attained, before the

end hath reached its beginning, and the beginning
united itself with the end, in order to a new birthand

production, the question is, whether both the greater
and thelesser world, in order to reachperfection, must

not, in all their workings, aim at this, viz., that they
may return to theirbeginning,to be united with it. ”

49. Again: “Seeing, then, that all the creatures of

God, in order to their melioration and glorification,
stand in an endless revolution, in order to perfection,
and yet must beknown and comprehended; and seeing
that a thing cannot be known otherwise thaniby its

end and operation, or out-working, as a tree by its

fruits; and that the lesser world is the end and com-

prisal of all creatures and works of God, and conse-

quently an ontbirth of the great world, wherein all

other creatures are comprised; the question then is,
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Whether there can be any other way by which man

may attain to a right knowledge of the great world,
with and in all its parts, than"in and out of kintself;
especially since in him, as in the end and sbridgment
of all things, the Beginning hathmanifested itself ;—

for the End is nothingbut 3 Beginning wrought out,
that is, displaying into act and manifested; so thatthe

EndishidintheBeginning,sstheBegim1ingismani-
fasted in the End! And whether, as a consequence of

.
this,boththeworlds have not a great Infinity,and per-
fect likeness, yes, amd unity one with the other; and

whether they must not he wrought out with one an-

other, and thereby reach their highest perfection?”
50. Alehemiealvolumesare filledwithintimstionsof

the mystery involved in the nature of men; thus

Wiedenfeld exclsims:

51. “Very great incomprehensible gifts hath the

Most High God vouchssfed us ; in theacknowledgment
of which it is our duty day and night to love, worship,
and revere Him withour whole heart, and everywhere
extol his name with all our might; for besides his

creating us out of nothing,and redeeming us withhis

-most precious blood, he hathalsomsde us-partskers of
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all the blessings eontained in the greater world; for

whieh reason man is called Microcosm; for it has by
Divine inspiration been revealed to us thatthe virtues

of all things, animal, vegetable, and mineral, are in

mm. ’ ’

In the“TurhaPhilosophormn,”theEighthDictnm,
we find the following dialogue eoneerning the Be-

ginning:
“Pythagorassaith: ‘I afirm that God existed be-

fore all things,and withKim was nothing,as He was

at first. But know, ye Philosophers, that I declare

this in order thatI may fortify your opinion eoneern-

ing these four elements and aroma, as well as in the

seienees thereof,at which no one can arrive eave by the

will of God. Understand, that when God was alone,
He created four things—~fire,air, water, and earth,out

of which thingsHe afterwards created all others, both
thesublime and the inferior, becauseHe predestinated
from the beginning that all creatures extracted from
water should multiply and increase, that they might
dwell in theworld and perform His judgments therein.

flqnsecgiently,beforeall, _He ereated the four elements,
n~t\\ LL. a

out of which He afterwards what Heiiwilled;
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that is to say, diverse creatures, some of which were

produced from a single element."'

“The Turbo saith:-—‘Whichare these, 0 Master!’
“AndHe :——‘ They are the angels, whom He created

out of fire.’
“But the Tnrbe:—‘ Which, then,"are created out of

two2’

"AndHe.-—'0ut of theelements of fire and air :are
the sun, moon, and stars composed. Hence the angels
are more lucid than the sun, moon, and stars, because

thej are created from one substance, which is less

dense than two, whilethesun and thestars are created

from 8 composition of fire and air.’
‘ ‘ The Turbosaith:—‘And what concerning thecrea-

"“In the Book of Balances, one of the genuine
Arabianworks of Geber, there is a passage which has
some analogy with this dictum:—‘After God had ere-

sted all thingsof the four elements. . .
.1113 caused the

four qualities to issue from the ancient worlds,
namely: heat, cold, moisture, and dryness. The com-

bination of these elements produced fire, which con-

tains heat and dryness; water, which possesses cold
and moisture; air, which has warmth and humidity;
earth, which is cold and dry. By the help of these
elementsGod created thesuperior and inferiorworks.”
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tion of Heaven3’

“Then He :~——‘God created the Heaven out of water

and air, whence this is also composed of two, namely,
the second of the rarer things, which is air, and the

second of the denser things,which is water. ’

“And they:—‘Master, continue thy diseourse con-

cerning these three, and rejoice our hearts with thy
sayings, which are life to the dead.’

“But the others answereth:--‘I notify to you that

God hath furthermade creatures out of three and out

of four; out of three are created flyingthings, beasts,
and vegetables; some of these are created out of water,
air, and earth, some out of fire, air, and earth.’

“But the Turba aas'th.-——‘Distinguish these divers

creatures one from another.’
“And he :—‘Beasts are created out of fire, air, and

earth; flying things out of fire, air, and water, be-

cause flying things, and all among vegetables which
,

have a spirit, are created out of water, while all brute

animals are from earth, air, and fire. Yet in vege-

tables there is no fire, for theyare created out of earth,
water, and air.’

“Whereat the Turba saith:-——‘Let us assume that a
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fire, with your reverenee’s pardon, does reside in

vegetables.’
“And he.-—‘Yehave spoken the truth, and I afirm

that they contain fire.’

“And they:—‘Wheneeis that fire?’

“He auswereth:—‘0utof the heat of the air which

is eoneealed therein; for I have signified that a thin

fire is present in the air, but the elementary fire eon-

eerning which you were in doubt is not produced,
except in thingswhich have spirit and soul. But out

of four elements our fatherAdam and hi sons were

created,‘ that is, of fire, air, water, and likewise earth.

Understand, all ye that are wise, how everything
 

"“The tratise of Olympiodorns on the sacred art
observes thatAdamwas the issue of thefour elements,
and terms him virgin earth, igneous earth, carnal
earth, and sanguineous earth, making reference to the
libraries of Ptolemy. There are similar references in
Zosimus, by whom he is identifiedwithdeath. But the
camel Adam of Zosimus sign'ifies'material humanity
in general, and therein is eontained theSpiritual man,
whose name no one knowethexeept‘Nieotheos,and that
mysterious personage, the Alchemist himself acknowl-
edges to be undiseoverable. The substitute for his true
name signifies Light and Fire.-v-w em... rm 3:
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which God hath created out of one essence dies not

until the Day of Judgment. The definition of death
I

is thedisjunctionof the composite, but there is no dis-

junction of thatwhich is simple, for it is one. Death

consists in the separation of the Soul from the body,
because anything formed out of two, three, or four

eomponents must disintegrate, and this is death. Un-

derstand, fnrther, that no complex substance which

lacks fire, eats, drinks, or sleeps, because in all things
which have a spirit fire is thatwhich cats."

“The Turha answercth:—‘How is it, Master, that

the angels, beingcreated of tire, do not eat, seeing thou

assertest thatfire is thatwhich cats!’

‘'‘‘The nature of the angels, and the question
whethertheyeat and sleep, does not seem to have been
discussed either by Greek, Syriac, or Arabian Al-
chemists. Zosimns narrates that the art of alchemy
was revealed to mortals by fallen angels; it is to them
that the tradition of the art must be referred as to a
primary source; and it was they also who wrote the
primeval books of alchemy. It will be remembered
that magic was also one of the mysteries unfolded by
the same intelligences. In the discourse of Isis to
Horns, theMotherof the Gods appears as a prophetess,
who obtained Initiation into the Mysteries of alchemy
hfxgonybhe greet angel Amnael. who desired to possess

ll‘
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“Am! he:--‘Hence ye doubt, each having his

opinion, and ye are become opponents, but if ye truly
knew the elements, ye would not deny these things. I

agree with all whose judgment it is that simple fire

eats not, but thickfire. The angels, therefore, are not

created out of thick fire, but out of the thinnest of

very thin fire; being created, then, of that which is

most simple and exceedingly thin, they neither eat,
drink, nor sleep.’

“And the 'l‘urba:—‘Master,our faculties are able

to perceive, for by God's assistance we have exhausted

thysayings, but our faculties of hearing and of sight
are unable to carry such great things. May God re-

ward thee for the sake of thydisciples, since it is with
the object of instructing future generations that thou

has summoned us together from our countries, the

recompense of which thou,wiltnot fail to receive from

the Judge to come!’

“Arisleus saith:—‘Seeing that thou hast gathered
us together for theadvantage of posterity,I thinkthat

no explanationswill be more useful thandefinitions of

those four eiements which thou hast taught us to

attain.’
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“Ami he:——‘None of you are, I suppose, ignorant
thatall theWise have propounded definitions in God.’

“The Turba cmswereth.-—-‘Should your disciples
pass over anything,it becomesyou, 0 Master, to avoid
omissions for the sake of future generations.’

“And he :——-‘If it ‘pleases you, I will begin the dis-

position here, since envious men in their books have

separated that,or otherwise I willput it at the end of
the book. ’ ‘

“Whereat the Turba sac'tk:—‘Place it where you
thinkit will be clearest for future generations.’

“And he:—‘I will place it where it will not be
recognized by the foolish, nor ignored by the Sons of

the Doctrine, for it is the key, the perfection and the

end.’

“No student of Mysticism, historical or philo-
sophical, can aiford to ignore alchemy. There is a

solidarity, if we take only the lowest standpoint, and

as we have often stated, between the physical process

of Occult chemistry and the Spiritual processes of the

Mystics. Now, in so‘far as this solidarity wasolmown

to the TurboPhilosophorum,so far were all alchemists,
themselves Mystics, and Alehemy—that is, the physi-
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cal part of the proce_ss—was la Mystic work. We re-

gard alchemy, as we regard the larger philosophyof

which it was a part, and a mode of expression or of

presentations, under a dual aspect. As in theone case

_

Mysticism is capable, as we have seen, of division into

‘Transcendental Science and Transcendental Religion,
so in theotheralchemy is to be regarded as a Spiritual
and physicalwork. We do neitherdoubt nor question
that many alehemists sought only the transmutation

of metals, and applied the principles of arcane law

only amongmineral genera; of this facttheir liva are

the evidence. But our researches have also oonvinced

as thattheir labors were overshadowed by theportents
of a Higher achievement-:—thateven as their works

read obviously in two ways, literally and trans—liter-

ally,so also theiroperations had two objects, and that

both of these objects were pursued from the first

beginnings of the seienee, and are contained in its

earliest literature. The spiritual interpretation was

not an afterthought; the Spiritual search was not an

after-growth; the testimony to these matters is not less

strong in Geber than it is in Khunrath. The arcane

knowledge in bothcases preceded thearcane literature.’
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The secrets of theAncient sanctuaries and of the Holy
Assemblies embraced both the physical and transcen-

dental. It was known that one law variously applied
obtained in all departments of Nature as regards the

A

developmentof species and of thepotential energies in

all things.‘ Their acquaintance with that law enabled

the adepts to develop the latent possibilities of the

pinineral world, which possibilities resided not in the

different species but in the common elements. Their

acquaintance with the same law also enabled them to

elaborate the transcendental potencies of man. Thus,
in vulgar parlance, they could transznute metals, and

they could transfigure humanity. Alchemical litera-

ture enshrined both processes, which accounts for its

composite character, like a skein of silk in which two

colors, distinct, though almost inextricable, are con-

fusedly tangled and braided. The evolutionary doc-
trine of alchemy is scarcely a subject for formal

quotation from the sequence of alchemical literature,
for it is the foundation and sum of that literature.

There is, of course, the hackneyed maxim everywhere
cited by the champions of the ‘spoliated past,’ that

maxim which puts tersely, after the manner of the
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wisdom of old, the whole theory of the development
of the species into a nutshell. ‘The stone becomes 3

plant, the plant an animal, the animal a man, man a

God. ’ But that is not the evolutionwithwhich we are

now dealing; we are not here concerned with themode

in the manifestation of the law which differentiated

species, but ratherwith a fundamental principle, and

a philosophical reason for the principle, which all

Mysticismapplied in practice.
“The principle brieflywas this: All natures, how-

ever diversified, have a common origin; there is but

one substance in theuniverse; the latent powers which

subsist in any species are the capacities of the first
matter; it is impossible to ameliorate or to improve
species except by having recourse to the fontal sub-

stance and source, whence all multiplication,all gener-

ation, all energy of development proceed. By recourse

to this storehouse of universal potency every species
can be ameliorated and developed. Development pro-

ceeds under the providence of Nature up to a certain

point, beyond which it can be carried by art, and to

the highest point and pitch of this evolutionary art
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theHermetic adapts apply the mime of Alchemy."J
52. The English translator of a work said to have

been written in Arabic, by Alipili,entitled Centrum

Natume Urmcentratum, or the Salt of Nature Re-

generated, in his address to “theReader,” says:
53. “The highest wisdom consists in this, for Man

to knowH m  

__.._..._...._._.__._.......,.....

Eternal Jllordrhy which all things were mac anfl
T______-

upheld, to be his Light and Life,’ by which he is

capable of knowing all things both in time and
  eternity. . . . . .

.'l‘herefore let the high inquirers and

searchers into the deep mysteries of nature learn first

to know what theyhave in themselves,before theyseek

in foreign matters without thorn; and by the Divine

power within them, let them first heal themselves and

tremsmute theirown souls; then they may go on pros-

perously,and seek withgood sueeess themysteries and

wonders of God in all natural things.”
54. This is but the feflection from what is found in

the text of the volume in these wortis:

55. “He thathath the knowledge of the microcosm,

“‘Azoth,or, the Star in the East,” A. E. Waite.
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cannot long be ignorant of the knowledge of the

Maerocosm. This is that which the Egyptian in-

dustrious searchers of Nature so often said, and loudly
proclaimed,—that every one should know llimself.
This speech their full disciples (meaning the Greeks)
took in a moral sense, and in ignorance afiixed it to

their Temples. But I admonish thee, whosoever thou

art, that desirest to dive into the inmost parts of

Nature, if that which thou seekest thou findest not

within thee, thou wilt never find it without thee. If

thou knowest not the excelleney of thine own house,
why dost thou seek and search after the excelleney of

other things‘! The universal Orb of the world con-

tains not so great mysteries and exeelleneies as a little

Mon, formed by God in his own Image. And he who

desires the primacy amongst the Students of Nature,
will nowhere find a greater or better field of study
than Himself. Therefore will I here follow the ex-

ample of the Egyptians, and from my whole heart,
and certain true experiences proved by me, speak to

my neighbor in the words of the Egyptians, and with
aloud voice do proclaim: 0 Man, KNOW THYSELF‘;
in thee is laid the Treasureof Treasures.”
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56. The author then falls into the conventional

mystic language about the central salt, the firmament,
the astrum, the spiritual water, the watery spirit, the

water of life, etc., which would not he pertinent here,
the point now in question requiring us to show that
Man is the Subject of Alchemy.”

“Mysticism (Alchemy),we aflirm, is theone avenue

of knowledge concerning the absolute of being;and in

this claim there is nothing narrow, intolerant, or ex~

elusive, from the simple fact that there are no other

claimants. It is open to anyone to reject it on the

ground that we cannot know; it is open to anyone to

be indifferent about positive truth; but if that truth

exists, and there be 3 known way to its attainment,
then Mysticism is that way. It is the ‘metaphysical
foundation’ of the ‘hidden chemistry’; it is that art

both ancient and infinite, to which those who would

conceal it have ‘pinned the narrow name of chcmia,-’
it is Nature’s explication concerning the ‘sephirotie
heaven’ of Steebe, and -Sidrach’s ‘chief fountain of

science.’ If indeed there be a Hortulus Hermeticus,
may that marvelous virgin of Stoleius, that lady the

wonder of her kind, who ‘from morn to even’ minis-
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ters in the parabolic garden, lead us with her white

hands to the concealed flower, and instruct us in the

‘Romance of the Rose.’

“The search after positive truth can be pursued
only in one direction. There is only one system, a sole

philosophy,one single science which has ever claimed

to possess or dispense. That system, that philosophy,
thatscience is Mysticism, which professes to endow its

disciples with a method of direct intercourse with the

spirit of God. It is no longer a question of astral

bodies and of astral shells, of earth-bound spirits, or

of unprogressed disembodied humanities. It is not

even a question of the souls of just men made

perfect, nor yet of creating correspondence with those

exalted Hierarchies of existence whose altitude of in-

terior development transcends whatsoever can be im-

agined of the apex of human evolution. It is a ques-
tion of the union of mania individual Consciousness,
of his Immortal part, of his inalienable interior self-
possession-, in the universal Consciousness of God.

“To be qualified for a Mystic (Alchemist) a man is
i

not called on to make any sacrifice of his reason; he

must exercise it to the fullest extent, must apply it to
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his personal improvement, and his progressive de-

velopment. He is not required to profess any definite

creed; the Mystic is concerned with the Attainment of

Knowledge, not with t e ennunciationof dogma. But

it is undeniably required of the candidate that he

shouid he possessed of Spiritual aspirations, and,
above all, 0 t at aspiration after Immortalitxl which

 

 

is a testimony of the interior man contributed to the

without in the external facts of Spiritual communion.

Whosoever is acquainted with these facts has a certain

and substantive knowledge on which to base his faith,
and thus theMysteries which surround him are trans-

figured. Even in this life he may reasonably antici-

pate in the future a solution of many problems to

which as yet we have found no key.

and a practical madus opercmdi for the evolution of

the perfect man. These statements may he reduced

within even narrower limits, and we may say: ‘ig-

( “It oficrs a key to the future progress of Humanity,

chemy comprises a physical demonstration concerning
 

the unseen which is around us, whence it is the true

alchemical intritus in veram atque immditam hyssl
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cam, and an interior illuminationconcerning the un-

seen which is within,togetherwitha way to God, who

is the end of all human Development. It embodies

also a. system of education towards the Perfect Life,
both physical and Spiritual.

“ These, it is submitted, are sufiicient reasons for the

dissemination of its doctrines and principles. But we

may advance beyond this initial standpoint, and we

may afiirm that3 way to God, and a way to the perfect
life are the essential elements required in that new

religion towards which all the Higher forces in

humanity seem to be instinctively n1oving—in that

new religion which shall realize the best aspirations,
and constitute 9. transfigured synthesis of all previous
creeds. Now, as existing religious systems are in-

-commensm-ate to existing necessities; as faith is less
thanknowledge, and is thereforean inferiorground of

conviction; as the Mysties ofier knowledge; as knowl-

edge is required by the age; as the development of

humanity has not been perfectly aecomplished by
systems based on faith; as Mysticism (Alchemy) is in

harmony with the conclusions of modern science, and
with the theorems of modern philosophy,in harmony
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withthebest aspirations embodied in all religions, and(is itself committed to no arbitrary docti-ines—it is

incumbent on those who receive it to spread the

knowledge which theypossess, to endeavor by personal
experience to increase thatknowledge, and undertake,
so far as in them lies, to begin the ‘education of hu-

manity in the perfection promised by the Masters—in

the doctrine of ‘elective physics’ and the Science of

Spiritual election.”

57. Sandivogius, one of the most Ilniversally ae-

knowledged adapts, speaks in the following manner of

the mysteries involved in the nature of Man:

58. “The most high Creator was willingto manifest
all natural things unto Man, wherefore he showed to

us that Celestial things themselves were naturally
made, by which his absolute and incomprehensible
Power and Wisdom might be so much the more freely
acknowledged; all which things the Philosophers
(meaning the Alchemists), in the Light of Nature, as

in a Looking glass, have a clear sight of. For which

 sheir>»
“‘.Azoth,or, The Star in theEast.”
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viz., not so much out of covetousness for gold or silver,
I

but for knowledge sake, not only of all natural things,
hi1‘1:—al_sovof the power of the_(__3reator; but they were
willing to speak of these things. only— sparingly and

figuratively, lest the Divine Mysteries by which

Nature is illustrated should be discovered to the un-

worthy; whieh thou (reader), if thou Imowest how to

KNOW THYSELF,and art not of a stiff neck, mayest
easilycomprehend, created as thou art in the likeness

of thegreat world, yea, after the Image of God
. . . . . . .

Thou, therefore, that desirest to attain to this Art,
in the first place, put thy whole trust in God thy
Creator, and urge him by thy prayers, and then

assuredly believethat he will not forsake thee; for if

God shall know thatthyHeart is sincere, and thatthy
whole trust is put in Him, he will, by one means or

another, shew thee a way, and assist thee in it, and

thou shalt obtain thydesire.‘ The Fear of the Lord is

the beginningof Wisdom. Pray, but yet work: God

indeed gives understanding, but thou must know how

and when to use it. ”

59. Cornelius Ag-rippa, an Alchemist, and, like

many other great men, misunderstood in his day,
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writes:

60. “There is one thingby God created (Man), the

subject of all wonderfulness in earth and in heaven;
it is actually animal, vegetable, and mineral; found

everywhere, known (properly) by few, by none ‘ex-
pressed by his proper name, but hid in numbers,
figures, and riddles, without which neither Alchemy,
not natural magic, can attain their perfect end.”

Natural Magic, by the way, is only another name for

natural philosophy.

“Behold, I’m nobler far

Than all the Seraphim;
For I can be what they

They never be like me.

“My great nobilityis, thatbeing here,
On earth,I may,become

King, Emperor, even God,
Just what I will thatmay I be.

“The wise man ’s whole endeavor

Is ever to be God.
The fool doth take much trouble

To be earth and to rot.
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“The lead then will be gold,
The battle will be won,

When I with God, through God,
In God be changed to one.

“God cares as much for me

As I to him aspire.
I help to establish Him,

He grants all my desire.

“Through wisdom God is deep
And broad through charity;

Omnipotence is height,
Length is Eternity.“

61. Thomas Norton, :1 very old writer on Alchemy
of great authority (of the fifteenth century), wrote

his ‘Ordinall’ in verse, and tells all but thevery blind
the real subject of theArt in these words:

'

“Noble authors,men of glorious fame,
Called our stone Microcosmus by name:

For his composition is without a. doubt,
Like to thisworld in airmen we walk about:
Of Heat, of Cold, of Moist, and of Dry,
"Pearlsof Wisdom,” Conrad Fuhrer.
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Of Hard, of Soft, of Light, and of Heavy,
Of Rough, of Smooth,and of thingsstable,
Mingled with things fleeting and movable;
Of all kinds contrary brought to one accord,
Knit by thedoctrine of God by our blessed Lord.

Whereby of Metals is made transmutation,
Not only in color (appearance) but trs.nsubstantia—

tion,
In which ye have need to know this thing,
How all thevirtues of the elements transmuting,
Upon the transmuted must have full domination,
‘Before that the substance be in transmutation;
And all parts transmuted must figured be,
In the elements transmuting impressed by degree.
So thatthe third thingeliminated of them all

Of such condition ever more he shall;
That it truly have, it may be none other,

.

But her substance of thatone, and her virtue of that

other."
e

62. A friend remarks at my elbow that this is

“poetry under difliculties,”which is very true. It is

not cited, however, for its beauty,but in testimony to

9. feet.
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63. In as clear a manner, George Ripley declares the

‘subject of the Stone in the following lines:

“For as of one mass was made all thing,
Right so much it in our practice be,
All our Secrets of one Image must spring;
In Philosophers’ books thereforewho wishes may see,

Our stone is called the less-world,one anti three.”

That is, the Stone is Man, of one nature,—of body,
soul, and spirit.

In “Pearls of Wisdom” we find:

“The Breed of theLord in us

Is like the Philosopher’s Stone;
It makethus to gold,

If we be melted down.

“Thy Stone, oh Alchemist,
Is nothing in my sight;

I

The corner stone’s my elixir,
The Stone of Wisdom ’s might.”

64. In the Dialogue of Arislaus, published in the

Alchemist’: Enchiridion, in 1372, mm: is indicated as

the Stone in this language:
65. “Now in this discourse will I manifest to thee
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thenatural condition of the Stone of the Philosophers,
apparelled with a triple garment, even this Stone of
Riches and Charity, the Stone of Relief from Lan-

guishment ;———in which is eontained every secret; ‘being
a Divine Mystery and Gift of God, thanwhich there is

nothing in thisworld more sublime. .

66. “Therefore diligently observe what I say, viz.,
that ’tis apparelled with a Triple garment, that is to

say, with a Body, Soul and Spirit.”
67. Any one having the least acquaintance with

these works would recognize the subject of the author

by this language, and that it is Man.

In the “Tzerga Philosophorum,”The EleventhDic-

tum, we find the following dialogue:
“Parmenides saith:——‘Ye must know that envious

’

men hath dealt voluminously with several waters,
brodiuxns, stones, and metals, seeking to deceive all

you who aspire after knowledge. Leave, therefore,
all these, and make the white red, out of this our

copper, taking copper and lead, letting these stand for

grease, or blackness, and tin for the liquefaction.
Know ye, further, that unless ye rule the Nature of

Truth, and harmonize well together its coinplexions
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‘and compositions, the eonsangnineous with the eon»

sanguineous, and the first with the last, ye act im-

properly and efleet nothing,becausenatures willmeet

their natures, follow them,and rejoice. For in them

they pntrefy and are generated, because Nature is

ruled by Nature, which [destroys it, turns it into dust,
reduces to nothing, and finally herself renews it, re-

peats, and frequently produees the same. Therefore
look in books, thatye may know the Nature of Truth,
what put:-efies it and what renews, what savour it

pommes, what neighbors it naturally has, and how

they love each other, how also after love enmity and

corruption intervene, and how these natures should be
united one to another and made at peace, until they
become gentle in the fire in similar fashion. Having,
therefore, noticed the facts in thisArt, set your hands
to the work. If, indeed, ye know not the Natures of
Truth, do not approach the work, sinee there will
follow nothingbut harm, disaster, and sadness. Gon-

sider, therefore, the teachings of the Wise, how they
have declared the whole work in thissaying:—Nature

rejoices in Nature, and Nature contains Nature. In

these words there is shown forth unto you the whole
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work. Leave, therefore, manifold and superfluous
things,and take quicksilver,’coagulate in the body of

Magnesia, in Kuhul, or in Sulphur which does not

burn; make the same nature white, and place it upon
our Copper, when it becomes white. And if ye cook

it still more, it becomes red, when if ye proceed to

eoction, it becomesgold.“ I willtell you thatit turns

the sea itself red and the color of gold. Know ye also
thatgold is not turned into redness save by Permanent

Water, because Nature rejoices in Nature. Reduce,
therefore, the same by means of cooking into a

humour, until the hidden nature appear. If, there-

fore, it be manifested externally, seven times imhue

the same with water, cooking, imbuing, and washing,

““Mercury, according to the Greek Epistle of Sy-
nesius, is like wax, which readily assumes any color
that is imparted to it, for Mercury white-ns all bodies
and attracts their souls; it digests them by coction,
and takes complete possession of them.

"This clearly refers to the development and its
different stages up to the complete Development or

Supreme Initiation when the Baser metals have been
‘ transmuted into clear gold, or in other words, the

Passions have been developed into a pure Soul and
Immortality is a felt fact.

2*‘
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until it become red. 0 these celestial natures, multi-

plying the natures of truth by the will of God! 0

the potent Nature, which overcame and conquered
natures, and caused its hatures to rejoice and be glad.
This, therefore, is thatspecial and spiritual nature to

which the God thereofcan give what fire cannot. Con-

seqently, we glorify and magnify that (species), than

which nothing is more precious in the true tincture, or

the like in the smallest degree to be found. This is

that truth which those investigating Wisdom Love.

For when it is liquefied withbodies, the highest opera»
tion is afieeted. If ye knew the truth, what great
thanksye would give me! Learn, therefore,thatwhile

you are tingeing the einders, you must destroy those

that are mixed. For it overcomes those which are

mixed, and changes them to its own color. And as it

visibly overcame the surface, even so it mastered the

interior. And if one be volatilebut the other endure

the fire, either joined to the other endures the fire.

Know also, that if the vapors have whitened the sur-

faces, they will certainly whiten the interiors. Know

further, all ye seekers after Wisdom, that one matter
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overcomes four, and our Sulphur’ alone consumes all
tthings.’

“The Tm-ba Answereth:—‘Thou hast spoken excel-p
lently well, 0 Perinenides, but than has not demon-
strated the disposition of the smoke to posterity, nor

how the same is whitened!’ ”
_

“The Magnus Opus, the highest point and pitch of

Transcendental Science, was the establishment of 9.

direct correspondence with the Hierarchies of supra-
mundeue subsistence. It is true that it included Al-

chemy, the mystery of the sol-ehemicorum, which was

such an investigation of natural secrets as would elicit

a practicalmethod for the conversion of certain sub-
stances, generally metallic, into gold. and silver.

Transcendental Science included also the entire scope
of transcendental medicine, the search for the Elixir

of Life, for the Universal Medicine, and the Renewal

"“‘Sulphur, Mercury and Salt figure in all Hermetic
literature as the most indispensable principles of the
Magnum Opus. The later writers never weary of
aflirming that they are not the substances commonly
so called, but thisdoes not appear so plainly in earlier
and especially in Greek Authors.
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of Youth—conceptionswhich were understood by the

Magicians in a more or less literal sense. There was,

finally, the evocation of the Souls of the departed,
which must take rank among the most important and

fascinatingachievementsof Ceremonial Magic.”
In the Invocations which were used in the Elen-

sinian Mysteries, known as the Mystical Hymns of

Orpheus, we find some of the most beautiful Evoca»

tions that the human mind can imagine. For in-

stance, the one to Sleep, with the Fumigation of the

Poppy which contains a Mystery in itself, and which

was always certain, though extremely dangerous to

thecm-Initiated,was as follows:

“Sleep, king of Gods, and men of mortal birth,
Sov’reign of all, sustain ’d by motherEarth;
For thydominion is supreme alone,
O’er all extended, and by all things known.

’Tis thineall bodies withbenignantmind.
'

In otherhands thanthoseof brass to bind.

Tamer of cares to weary toil repose,
And from whom sacredsolace in afiietion flows.

"‘Azoth,or, The Star in the East.”
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Thy pleasing gentle chains preserve the soul,
And e’en the dreadful cares of deathcontrol;
For Death,and Lethe withoblivious stream,’
Mankind thygenuine brothers justly deem.

With fav’ring aspect to my pray’r incline.

And some tiny mystics in theirworks divine.”

68. In the sequel we shall addnce many other evi-

dences in confirmationof thispoint, to wit, thatall the

books of Alchemy treat of man; and they treat of no

other thing in the universe except in its relation to

man; but never, when treating of the mysteries of the

Art, by thisproper name.
_

\

69. Man is the central object in all alchemical "

books; yet, not man as he is an individual,but as he is

a nature, containing or manifesting the great world,
orasheistheImageofGod.

70. Whoever desires to understand anythingof Al-

chemy mnst carry this idea along withhim in reading
works on thesubject; and then,however much he may

'

dissent from the principles or pretensions of the art,
he may form some comprehension of the use made by
this class of writers of the symbolic works, salt, sul-

phur, mercury, sol, lune, etc., and under these or other
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similar names may be discovered, if any one thinks it

worth while, what the writers thought of God, Nature,
and Man, or Man, Nature, and God,—one and three,
three and one.”

>

“To speak of God without Nature, is more than we

can do, for we have not known him so, and to speak
of Nature without God, is more than we may do, for

we should rob God of his Glory, and attribute those

Efieets to Nature, which belong properly to God, and

to thespirit of God, which works in Nature. We shall

therefore use a mean form of speech, between these

extremes, and this form the Scriptures have taught us,

for the Prophets and Apostles, have used no other.

Let not any man therefore be offended, if in. thisDis-

course we shall use Scripture to prove Philosophy,and

Philosophy to prove Divinity, for of a truth our

knowledge is such, that our Divinity is not without

Nature nor our Philosophy without God. Notwith-

standing, I dare not thinkbut most men will repine at

this course, though I cannot think, wherefore they
should, for when I join Scripture and Philosophy, I
do but join God and Nature, on union certainly ap-

proved of by God, though it be condemned of men.
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But this perverse ignorance, how bold soever it be, I
shall not quarrel with, for besides Scripture, I have

other grounds, thathave brought me very fairly,and

soberlyto thisDiscourse. ”"

71. Althoughthewriters refer to Man by an endless

'_variety of names, as representing the true Proteus,
they most commonly speak of him as a Metal, or

Minerat; hence one says:
72. “Minerals have their roots in the air, their

heads and tops in the earth. Our Mercury is aerial;
look for it, therefore, in the air and the eart .”

73. In this passage, Minerals and our Mercury re-

fer to thesame thing,and it is thesubject of Alchemy,
the Stone; and we may rememberthatPlato is said to

have defined or described Man as 9. growthhaving his

root in the air, his tops in the earth. Man walks in-

deed upon the surface of the earth, as if nothing im-

peded his vision of heaven; but he walks nevertheless

at the bottom of the atmosphere, and between these

two, his root in the air, he must work out his salvation.
_

74. Anotherwriter says: “Minerals made of living/
“Euphrates, or the Waters of the East,” Phila-

lethes,
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/mercury and living sulphur (seal and Body), are to
’ be chosen; work withthemsweetly,not withhaste and

precipitaney.”
75. Again: “Those that know the mercury and

I

sulphur of thePhilosophers, know that they are made ‘

of pure gold and thefinest luna and argent vive (Soul,
Body, and Spirit, considered essentially), which are

daily seen, and looked upon, from which our argent
vive is elicited.”

Regarding thisLuna and Argent Vive, Dr. Waite, in

his “Azoth,or the Star in the East,” says: “It is

clear that the adepts of a true, and above all of a

Divine, science would not inclose their mysteries in

eryptograms, which exerche only the ingenuity of the

seeker, and give no guarantee whatever of his moral

or spiritual qualifications. Now, the key which we

refer to is precisely that which, on our presumption,
we ought to have found in alchemical literature, and it

is actually the importance of man in the Art. He,
says St. Chrysostom, is “The most resplendent and

glorious image, and the most exquisite portal and

epitome of the unseen world.” This is the key—note
of Spiritual Mysticism, and it is the key-note of
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practicalalchemy. “If that which thou seekest thou

findest not within thee, thouwilt never find it without

thee,” says Alipili. Among the strange, archaic

treatises comprised, in the Turbo Phiiosophorum,
there is one which, by a characteristic Hermetic

evasion, is ascribed to the patriarch Abel. If it be

possible to speak with more force on this point than

was done by theArabianAlchemist, then the words of

Pseudo-Abel may perhaps be even more direct and

convincing. “Man is the mountain of mountains, the

stone of stones, the tree of trees, the root of roots, the
earth of eartlm. All these things he includes within

himself, and God has given to him to be the prcserver
of all things.” It is, therefore, in man himself that

we are directed to seek for the solution of that chief
crux of alchemy, the nature and locality of the First
Matter of Philosophers, Even if all Magical power is
in the inward man, so is theMagnum0pmdefixed to be

before all things the creation of man by himself, and
thatperfect emancipationof his willwhich ensures his
universal dominion over Azoth and the domain of

Magnesia. ‘‘In as is the power of all wonderful

things,which the Supreme Creator has, of His infinite
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mercy, implanted in our Soul; out of her is to be ex-

tracted the First Matter, the true Argent Viva, the 0
of the Philomphers, the veritable Ens of Sol, namely,
a Spiritual, living Gold, which will endure fire, test,
and coppel. Our soul has the power, when the body is

‘

free of any pollution, the heart void of malice and

offence, spiritually and magically to act upon on any
matter whatever. Therefore have I said thatthe First

Matter is in the soul, and the extracting thereof is to

bring the dominant power of the true, pure, living,
breathingspirit and eternal soul into an .” So also

Geber, perhaps the most ancient of the adepts who are

historically traceable, declares that“theuniversal orb

of the earth contains not so great mysteries and excel-

leneies as man reformed by God in His image.”
76. “The work,” says one, “while yet crude, is

called our water permanent, our lead, our Saturn, our

Jupiter; when better deeocted, then it is argent, then

magnesia, and white sulphur; when it is red, it is

called auripigment, coral, gold, ferment, or stone, a

lucid water of celestial color.”

77. “Our Stone,” says another, “in the beginning
is called water; when the body is dissolved, air or
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wind; when it tends to consolidation, then it is named

earth; and when it is perfect and fixed, it is called

/ire.”" ‘

As to the Fire, this has many meanings, but in all

Philosophyit refers to theSoul of man and to his God.

PaulMilitz, in his translationof “Pearls of Wisdom,”
says :

“When in me, God '3 the fire and I in Himthe light;
Then are we one indeed, also eternal quite.

“God is a fire, Spirit, Being, Light;
And yet again, He none of all theselight.
“If God be deemed a fire, my heart thehearth must be

Upon which He dothconsume the word of vanity.”

78. Again: “Although the wise men have varied

their names and perplexed their sayings, yet they
would always have us thinkbut ofione only thing,one

disposition, one way.‘ The wise men know this one

thing;and that it is one theyhave often proved.”

79. This one thing is, first, Man, as 9. Nature; one,

essentially, or substantially;——bnt when the writers

refer to man phenomenally,they speak of him under
  

'See “Philosophyof Fire.”
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difierent names indicating different states, as he is

[before or after purification; or they refer to his Body,
his Soul, or his Spirit under difierent names. Some-

times they speak of the whole man as mercury, or by
some other name, and then by the same word perhaps
they speak of something special’ as “our mercury,”
which has besides a multitude of other names.

_By our mercury, our sulphur, etc., they mean the

philosopher’s mercury, and not thecommon mineral.

80. I am not defending this mode of writing, but I

aflirm thatthewhole subject of Alchemy is Man. Each

writer, for themost part, designates him by a word of

his own choosing; hence one writes of Antimony, an-

other of Lead, another of Zinc, another of Arsenic,
etc.; Men are designated most frequently by the

metals; but these are often called by astronomical

names, as Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, etc., the best men, by
nature, being likened to gold, and the inferior men to

the inferior metals.

8. Although men are of diverse dispositions and

tempers, some beingangelic and others satanic, yet the

Alchemists insist with St. Paul that “all the nations
of men are of one blood;” that is, of one nature; and
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that, in man, by which he is one nature it is thespecial
object of Alchemy to bring into life and action, by
means of which, if it could universally prevail, man-

kind would be constituted into a brotherhood.

Says A. E. Waite: “The great workof Human Re-

construction (Alchemy beeoming practical) may be

begun by any person vitally interested therein,even in

his own home, and in his own family. It is indeed

there that it should and must begin. The domestic

hearth is the true Mystic Lodge of the New Life, and
the Masonic and Rosierucian analogies which abound
therein may be elaborated with more profit than any

vindicationof Solomon’s Templespirituslized. There

should we look to find theperfect Ashler in theMaster

of the Household, and the great process of the hewing
of the Rough Ashler in the shaping of the Youth of

the Household. There should theSpiritual Templebe

created and visibly made manifest. There at each

birthshould Christ enter anew into the world. Each

daily illustrationshould symbolize anew the one hap-
tism of the Spirit, and each meal a sacrificialoffering
and a Eucharistic communion.”

82. “This is properly the ‘mercury of the Phil-‘
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osophers,’ and this is what is referred to when M.

Figuier, quoting the Alchemists, says: ‘La seule defi-
culte, dans la preparation de la pierre philosophic,
consiste done a obtenir le mercure des philosophes.’ He

goes on to say, speaking of the theory,yet supposing
an agent for trsnsmuting metals is the object, that,
thismercury once found, thework is easy,—a work for

‘women and children.’ He adds, still quoting the

Alchemists, that this work is no slight undertaking;
that all the Alchemists acknowledge it to be 9. work

above human power, and that it can be obtained only
by the grace of God, or by the friendship of an adept
to whom it has been revealed He says it is called

aninzated mercury, double mercury, mercury twice

born, the green lies, the serpent, sharp water, vinegar,
m'rgin’s milk, etc.; but he adds (speaking ‘now for

himself) that none of the Alchemists have ever dis-

covered it.”

83. With due deference to Figuier, I expect to

show that this mercury is no other than a pure eon-

science, or a conscience purified under a sense of the

presence of God; and the “difliculty”of discovering
it is the difficulty of exciting or musing it in the
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Breast of man in order to his improvement.
84. The ordinary methodof attempting to actupon

man is through hope on the one side, of fear on the

other; as if these were the only active principles in

man.
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CHAPTER II.

Iwould submit the question to any teacher of

youthor guide of thewmore advanced in life, whether

the whole difiieulty, and therefore the whole Art, in

improving man, is not in establishing in his heart a

permanent, enduring sense of absolute right, and an

undeviatingpurpose of beinggovernedby it. It is one

of themost difiieult things in the world to take a man

in what is called his natural state, St. Paul’s natural

man, after he has been for years in the indulgence of

all of his passions, having a view of what is called the

world, to honors, pleasures, or wealth, and make him

sensible to themere abstract claims of right, and will-

ing to relinquish one single passion in deference to it.

Most assuredly this is the one grand task of teachers;
but this once accomplished, the work of improvement
is easy, and may very properly be said to be “chil-

dren's play.”
2. Consider 9. man ever seeking only what may

gratify some selfish passion, a stranger to all generous

impulses, unconscious perhaps of their existence, or

only regarding their manifestation in others as evi-
dence of imbecilityand weaknem: how is such a man
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to be brought out of this state into a better view of

things, so as to feel his dependence upfin others, and

appreciate theirclaims upon him? Take a man whose

soul is corrupted by all sorts of bad passions, until he

has become morbidly sensitive to everything that in

any manner interferes with his personal comfort; let

him be petulent, irritable, and morose;-how is such

a man to be improved‘! *Wemight speak of downright
sins, which generate a class of men, a few of whom

find their temporal homes in prisons and penitenti-
aries, or expiate theircrimes upon the gallows. How

are such men to be stoppal in theircareer, and brought
to a sense of duty? Undoubtedly the great “difli-

cnlty” in all these cases is to bring into action the

philosophical nwrcury; that is, to awaken the con-

science, which lies buried in them; but though buried

and inactive,“it is not dead, but sleepeth.”
Says EthelbertJohnson, in his “Altar in the Wil-

derness”: “When the Will is educated and freed by
knowledge from the entanglementsof materiality and

animality, new and noble virtues are formed; these

are self-reliance, self—oontrol, self-direction. Then

does the individual become a strong self-conscious
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centre of eirolutionary forces, and when united with

divine Love all thathe contacts are uplifted, for it is

through the purified Will that regeneration and re-

demption are consumated. Moreover, the Will,
through wisdom and aspiration, brings illumination
and the knowledge of heavenly things, by which our

eonsciousness expands to the consciousness of God.
Then all the possibilitiesof creation are opened before

us, witha realizationof theperfectibilityof thedivine

plan and an eestaey of soul which can but exclaim:

“Not my willbut Thinehe done.”
3. Take another class, more numerous than any

other;-—those who are‘ distracted between contrary
passions, such as a love of pleasure and a love of

money, or a love of glory and a love of ease. What

peace can such people have, or how is it posible for

them to enjoy tranquility? They need a complete
revolution of character or disposition. So with those

who, under a vague notion of being in the right, have

no more solid foundation for it than self-coneeit,—
who thinkthe whole world wrong but themselves; and

are uneasy and unhappy with everything around

them which does not happen to be adjusted to their
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particular wishes and predileetions. Such people
often look with an evil eye upon Providence, which,
somehow, proceeds to its general ends in total disre-

gard of all incongruous individualities. How are such

people to be dealt with? To tell them plainly that

they are in error, is only to arouse their enmity and
' excite opposition; but create in them the philosophical
mercm'y,—set their conscience on fire,—and the

remedy is at hand; but to do this is the great “difii-

culty.” Who doubts thisbut those who are in need of

thissame mercury?
When our attachmentsto material thingshas ceased,

when we are no longer dependent upon them for every
sensation and pleasure we can judge themat their true

value, and love them for what they really are———beauti-

ful stepping stones towards divinity. It is a false

philosophy of religion that teaches men to hate the

thingsof the world and of the flesh, for nothingexists

which has not its proper use and purpose, and is,
therefore, immaculate in its naturalness. The ignorant
misuse of things and powers, in themselves pure and

holy, causes the pain and sorrow we mistake for evil.

When we really know the material world, we learn
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to truly love it, and, loving, we try to serve and uplift.
Then, too, we grasp the purpose of the angelic ghost
in its descent into matter; for, as an ancient mystic
has said, “The angels aspire to become men, because

the perfect man, the man-god, is above even the

angels;” and St. Paul wrote to his followers, “Know

ye not thatye shall judge ange ” The perfect man

is greater than the angels in his abilityto serve his

fellow men, for through right knowledge, and the

compassion that is born of his knowledge he is

equipped above and beyond them in his capacity to

uplift and redeem humanity.
The law of self-sacrifice is the highest evolutionary

law, and the only one by which the enlightened soul

may hope to advance. In self-sacrificealone lies true

greatness; in renunciation and service the only en-

during bliss; from thiswe can understand why one of
the greatest souls, who worked consciously with this
law said to his disciples, “He that would be greatest
among you, let him be theservant of all.”*

.

4. There are no people in the world so suspicious

-"The Altar in the Wilderness.”
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and sensitive as those who are in error. They are like

porcupines; you cannot approach them without

danger, and truly do the Alchemists refer to these

various kinds of people under such names as Arsenic,
Vii:-£01, Vipers, etc., and yet all these substances, as

well as in Antimony,Lead, and a thousandotherthings
(all figuratively used), they seek for a certain mer-

cury, which itself has as many names as thesubstances
in which it is found; as oil, vinegar,» honey, worm-

wood, etc; and yet thissame mercury is considered as

one only unaltcrable thing. It is called an incom-
hustiblesulphur, because in whomsoever theconscience

is properly awakened, a fire ‘m raised which burns and

consumes everythingopposed to its own nature,
5. If any one doubts this, let him study the nature

of the conscience, and see how uncompromising it is;
that it is ubiquitous; it is everywhere present with its

subject. .
Of the conscience it may be truly said,

Whithercanamangotoeseapefromit,orhowcana
man flee from its presence? If he ascent up into

heaven, it is there;and if he makes his bed in hell, it is

there also. If once roused, it can in no manner he

quieted and put to rest but by an unreserved and un-
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qualified submission; but then, though it had pursued
its victim as an avenging fire, the‘moment it attains its

legitimate supremacy it unfolds its healing virtues

and becomes an assuaging balm, a sovereign medicine,
———the medicine of the Alehemists,—tl1e only true

Aeseulapius of a “wounded spirit.”
Says A. -E. Waite, in his “Azoth,or, The Star in the

East”: “The spiritual interpretation of the litera-

ture of the physical Mystics is not a new interpreta-
tion. It began openly with Jaeob Bohme, but it was

systematicallydeveloped in the Suggestive Inquiry in-

to the Hermetic Mystery and Alchemy. However,
both in the writings of the Teutonic Theosophists, and

in the wonderful elaboration by the daughter of Mr.

South, or again in the hundred and one successors in

the ‘spiritual hermeneutics’ of Transmutation litera-

ture—from Hitchcock to Hartmann; from Eliphas
Levi to the ‘adept’ Papus-—thesystem has dealt only
with the department of Hermetic Psychology. It has

never been discerned that the principles which work

mystically in the soul can be applied outwardly in the

body of m¢m—that if Alchemy in its higher signifi-
cance can inform us of the souI’s development, and of
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the end of the soul therein, it has somethingalso to tell

us of the mystery of our physical evolution, and of a

coming glory in themanifest even as in the withdrawn
order. But the adornment of the vessel of philosophy
is of high importance in our Holy Art. The redemp-
tion of the body must be accomplished along with the
‘salvation of the soul.’ We must not underrate the

importance of the vehicle of interior perfection, for we

are incarnate here to no purpose if we neglect our

bodies. The law of evolution must fulfillits course in
both the inward and the outward man. The ex-

clusivelyspiritual interpretation is, we think,an error

of enthusiasmwhich has operated on suggestive texts

and ignored the context, and has forgotten that the

lives of the alehemists were in many cases those of

laborious investigators into natural secrets, distinct

from arch-natural experience. There is no doubt, at

the same time, that the texts to which we refer are

sufiicient in number and gravity to excuse, if they do

not warrant, the conclusion, while there are many in-

dividual cases which possess a. peculiar force. ‘As

soon as any one discerns the intention of the phil-
osophers from theseeming sense of the letter, the dark
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night of ignorance will flyaway and a glorious morn-

ing of light and knowledge will break forth.’ Here,
as in a multitude of similar cases, there is stronger
language than could be reasonablyused in connection

with a physical secret, and it derives a fresh signifi-
cance when it is compared withthe darkhints thatare

found in writers likeNorton, who refer to an operation
that is not of metals or minerals, but belongs to a high
order, is comprehended by few, and is of truly philo-
sophical character. This is that work which begins
with a Heavenly Mercury and an imperfect body
purified, while glory of its triumphing conclusion is

the whole end, as it is also the one ecstacy of the il-

luminated and thewise.” '

6. A study of the Conscience may furnish some-

thingof a key to the ancient Stoic doctrine, thatpain
is not an em‘l;"‘ for it is not said thatpain is not pain
by saying that it is not evil. The only evil in the
 

"“
. . .

.In thisway pain leads to knowledge, as also
pleasure leads to knowledge; and experiencing these
two sides of manifested nature the Soul gathers a
little knowledge of the underlying reality of things.
Gatheringthustheexperiencewhich may be, and often
is, painful in the gathering, it transmutes its ex-
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world is a self-condemnation, or a condemnation of
one’s own conscience. Pain, as such, does not suppose

this, and ‘m in its own nature transient. It may be

mitigated or removed by the skill of a physician; or,
if it terminates in the death of the body, this is a

simple, natural event, and has no necessary connection
with the conscience, and is, therefore, not an evil
under the definition assumed. Then, with regard to
the pain of self-condemnation, this is so far from be-

perience into knowledge, changes this knowledge into
wisdom, which then it takes as its guide; as the
knowledge accumulateswhich is held by the real man,
thisgrowingselfisbeginningtorealizewhatitis;as

it transmntes it into wisdom, the wisdom is ever a

source of pure and unadulterated joy. This growing
wisdom ever means an increasingvision, an increasing
serenity, and an increasing strength. So that to it,
that which to the lower nature is painful is not un-

welcome as bringing with it experience; where some

eagerly grasped gratification is found to bring dis-
appointment and weariness to the true man, he
changes thatexperience into wisdom; so that from his
standpoint even pain has its joyous side, for he sees in
the experience not the transitory pain of the lower
nature, but the gain of knowledge to the higher, and
he realizes that all these experiences mean his own
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ing absolutely evil, that it is universally adjudged to

be a sign of some true life in the moral system, which

needs only the management to revive and fortify the

subject of it.

7. From this view, the worst evil, that is, the worst

condition in life, is one in which the conduct is ir-

regular, under a sleeping conscience, a patient sufier-

ing nothing for the time being, though his course of

life‘ may be daily “heaping up wrath against the day‘

growthin knowledge and in power; he chooses them
with a deliberate joy in the choosing, because he sees

theend of theworking,and the gold that comes out of
the fire.

“But supposing we take the human being, blinded
with ignorance, in the lower world; suppose we find
him learning these lessons which nature is continually
teaching, lessons which are stern and painful; suppose
we see him seeking animal gratifications, careless of
the loss inflictedupon others, careless of the sufiering
which results to those around him, plunging over

others in order to grasp for himself some object of
desire; then certainly when he finds it fall to pieces
in his grasp, his first feeling will be one of acute pain,
of intense disappointment, a sense of weariness and
of disgust. And so, looked at from this standpoint,
the experience is a truly painful one, although from
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of wrath.”

8. As a protection against this condition, nature

seems to have provided a tendency to fear Imaginary
and even impossible evils, having various names,
which, it is said, “ought not to be mentioned to polite
ears.”

9. It must be considered thata healthyactionof the

conscience always precedes a contemplated evil deed.

This it is which establishesthe specific difierence'be-

that higher standpoint it is one that was well worth
the gathering because of theewisdom which it brings,
the deeper insight into nature, and the surer knowl-
edge of Law. But it is far more than that. The
lower and the higher find themselves in conflict; the
higher wills a certain achievement;through the lower
it has to work; the lower understands not the aim of
the higher, realizes not the object which the higher
sees; without thatco-operation of the lower the object
of the higher cannot be accomplished, and so there is
a struggle with the lower nature, sometimes to force
it forwards, sometimes to hold it back, and the whole
of this, to the lower nature stillwrapped in ignorance,
results as a feeling of restraint, a feeling of enforced
giving up of what it desires to have; but slowly there
comes into the lower nature, as the higher works upon
it more eifeetually, an understanding that it is well
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tween regret and remorse, and constitutes the true

evilof a wicked deed. A deed, considered in itself, is

independent of both its pains and its pleasures, which,
in respect to the conscience, are merely contingent,
accidental,and temporal.

Here it may be well to call attention to a matter of

importance to every true student. He would look upon
evil and Satan as one and the same thing, humanity
could hardly labor under a more mistaken idea than

that that thing should be done, that although there
may be pain in the doing, the pain is well worth the
suffering, and that this overcoming of difliculty by
efiort, while the efiort in itself is painful, still results
in so much gain of strengththatthemere passing pain
of the efiort is lost in the joy of the achieving. Thus
as the Soul is developed, there will be, even so far as

the lower nature is concerned, this double working in
the intellect, in the mind of man, in which he will de-
liberatelychoose a thingwhich is dificult to achieve
because he realizes it as supremely desirable; yet he
cannot gain it without sacrificing some lower desire,
and he sacrifices them and burns them up, as it were,
in the fire of knowledge. He then finds that as he
does it he burns up limitations that held him down,
that he burns up weaknesses thatheld him back, and
that the touch of the fire, which seemed at iirst pain-
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this is. Ethelbert Johnson, in the work “The Altar

in the Wilderness,” says: “Why should the great
arch-angel, who, according to the Hebrew and Chris

tian mystagogy was the first to leave Paradise to assist

humanity in its upward struggle, be regarded as an

evil spirit? He it was that first whispered to the new
born soul a hint of its possibilities,and awakened in

infant man an ideal and an aspiration to return to his

birthrightand become a god.

ful, is really nothing more than the burning of these
chains that held him. Then he joyfully takes the
freedom, and as the experience is repeated, he realizes
more and more the freedom, and less and less the
suffering by which the freedom is gained. So that
from that inner standpoint once more this suifering
is changed into joy, for here again is the Divine Al-
chemy, and he sees that in this pouring forth of the
Higher into the lower (this Transmutation) the
Higher is bringing the lower to share its joy and to
feel more of its permanent and increasing bliss. And
then when the Soul is approaching the gateway of the
Temple, when this process is to 9. great extent under-
stood, the Soul will begin to see that all this is really
a process of getting rid of limitations, and that the
whole of the suffering is in these limitations, which
prevent it from realizing its oneness with its brothers
as well as its oneness with the Divine. As this is
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“-Satan's mission was a Holy one. The ‘soul could

not forever remain in its childhood;thepassive purity
of the Golden Age must end,‘ and the strenuous.
spiritual life begin, as no higher evolution would be

possible to a being, inherently perfect, who could ae-
‘

cumulate neithermerit nor demeriti

“Many of us recall an hour in our childhood,when
'

we heard from the lips of a grown-up friend a tale of

heroicachievementor some stirringstory, which awoke

withinus a faintperception of our own potentialities.
We were never the same again’: the playthings,which

understood, and the pouring forth of the Divine
Nature, which is the true man, expresses itself, it will
constantly be felt that by the bursting of the limita-
tions thisdiviner joy is found, and thatthe pain after '

all is again a question of separation, that the separa-
tion has its root in ignorance, and that with theode
struetion of ignorance there is also the ceasing of
pain. And not only that,but as thislimitation is felt -

to be illusory; as this limitation is seen as apparent
and not real, and as having no part in the world
where the true man is living, then he will begin de-
liberately to transmute these‘ faculties of the lower
nature, and by this Alehemieal process refine them in
theway at which I have hinted in the beginning.”

“In the Outer Court,” Annie Beasant.
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a short time before had made us supremely happy,
were cast aside and we longed for manhood and a

larger world. Perhaps in after years we realized that
thisstory was the greatest influence that ever entered

our lives, and that it spurred us to efiort again and

again renewed. For in the child as in the man is no

stimulation to endeavor so strong as the discontent

withone ’s self caused by a new Ideal.
“Wise indeed is the Soul to listen to Satan and to

choose to become as a god knowing good and evil; to

prefer torture and even seeming death to blind, imbe-

cile obedience. Thus only can it fulfill its destiny,
which is to uplift the material worldthronghWisdom

and Love. We cannot redeem what we do not love,
We cannot love what we do not know. Hence it is first
necessary for the spiritual soul to know matter, to

enter into it, snffer the limitations of_fo1-mx, and

assimilate all the experiences which the contact with

theother forms can give.
“In time the soul will learn that this contact, with

its resulting attachment to material things, brings
pain, and that nothing is so illusory as form. Then
will it seek the within of matter; and here new and
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pression in form; it is individual efiort, liberty, inde-

pendence. As a force it is as necessary to evolution as

the opposite unfolding, ingathering love force of

Christ; yet it is a dangerous power for the infant soul

to contact, for, through its ignorance, the soul is in

dangerof beingswept away by an energyso formidible

instead of layinghold of it and using it as a means of

advancement. If controlled by this force the soul

comes under the dominion. of_Satsn, who is the Op;
poser, theTester, the Great Separgtozj.

I

‘

“It is through opposition that we become strong,
hence we see that it is harder to withstand the de-

generating influence of luxury than of poverty. A

familyor nation is not in greatest danger while poor
and struggling, but when it has acquired wealth and

leisure, and succumbed to the subtle voluptuous temp-
tations whieh these bring. Opposition means conflict,
and to the soul conflict and pain mean progress.
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Therefore, wealth is the severest test of the soul *3

endurance; for wealth, alas, buys the semblance of

greater things—thesemblance of Love, the semblance
of Pleasure, aye, even the semblance of Virtue can be

wealth’s for the asking, and it is so much easier to be

satisfied with the readily-attainedFalse than to strive

after the hard-earned True. The soul ’s most diflicult

task is to overcome the inertia resulting from the

glamour of riches. For Dives is apt to believehe has

conquered the world and that nothing is worth con-

tending for save those things which gold can buy-
pomp, power, and the swine’s husks of sensual

pleasures.”
10. Conscience is a study by itself. The Alchemists

often speak of it as in a “crude” state, and call it

common mercury (not that which they call our

mercury), when, in many men, it is hardly
able, and its possessor is scarcely conscious thathe has

such a companion, which nevertheless is thewitness of

all thatis done. In thisstate its possessor is in danger
of temporarilymistaking for it some transient passion,
at love of money,or of reputation; as, where a question
of right is settled by the influenceof personal wishes
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or the love of applause.
11. This is not the true philosophical mercury,

which is the sense of Right actingunder the conscious-

ness of the presence of God, when all deceits and

equivocations become of no avail, and thesoul is com-

pelled to sit in judgment upon itself. This is the com-

mencement of that internal reformation of character
which willendure, and flameup all thebrighter, under

trials. To bring about this reformation according to

nature, and not by violence, is one great object of the

Alchemists.

12. Yet this is but an entrance upon what is called

the “great work,” of the end of which it is not my

purpose to speak at length. This, we say, is theway to

thePhilosopher’s Stone; but the En “is not ye .

”

“Ifwe are pmd of the Great Stone of thePhil-

osophers, it is not to hide it in a napkin, but to turn

theworld to gold. Let not, therefore, thecold severity
of a. calculating practical criticism condemn our wis-
dom as a dreamer-’s lore, gorgeous, perhaps, but still

a light of dream; it is the gospel of a new work; it is
the development of man theperfect. .Ours is thepros:
pective fieldof evolution; domain 1'.:,the4§,sg:enL_pf
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How. Man’: future in the physical order is a

‘B;-aspect which has been opened to us by science; that

prospect has ‘kindled the enthusiasm of a noble and

emwbling aspiration; and that aspiroticm it is our

work to exalt into religion. The last word of science

is the initial message of theNew Mystie£sm.”"
13. What one principle is it, more than any other,

thatconfines the extravagances and wanderings of the

race withindefinite limits, so that each age in history
recognizes itself in every other? It is not reason,

however strongly this is claimed as the distinguishing
endowmentof man, but it is the sense of right, that is,
conscience. i This makes itself felt all the more by the

wrongs of all sorts which mark the pages of history.
It is this principle, the principles or sense of right,
well or illunderstood, which lies at the foundation of

international law, and theoretically determines all

national controversies. All questions between inde-

pendent nations are theoreticallydecided by the same

principle that disposes of eontroversies between any

two of thelmmblest individuals. In national quarrels

"‘Azoth,or, The Star in the East.”
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vast results, of course, depend upon mere power; but

the moral sense of the world is not thereby overcome,
and in all cases the impartial historian, in his own

sense of right, appeals to this same sense in the race,

and fixes the moral judgment of mankind upon all

national acts.

14. All laws, also, in civilized states, are theoreti-

cally based upon the sense of the just, and aim at the

security of right. Juries are impanalled to do justice,-

that is, to discover and enforce right. In short,
throughout society, in every phase and department of.

it, whether on a large or a small scale, whatever is

wrong instantly arouses (in the true man) the sense of

right, with a disposition to establish it. Efiorts are

thenmade in some shape or other to rectify the wrong,

and reason is but an humble aid employed to find out

and apply the remedy. How far the right end is

attained in the disposition to attain it, may be a

question worthy a Socrates to discuss.

15. This sense of right is what the Alchemists call

an immaterial, ineorruptible, and inextinguishable
fire, which, Pontanus says, “is a matter, mineral,
equal, continuous, vapors or fumes not, unless too
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much provoked; partakes of sulphur (as the jargon
runs, meaning a celestial spirit), and is taken other-

wise thanfrom matter; it destroys all things,dissolves,
congeals, coagulates, and caleines,——is adapted to

penetrate,-—and is a compendium without any great
cost.” It trcmsmutes, but “is not itself transmnted

with thematter, becauseit is nothingof the matter.”

16. Precisely here a student may take exception to

this doctrine, and declare that the powers thus at-

tributed to what the Alchemists call their fire, is

entirely out of proportion to the powers of the Con-
seience. But thestudent willultimately see that these

seemingly extraordinary powers will he in perfect
harmony with the Law of the Conscience, which pre-

pares the subject of it for thathigher state to which
the conscience, in its simpler form, is but the way, as

we have chosen to call it.

17. Now, when the conscience, wherein the sense of

right and justice has existence, becomes active under

the idea of God, it is endowed withsupernatural force,
and is then, as I understand it, the A1chemist’s Philo-

sophical mercury: it is also his salt of mercury: it is

no less his “sovereign treacle,”of which much may be
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read in theirbooks, though of it kind quite unlike that

of a justly eelebrated novelist of the day. This is also
the salt of tartar, of which we read in alchemical

works: it is also the spirit of wine, “driven to the

center by cold,” but not thereby destroyed; on the

contrary, it is only made more piercing and active,
though the removal of the envelope may need an ex-

ternal fire; for we read in these books of one, two,
three, and four fires——-names for various powers in

nature, which willbe pointed out in due course. This

is also the viperine salt described with wonderful

properties, and said to have an oil of marvelous quali-
ties, we may read in a work with the following
curious hermetic title: “New Experiments upon

Vipers; containing also an exact description of all the

parts of a Viper, the seat of his poison, and the several

efiects thereof; together with the exquisite remedies
thatby the skillfulmay be drawn from Vipers for the

cure of their bitingsas well as for othermaladies.”

18. This volume (a hermetic work on man) was

originally written in French, but was published in

English in 16'I0.

19. “The VolatileSalt of Vipers,” says this writer,
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“is to be considered as a Sam, as well among theparts
thatrise by distillation (one of the words used for the
efiects of experience in life),as among those that rest

in the retort; there being none among those that are

come over, but have borrowed from it all the virtue it

can have; nor any of those that remain, but have need
of it, or are useless without it.” These writers often

speak of man as a retort, an alembic, a cuourbit, in

which fennentation takes place and thoughts are dis-
tilled. He is sometimes called a furnace, a name also

applied to great nature itself, thegreat furnace. “The

phlegm,” the authorcontinues, “that rises first, car-

ries always some part with it, without which it would

produce no efiect. That which is called Spirit is

nothingelse, to speak aright, but a volatilesalt, which

in thedistillationhathbeen followed by a. littlephlegm
dissolving it and giving it the form of a spirit; which

may be shown by the rectificatitm,wherein that saline

volatilepart is separated, raised, and eoagulated into

a white and crystalline form, and leavethat thebottom

of the cueurbit the moisture that had changed its

nature, and is nothingelse but phlegm.
20. “We say on this occasion the same thing oi
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what many authors improperly call the volatilespirit
of the human skull (can we not see theauthor’s mean-

ingl), of hartshorn, and of other parts of animals,
they being nothing else but volatile salts mixed with

phlegm, which they afterwards quit, when they are

rectified. . . . . .
.The terrestrial part hath nothing in it

that deserves to be considered, and it may justly be

called term mortaa (dead earth),after it is freed from

its fixed salt. (Some of the writers called it terra

damnata; St. Paul calls it the ‘body of sin.’) So that

all the parts that rise by distillation,as well as those

that cannot rise, are of small force or altogether use

less, without the volatile salt. It is therefore upon

good reason that we attribute to it the principal
virtues which a Viper (alias the natural man) can

furnish.”
21. To point out the medicinal action of this salt,

thiswriter says: “The similitude of substance which

thevolatilesalt of viper hathwiththespiritous part of

our body, conjoined to its subtle and piercing quality,
is the reason, that, accommodatingitself to their con~

dition, and finding all liberty for its action (by the

removal of ‘superfluities’ to be hereafter explained),
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it produeeth all the efieets it is capable of, (that is,
under given eonditions it does all it c¢m,) and pene-
trates without any opposition into the most secret and V

the most remote parts of the body. It hath this

peculiar property, that though it acts as a sovereign,
and finds nothingof resistance to its dominion, yet it

exerts its power not as a conqueror, nor as 3. destroyer,
but ratheras a Restorer of the places and parts where

it passeth; and although all its'eom-ses are extra»

ordinary quick and precipitate, yet they are so well

measured and so well directed thatno part of thebody
misseth them, and that none of its steps is unuseful,
but rather very beautiful to all the places where it

passeth.”
22. “To judge well of the efiects which theVolatile

Salt (of Vipers 3) can produce in our bodies, we must

know its manner of operation, which is to open, to

eomminute, to assennate, to pierce, and to drive to the

extreme parts of the body, and through the pores of

the skin,—(this is all said in a moral and not a

physiealsense,)—all the impurities and all thestrange

(heterogene) bodies, that can get out by those ways.

Further, it is an enemy to all corruption, very friendly
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and very agreeable to our nature, which it assists and

fortifies, enabling it to expel, not only by the procem
of theskin, but by siege, and by all theemunctories of

the body, the superfluous humors which molest it;
whence it comes to pass, that it produces admirable
eifects upon a thousand occasions, curing a great
number of sieknesses, or at least giving great relief

therein, even in those that are most refractory and

most difiicult ‘to cure; such as apoplexies, lethargies,
convulsions, agues, and many other maladies, believed

to have theirsource in the bra€*n.’,’
23. If thiswriter had said thata purified conscience

regulates many wanderings of the intellect, he would

openly have said what he really meant, and what no

one denies.

“A physician who knows nothing of Alchemy can

only be a servant of Nature, however well he may be

versed in the science of external things; but the A1-

chemist is her lord. If the physician cannot infuse

Vitality into decaying parts, he cannot effect a cure,

but must wait untilNature accomplishes the task; but

he who can guide the ‘Power of Life can guide and
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command Nature.“

Nothing truer was ever penned and in these few

lines of Paracelsus is the whole secret of the Phil-

osopher’s Stone. There is an exact science of ac-

complishingthisand thisscience is known. Before the

Physician can accomplish cures in this manner he

must first have found the Philosopher’s Stone or have

developed it withinhimself. This can be done. There

are men this country who know the secret, and I

say without hesitation that the development is an

exact science, and can be taught. It combines every-

thing--eeting,drinking,right manner of thinkingand

T

the drill for the development of the Philosopher’s
Stone.

I myself have treated many thousandsof cases, have

treated as many as thirty cases 9. day, and in all the

years of my practice I have never lost a single case

r

by death. Can more be said! Can more be accom-

plished? This is not a dreamei-’s dream, but a fact.
I repeat, the Philmophei-’s Stone and the Elixir of
Life are facts and can be found by him who is willing

‘Hal-tmann, “Paracelsus.”
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to lead the life.
I again call attention to Dr. Hmmann, the German

Rosicrucian, when he says: “A person who wants to

be an Alchemist must have in himself the ‘magnesia,’
which means the Magnetic power to attract and ‘co-

agulate’ invisible astral elements. This power is only
possessed by those who are ‘reborn in the spirit.’
Those who do not know what this expression means

are not ‘reborn’ (or initiated), and it cannot be ex-

plained to them.’ ’

The wor “magnetic”here does not mean anything
thatbelongs to thatclass of men who would teach you

a system of so-called “magnetichealing.” It has a far

greater meaning and cannot be had by any others but

the true Initiates of the Temple.
24. There are yet many things to be said, even at

the hazard of being tedious, before entering upon the

conclusive proofs (aside from those already given)
that Man is the central figure in Alchemy and Her-

metic-Philosophy,and that the Conscience is the start-

ing point pursuit of the Phiiosophei-’s Stone.

25. A consideration of perhaps more importance
thanall others is, that the conscience cannot be said in
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itself to err: in otherwords, theconscience cannot sin.

It sits in judgment upon every man, approving the

good and condemning the bad, but in itself it is incor-

ruptible. The expression, a bad conscience, as when

we say a man is troubled with a bad conscience, is

not properly said of the conscience, but of the man

whom a good conscience condemns.

“Through physical sense flows the animal, and

while on this plane we are subject to the laws of the

material kingdom—the mortal when awakened to

Consciousness of the Higher self through which the

Spiritual circulates, a plane has been attained where

it is possible to dominate and overcome the lower by
the ‘Higher. At thispoint the God in manassumes the

sovereignty, manifesting God-like powers, and the

reign of Spirituality over materialitybegins.
“Through the understanding of Spiritual Law and

its power over the material, man should continue in

both physical and mental vigor so long as he uses the

body as an habitation.

“The point is now reached in evolution where we

should rise in the higher current and by placingour-

selves in harmony with it, cast ofli the old animal laws
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to which we have been subject, governing instead of

being governed by our organism.”
26. In order to explain the View we take of Al-

chemy, it is necessary to make apparent, if possible,
that, in cases where many suppose that the conscience

is in error, the error is not in the conscience, but in

the judgment employed in applying means for the

accomplishment of ends. In this way the most atro-

cious and abominable things have been done, as the

‘phrase is, with the purest conscience, that is, withthe

hm intentions in the world. This admission may at

first be thought equivalent to a complete surrender of

the principles just assumed; but it is not so.

27. The conscience has reference to ends, and not to

‘means, except where these are considered in them-

selves, and regarded as ends. Whether the sacrifices

of Charles the First was well or ill done, is not di-

rectly a question for the conscience, but for the judg-
ment; which ‘n employed in determining whether that

sacrifice was necessary to produce a certain and, the

end only being theobject of the conscience. A patriot

“Vita.”
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loves his country, and endeavors to serve it, and this
is universally esteemed a virtue‘; but in seeking the

good of his country, he may mistake the means, and

plunge his country into irreparable evils. In this,
and in every supposabie case, the conscience decides

upon the end, or, more clearlywhat is meant, the man

is approved or condemned according to the end he

aims at; and this is what all men have in view in

paming moral judgment upon each other. We always
seek to know the end a man aims at, in order to de-

termine whetherhe is to be accepted or rejected in the

court of conscience, and if the end is approved, a mis-

take in the means, however lamented, commands pity
and not condemnation.

28. Now the end proposed in every case is personal
matter, about which no man, in his own case, can be

mistaken;-—if it is approved, the man is in a right
condition for seeking means for eifecting his end; but

if the end he disapproved in the conscience, and the

man stiil endeavors to attain it, it is manifest the

conscience is not in fault. This, by supposition, has

executed its ofliee and condemned the end, which,
nevertheless, from other influences, the man is im~
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pelled to seek. A disruption now takes place. The

unity is broken. The man has eaten of the forbidden

fruit, and becomes an exile from Paradise. He is

new a wanderer, and the question is, How is he to be

recovered and brought back into the garden‘! The

Alchemists, as we understand them, point with one

voice to the conscience, as an nncorrupted and incor-

ruptible virgin, which, though obscured by errors of

its brethren,or other principles in the composite man,

is the only imtmmcnt by which the wanderer can be

recovered, with a preservation of what these teachers

call the “pondus,” that is, the substantial reality of

the individual.

29. The great “difiicnlty” is to bring the Con-

science into healthy action without “embasing” the

subject; which the Alchemists say is always done

when violence is used, all external influences and ap-

pliances, fears, etc., being called “corrosives.” This

is the doctrine of Alchemy; but it is wonderfully
covered over and buried in figures and fables, for

reasons which perhaps have less weight in this age

than formerly.
30. In order still further to show the extent of the
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dominion of the conscience, we refer to what men call

honor, and observe thatthere is no principle of honor

in man except this one of conscience. Of course, we

mean true honor, and not a blind deference to a con-

ventional code determined npon some arbitrarilycon-

ceived notions of narrow-minded, arrogant, and

domineering men, having only a local existence and

influence. In astrict sense, nothing is honorable but

what is right; and it ought to be very plain that

nothing wrong can be honored. The principle that

determines what is right, determines also what is

truly honorable; and, therefore, whether we say it is

right to live honorably,or honorable to live rightly,we

say the same thing.
31. Most codes of honor, as they are called, are

sustained by a love of reputation, by which men sub-

mit their conduct to the rule of some external law;
but even here, the subjects of this law either approve
the law, which may indeed happen, or they persuade
themselves that it is right to conform to the law pre-
scribed by a given society in which they live; if not,
they cannot feel satisfied_with themselves while-living
in compliance with it.
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32. The conscience is also the only principle of

virtue: for virtue does not lie in a judgment of what

may contribute to one’s ‘wellbeing in e prudential
sense, except where virtue itself is recognized also as

the highest prudence. Prudence may be a virtue, but

virtue is not defined by prudence; somewhat as we

may say that blue is a color, but color cannot be

defined by saying it is blue.

33. Most, if not all, questions of religion are also

determined ultimately by an appeal to the same

principle, the conscience. It is thus that men reason

about the duty of attendance upon divine service, and

of living in conformity with the customs of religious
people.

34. The highest of all religious duties is that of

obedience to God; and yet this by the phraseology
used to express it, has its sanction in the conscience.

It is said to be right for the creature to obey the

Creator. An obedience rendered upon any other

ground would not be free, and when produced by
either hope of reward or fear of punishment, is desti-

tute of virtue. A sense of duty made cheerful by
love, is the true ground of that perfect obedience to
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God, which it is the object of all pure religion to

secure.

35. There is nothing so offensive in the Koran as

the continual denunciation of “hell-fire” against un-

believers; simply because, in the nature of the case,
fear never yet made nor can make an honest man.

36. To determine What particular conduct is ac-

ceptable to God may be the oflice of other principles,
in which men may difier very widely. But this is 9.

difference of judgment applied to matters of fact, in

settling questions of history, etc.; but whenever it

can be decided that any particular conduct in man is

pleasing to God, the duty of compliance is already
prescribed in the conscience.

37. In addition to all this, there is one mode of

stating the question which would seem to exclude all

controversy. Let it be supposed that some other law

besides thatof the conscience is of greater a.uthority——
how can it be authenticated but by the conscience

itself, which must ultimately be appealed to for a

sanction of the Law‘! for, to say that a man ought to

be governed by any law whatever, is to use the

language of the conscience. If any rule can therefore
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he proposed before the conscience, which, of right,
demands obedience, it would then be wrong to obey
the law of conscience. But to do right is the very

essence of the Law of Conscience; so that, in pre-

ferring another law, a man is reduced to the absurdity
of aflirmingthat it is wrong to do right.

38. There is no place where the power of the con-

science is so fully manifested as at a Catholic con-

fessional, and there are no people in the world in a

better situation for understanding the tone of the

conscience than the Catholic priesthood. No doubt

many principles operate colaterally in the practice
of confession, especially thepassions of hope and fear ;

but in a vast majority of cases, conscience is the chief

working power that supports the confessional, and in

some sense may be thought the support of the whole

fabric of the Catholic Church.

39. In most cases, the word spirit in thePsalms and

Proverbs, as well as elsewhere in Scripture, means

conscience; as in Prov. 14,—“'l'he'spirit of a

man will sustain his infirmity; but a wounded spirit
who can 'oear?”—which means, thata good conscience

will sustain a man under inflrmities;but no mam can
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bear a wounded conscience. And because this is the

case, and because the means of reconciliationare not

so much theobject of conscience as of judgment, which

is liable to err, multitudes of men seek it in the forms
of an established creed adjudgedby others to be solely
eficacious. The confessional afiords the means of a

reconcillistionwith God, that is, with one ’s own con-

science; for it comes to this at last. No Catholiccan

feel thathe is accepted with God until he has satisfied

his own conscience by a compliance with what is

judged to be necessary for that purpose. All sacri-

fices, modes of worship, compliancewithchurch forms

and ceremonies, etc., have at last but the one great
object, to wit, a feeling of oneness or acceptance with

God; and this in its essence means just this and

nothingelse, that a men may become reconciled in his

own conscience. Leave but theslightest flaw upon the

conscience, and man to thisextent is an outlaw and an

exile from God’s presence; and this is not a con-

tingcnt, but 9, necessary‘ result.

40. The difiieulty in thisquestion does not lie in the

conscience, but, as I have already said, in the judg-
ment as to means employed in executing the dictates
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of conscience. For example, it is right for a man to

seek the glory of God; but to do this intelligently
requires the most profound of all knowledge, the

knowledge of God, and of what is for his glory: or,
if it be right for a man to seek beatitude either here

or hereafter, a similar species of knowledge is re-

quired. Whether this knowledge is possible except
to a purified conscience may be a question, and on

this point the Alchemists might have to defend them-

selves; the point is merely suggested, to bring it to

the attention of others.

41. If any one should now ask what this conscience

is, and what its origin, I would put him upon his

conscience to answer, quite sure that, if he has one,

he need but interrogate it: while, if he has no con-

science, it is certain he will never be brought to the

bar of it; but it is equally certain that such a man

willnever know what it is to be free, but must live and

die a slave to his passion, and shall never know true

peace of mind.

Perhaps we may better understand what conscience

is by the result of the awakened conscience for the

results better show the true sense of it than mere
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speculation. Says the author of “The Altar in the

Wilderness”: “When man awakens to a realization

of the Spiritual Life, he becomesagain as a little ehild.

Entering the temple of Humanity, he asks new ques-
tions and receives strange answers, which reveal to

him the inner truths of Christianity and the other

great world religions, explaining, as well, why man-

kind oecasionallyruns afterstrange gods, worshipping
and craving excessive wealth, worldly power and
sensual pleasures———things which can only be gained
by the downfall of his brothers, and which cloy in the

having. They tell him, also, that when men and

women become dissatisfied with the existing religions
systems and social order, humanity has attained to a

degree of Spirituality where it has outgrown them,
and that the time is then ripe for a turning to new

ideals; for a desire to be true, rather than to seem or

to have; a desire to give instead of to take; to love

instead of to hate; to be brotherly,sympathetic, self~

sacrificing,just.”
42. We do not wish to be understood as saying that

mercury, our mercury, philosophicalmercury, etc., are

expremions used always in one sense. Very far from
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it. Mercury is often used for man simply, but some-

times it is used for nature in a universal sense; then

for what some understand by the spirit of nature, and

again for the spirit of man, every writer taking some

latitude in the use of this, and indeed of every other

word used symbolically; purposely, it would seem, to

compel the student to verify what is said by testing it

with“thepossibilityof nature.” Some of thewriters
invent new words altogether, having no meaning at

all, leaving the reader to divine the meaning by the

qualities attributed to it ; as if one should describeerif,
by saying thatit is somethingby which an apple might
be roasted, it would not be difiicult to discover thatby
erif is to be understood fire.

43. As a general rule, the conscience is called p1u'lo—
sophical mercury, or our mercury; but, by whatever

name it may be called, it is the instrument of improve
ment, and theway to the end.

44. There may be some doubt of the doctrine here

set forth,until thepowers of the Conscience (for there
are many) have becomemanifest in life; but every one

may be satisfied of the truth of the doctrine, by an

attentive observation of the eonduet of man in
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society.
45. “The work is ‘circular,’ as the writers say

themselves;and theend is in some sense thebeginning
also, which perhaps, as one single point, is thegreatest
secret of the whole matter. Hence the writers tell us

that, to make gold, we must have gold; which is not

very obscure, after all, if we understand that who-

ever would find truth must be true. And this is

scriptural also, for whoever would find grace must

have the grace to seek it.
i

46. We are in the midst of the universe, and know

nothing either of its beginning or ending, except as

both are contained in the present; and how to under-

stand thiecannot but be diflicult, and must reduce all

reasoning upon the subject to a circle or a nullity.
But the fact precedes all argument; and so does the

conscience, and both equally prostrate all attempts to

ignore them.
47. Having thus spoken of various uses of the word

mercury, -we may as well say that, in a multitude of

places, two words will be found coupled together, yet
not always in the some sense: as, Sol and Luna, gold
and silver, masculine and feminine, brother and
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sister, the Doves of Diana, cs’:-culatum mains and

oirculatum minus, the greater magnet and the lesser

magnet; and, indeed, an endless variety of other

names, the sense of which must be determined by the

context, tested by “thepossibilityof nature.”

48. It may surprise a ndviee in such studies to

observe the innumerable quantity of correlates to be

found in nature, beginning with the maeroeosm and

microcosm; for we have cause and efieet, active and

passive, heaven and earth, divine and human, upper
and lower, good evil, hope and fear, soul and

body, and an endless variety of other doubles. We

read, indeed, that“All things are double one against
another; md God hathmade nothing imperfect. One

thing establishes the good of another.” (Ecclesi-
astieus xlii :24.)

4-9. Where I have ventured to use the words soul

and body, in the interpretation of some of these

doubles,I must beexcused for beggingthereader not to

imagine thatby the bare use of these words the things
are known; and before he thinks he knows these

things,I would recommendhim to look for themin the

“chest” (i. e. into nature) where Wilhelm Meister
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found David and Goliathpeaceably side by side.

50. In this same chest will be found many other

couples; as, Magic and natural philosophy,that is to

say, ignorance and knowledge; what is called magic
beingonly a name for so much of nature as we cannot

understand. If we consider conscience as theprinciple
of what is known, we shall see nature in its two cor-

relates under one law, by which we understand that

as one increases the other must decrease.
51. The reader will observe that I merely am en-

deavoring to suggest the mode of writing adopted by
the Alchemists, without defending it. It will be

presently shown that the conscience, a complete
knowledge of which must not be assumed‘ is the

touchstone of all their writings, and that the way to

the Philosopher’s Stone is through or by means of it.

Nothing can exceed the simplicity of it from this

point of view, while from another point of view there
is no mystery exceeding it, for it is commensurate

with life itself.

‘The true student should see the “Beautiful Phil-
osophy of Initiation” concerning the inner meaning
of Conscience. For no Initiation is possible without
Awakening the Conscience.
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52. If theconscience is theway to thePhilosopher’s
Stone, we hear the exclamation, why not speak out

plainlyabout it? what is theneed of thismystical talk

about salt, sulphur, and mercury! This question, no

doubt, often recurs. Two reasons have already been

stated for the secret mode of writing; and we may
add here, that the very simplicity of the doctrine, or

the entrance to it, provokes a doubt or denial of the

eflicacyof this sort of mercury in working and very

extraordinary good end. Hence men look abroad,
away from themselves, and would have some mar-

velous, if not miraculous and incomprehensible, means

of bringing about the hope of better things in some

distant future. Besides, almost all men wish to be

saved in or with theirsins (“superfluities”),and not

by a separation from them. The doctrine of Christ,
which the Alchemists strictly follow, is openly 9. re-

buke to this;still,withmultitudes of men the hope of

the future is but a little better than an artificial com-

promise, by which the sinner consents to “accept the

promise of a future” upon conditions, secretly stipu-
lated, of being only slightly disturbed in the present.
To be sure, the future has its claims upon us; but
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perhaps the only way to secure it is to be right now,

and keep so.

53. As the word mercury is used in several senses,

so is the word fire; which, in its most general sense,

signifies power. Power is then conceived in several

ways, as, theImwer of man, and thepower of external

nature; and these are then conceived as one, or as

acting to one end. In some cases it means the in-

tellect, bnt in general it means the conscience in the

individual. Sometimes it means what is not inap-
propriately called the public conscience; or it is the

principle in the race, which is perpetual, surviving all

flnetuations in society and government; it lives on in

defiance of all sophistry, and remains forever undis-

turbed by philosophicaland religious disputes.
In Alchemy the word fire has many meanings as

before stated, but this word is used differently in

Philosophy. For instance, in Religion, both old and

new, the word fire means both God and Love, since

both are one and the same. Love in the human being
is a fire, it is God and must be so understood. Con-
science again may also he considered as a fire since

Conscience is the God in man. In the work “The
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Philosophyof Fire,” Fire means God and Love in all

cases.

54. Bishop Taylor has said, that “God hath given
useonscieneetobeinhissteadtous,togiveusiaws,
and to exact obedience to these laws, to punish them

that prevarieate, and to reward the obedient. And

therefore,” continues this great man, “eonseienee is

called the household guardian and domestic god, the

spirit or angel of the place; and when we call God to

witness, we only mean thatour eonseienee is right, and

that God, and God’s vicar, our eonseienee, knows it.”

55. “Conscience,” says Dr. South, “is a Latin

word, though with an English termination, and, ac-

cording to the very notation of it, imports a double or

3'oint knowledge; to wit, one of a divine law or rule,
and the other of a man’s own action; and so is

properly the application of a general law to a par—
tieular instance of practice.”

56. Many eiforts have been made to explain the

meaning of Socrates, in his references to what he

called his daemon. Among others Olyinpiodorns is

quoted as giving an opinion in these words: “It
must be asserted thattheallotted demon is conscience,
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which is the supreme flower of the Said; it is guiltless
in us, k:n*inEe;ibl;i _%?nmto Mines

and Rhandamanthusof the transactionsof the present
life. This also becomes the cause of our salvation, as

always remaining in us withoutguilt, and not assent-

ing to the errors of the soul, but disdaining them, and

converting the soul to what is proper. You will not

err, therefore (says he), in calling the allotted demon

conscs'e«ace.”

57. This opinion is given in connection with an-

other, that the Divinity has allotted to mortals this

principle as a guide in life, etc. Most of the difliculty
on this subject grows out of the fact, that we usually
learn something of it from names before we con-

sciously know the principle itself; we are apt then, to

find a seeming contradiction between our imagination
of it, and the reality, and we commonly place more

reliance upon the account another gives of it than

upon the thing itself.
58. It is proper to say, in reference to this part of

our subject, that some writers have expressed the

opinion that conscience is double, which they call in-

ward and outward; but, we believethis may he better
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apprehended by considering, that conscience is some-

times erroneously judged real when seen as in union

with certain imperfections-—as when referred to its

judgment npon ordinary acts of life, such as 8. snp~

posed public opinion;-—to honor, reputation, and the

like—-whereas the true principle can only he recog-

nized when viewed as referred to God.”

“God is the greatest power in the universe,” says
Frantz I-Iartmenn, M.D., “because He is the sonree

and sum of all powers in their highest mode of mani-

festation. God is, therefore, absolute consciousness,
absolute love and absolute wisdom. If we win}: to ac-

complish anything great, the first requirement is the

presence of God, because He is man’s understanding
and power, and resides in man. But God cannot be

approached by an intellect that is without Love. God

is Love,‘ and is only attracted by Love. We cannot

know the Principleof Love, unless we love it with our

hearts, and the more we desire it, the more will we be

able to comprehend with the heart what this principle
is. The Love of God is therefore3 power transcending
 

‘See “The Philosophyof Fire.”
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the lower nature of man; it cannot develop itself out

of the animal elements of man, but it is a gift from
the Universal Fountain of Love, in the same sense as

sunshine cannot grow out of theearth,but comes from

above. God lives in the hearts of men, and if we

desire to Love Him, we must love all that is good in

Humanity. The love of Humanity is thebeginningof
the Knowledge of God. The intellect is the greatest
possesdon of mortal man, and an intellect that rises

to the source of all Knowledge by the‘power of Love

may know God and all the Mysteries of Nature (let
the student remember these few words as he seeks for
the Philosopher’:Stone) and become godlike himself;
but an intellect without Love leads into error, grovels
in darkness, and goes to perdition. An intellect com-

bined with Love for the supreme good leads to Wis-

dom; an intellect without Love leads to the powers of

evil.

“The Spiritual regeneration of man requires the

opening of his inner senses, and this again involves

the development of the internal organs of the

Spiritual body, while the latter is intimately con-

neoted with the physical form. Thus this regenera-
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tion is not an entirely Spiritual process, but pro-
ductive of great changes in the physical body (and “

here lies the mystery of the Elixir). He who rejects,
neglects, or despises his physical body as long as he

has not outgrown the necessity of having such a

corporeal form,‘ may be compared to the yolk in an

egg wanting to be free from the white of the egg and

the shell, without having grown into a bird.
“All numbers are multiples of one, all sciences

converge to a common point, all wisdom comes out of

one center, and the number of Wisdom is one. The

Light of Wisdom radiates into the world, and mani-

fests itself in various ways according to the substance
in which it manifests itself. Therefore man may

manifest reason in a threefoldmanner: as instinct, as

animal reason, and Spiritual intelligence. The

knowledge which our Soul derives from the physical
and animal elements is temporal; that which it de-

rives from thespirit is eternal. God is the Fatherof

Wisdom, and all wisdom is derived from Him. We

may grow into Knowledge, but we cannot grow

Knowledge ourselves, because in ourselves is nothing
but what has been deposited thereby God. Those who
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believe that they can learn anything without the

assistance of God fall into idolatry, superstition, and

error. But those who Love the luminous center will

be attracted to it, and their knowledge comes from
God. God is the Father of Wisdom, and man is the

son. If we wish for knowledge we must apply for it

to the Fatherand not to the son. And if the son de-

sires te teach Wisdom, he must teach that wisdom
whichhe has derived from the Father. The knowledge
which our clergymen possess is not obtained by them

from the Father, but they learn it from each other.

They are not certain of the truth of what they teach,
and therefore they use argumentation, circumvention,
and prevarication; they fall into error and vanity,
and mistake their own opinions for the Wisdom of

God. Hypocrisy is not Holiness, conceit is not Power,
slyness is not Wisdom. The art of deceiving and dis-

puting, sophisticating, perverting, and misrepresent-
ing trnths may be learned in schools; but the power
to recognize and to follow the truth cannot be con-

ferred by ncademical degrees; it comm only from

God. He who desires to know the truth must be able

to see it, and not be satisfied with descriptions of it
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received from others, but be true to himself. The

highest power of the intellect, if it is not illuminated

by Love, is only a high grade of animal intellect, anti

will perish in time; but the intellect animated by the

Love of the Supreme is the intellect of the angels, and

will live in eternity.
59. The conscience we regard as only the way or

memzs in what is called thegreat work-indispensable,
indeed; for without it, theAlchemists say thatnothing
can be done in the “Art;” but this initial point being
secured, they then speak of sewing, in the philm‘
sophical mercury, what they call the philosophical
gold, which is sometimes eallezi Venus.

60. This is Love ;.the love of God and man; about

which I confess I am unwilling to say much, lest
I venture beyond my depth. Those who wish to see

‘ some account of it in Plato may consult thealicnquet,
and learn to substitute for the vulgar notion of Pla-

tonic Love, an inspiration of the Love of Truth; for

this is the Platonic Love, engrafted only on a purified.
conscience, and inaccessible to a profane man while

living in his sins.

61. Opinions on this subject are not here quoted as
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having authorityover the conscience, that principle
being subject only to God; but having sdverted to a

few, we will add that of Cicero, who, in his tract of

Duties (of ofiices), refers to thesupreme obligation of

a Judge, when administering justice, where he says,
that a Judge, “when he must pronounce sentence on

his oath,will rememberthathe has called theDivinity
at witness——that is, as I conceive (adds Cicero), his

own conscience, than which the Deity Himself has

given nothing more divine to man.” This opinion
was not given by Cicero oratorically,where thebiasof

an advocate or pleader may be supposed to have had

its influence,but it is found in one of themost beauti-

ful discourses ever written on questions of morality,
by one of thefinestminds of antiquity.
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CHAPTERIII.

1. For the proofs now of what has been this far

advanced, (besides those already given,) I shall cite

passages from several authors referred to by both

the French writer and the Reviewer, and from some-

not mentioned by either. They both refer to Isaac

Hollandus (of the fifteenthcentury, according to Du

Fresnoy,),but give no aeeonnt of either him or his

work.

2. We will make a few extracts from his writings,
which will be easilyunderstood with the explanations
already given. The title of the volume is: “Workof

Saturn. By John Isaac Hollandns. Published in

English, 1670.”

3. We have said that the Alchemists often speak of

man by the names of metals, and thatthey frequently
call these by astronomical names. In this treatise,
Saturn stands for Lead; but as by Lead is meant man,

as will be seen presently, the real title of the work is

A Treatise of Man. To guard against misappre-
hension, even on a minor point, it should be noticed
that by Saturn is sometimes meant, not merely man,
but man in a state of humility.
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4. The Preface, by the English translator, is short

and suggestive, and reads as follows:
“Courteous Reader.-—'l‘he Philosophers have writ

ten much of their Lead, which is prepared out of

Antimony, as Basilins hath taught; and I am of the

opinion that thissaturnéne work of the most excellent

philosopher, M. John Isaac Hollandus, is not to be

understood of common lead, if the matter of the stone

be not much more thereby intended, but of the Phil-

osopher’: Lead. But whether the vulgar Saturn (a
Vulgar, or ignorant man) be the matter of the phil—
osopher’s stone or not, you will receive sufiicient satis-

faction from the following work, which is published
for the benefitof all the lovers of this Art, because it

expounds and dcxzlares the Stone of Fire. Vale.”

“In thename of the Lord. Amen.

“My child must know that the stone, called the
Philosopher’s Stone, comes out of Saturn.

‘ ‘And know, my child, for a truth,thatin thewhole

vegetable work there is no higher or greater secret

than there is in Saturn :‘ (that is, man is the miracle

‘The Alchemists no doubt called man by the name

of Saturn for the reason thatbothman and Saturn are
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of the Universe, and contains within himself the

greatest of secrets—whieh those ought to believe who

regard him as the image of God,) for we do not find

thatperfection in gold which is found in Saturn; be-

cause, internally, it is good gold (it contains an

immortal spirit); herein all of the philosophers are

agreed; and it wants nothing else but that fix-st you

remove what is superfluous in it; and then, that you
turn its inside outwards, which is its redness; then it
willbe good gold. (This is only anotherway of teach-

ingwiththatoflsaiah.Wedonotsayitisasgooda.
method,but we aflirm thatHoliandus has themeaning
of Isaiah, where the latter says [chap. i] : ‘Wash you,

creators, only lesser than God. In the Eleusinian
Mysteries, in their Initiation, at one time the greatest
Mysteries known, the following Evoeation was used:

.

TO SATURN.
“Ethel-ial father,mighty Titan, hear,

-

Great sire of Gods and men, whom all revere;
Endued with various counsel, pure and strong,
To whom increase and decrement belong.
Hence matter’s flowing forms thro’ thee thatdie
By the restored, their former place supply.
The world immense in everlastingchains,
Strong and ineifable thypower contains;
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and make you clean; put away theevilof your doings
from before mine eyes,’ e .” Verse 22 of this same

chapter is in the language appropriated by the A1-

chcmists: “Thy silver is become dross, thy wins

mixed withwater.”) “For,” says Hollandus, in eon-

tinuation, “gold cannot be made so easily from any-

thing as from Saturn; for Saturn is easily dissolved

and eongealed, and its mercury may be more

extracted from it. (The theory is, thatSaturn stands

for man in his hnmilitjr,and theeonseienee willmani-

fest itself and become active, where the superfluities
in which it lies buried are removed; in the sense of

James '1:21.) And this mercury extracted from

Saturn, being purified and sublimed, as mercury is

Fatherof vast eternity, divine,
O mighty Saturn, various speech is thine;
Blossom of earth and of thestarry skies,
Husband of Rhea, and Prometheuswise.
Obsteteric power and venerable root,
From which thevarious forms of beingshoot;
No parts peculiar can thypower enclose,
Difiusedthro’all, from which theworld arose.

0 best of beings, of a subtle mind,
Propitious hear, to suppliant prayers inclined;
The Sacred Rites benevolentattend,
And grant a blameless life, a blessed end.”
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usually snblimed, I tell thee, my child, that the same

mercury is as good as the mercury extracted out of

gold in all operations.”
5. An allusion is here intended, that all men are of

one nature essentially, and that all partake of the

image of God. ’

6. “If Saturn be gold internally, as in truth it is,
then its mercury be as good as themercury of gold.

“My child, lock this up in thy heart and under-

standing; this Saturn is the stone, which the phil-
osophers will not name; its name has been concealed

unto this day. . . . . .
.The name remains concealed, be-

cause of the evils which might proceed from its being
known. (Observe the reasons already given for

secreey, especially a consideration of the danger of

proposing a change in the ground of duty, from that

of a hope of reward, to a sense of duty, as it is a duty,
independentlyof both hope and fear.)

7. “All of the strange parables which the phil-
osophers have spoken mystieallyof a stone, a moon, a

furnace, a vessel,—a1l this is Saturn (that is, all is

said of man) ; for you must not put any strange things
to its nature, but only that which comes out ofit.
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There is none so poor. in this world, that cannot

operate and promote this work; for Lum may be

easily made of Saturn, in a short time, (here Luna

stands for the afiections purified,) and in a little time

longer 801 may be made from it. By 801, here, must

be understood the intellect, which becomes clarified in

proportion as the afleetions become purified; a green‘
deal of what is called intellect———a brisk smartness and

cunning cleverness, the product of animal spirits
aided by a good memory—is not the true Sol.)

8. “And though a man be poor, yet may he very
well attain unto it, and may be employed in making
the philosopher-’sstone.”

I

9. That is, every man, no matter how humble his

vocation, may do the best he can, in his p1aee,—may
“love mercy, do justly,and walk humbly with God;”
and what more doth God require of any man‘!

(Micah vi:8.) M. Figuier observes, that a great
number of authors certify that the poor possess the

philosopher-’sstone, as well as the rich; and certainly
theydo, if we understand by it truth, goodness, moral

perfection, the Divine blessing. Sandivogus says: “I
doubt not but many men of good consciences amt
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affections do secretly enjoy this gift of God.” Yet
thiscould not open the eyes of M. Fignier.

10. “Wherefore, my child,” continues Hollandus,
“all thatwe have need of is concealed in Saturn; for
in it is a perfect mercury; in it are all the colors of

’ theworld. ’ ’

11. That is, the whole universe in some sense lies in

the nature of man, whence have proceeded all re-

ligions, all philosophies, all histories, all tables, all

poesy, all arts, and all science. '

12. “The eye of man cannot endure anythingthatis -

imperfect, how little soever it be; though it should he

the least atom of dust, it would cause pain, so thathe

could not rest. But if you take thequantity of a beam
of Saturn, shave it smoothand round, and put it into

the eye, it will cause no pain at all.”
13. This is only a mode of saying that the con-

science, the eye of the soul, cannot hear the least false-

hood; but it receives truth as congenerous with its

nature.
.

13. “The reason is (says Hollandns), that Saturn
is internallyperfect, even as gold and precious stones.

By these and otherspeeches, (darksayings, Prov. i:6,)
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you may observe that Saturn is our philosopher’s
stone, and our Latten, out of which our mercury and

our stone is extracted with small labor, little art and

expense, and in a short time.”

“Wherefore I admonish you, my child,and all those
who know its name, that you conceal it from the

people (that is, from people in general, who have

neither leisure nor inclination to think of these

things),by reason of the evil that might otherwise

arise; and you shall call the stone our Latten; and
call the vinegar, water, wherein our stone is to be

washed.”

14. The vinegar is the Conscience, wherein the man

is to be washed. It is called by infinite other names,
as oil, honey, wormwood, ete., according to the state

of themen.

15. “This is the stone anti the water whereof the

philosophershave written so many volumes.

“This stone is the true our-um potabile, the true

quintessence which we seek; and we seek no other

thing in the world but this stone. Therefore the

philosophers say, that whoever knows our stone, and

can prepare it, (that is, perfect it,) needs no more;
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wherefore they sought this thing,and no other.”

16. In short, it is the one thingneedful, or the way
to it, to wit, the perfect appmval of a conscience

purified under a sense of the presence of God; for,
examine thematter as closely as we may, we shall find

-no ground for supposing God’s approval of us but our

own self-approval, ascertained in the closet and not

put to vote in themarketplace.
Of thequintessenee, A. E. Waite, in “Azoth,or, The

Star of the East,” says: “When the physical body
has become atomatieally unified with the Higher
principles, its quintesseuce (or subtilest and purest
part), is made use of for the constitution of the inner

or Spiritual body, which is the envelope of disem-

bodied humanity. Thns, one of its uses is to provide
an environment for the next stage of subsistence, and

the evolution of the arch-natural man, by another

compensating action, creates a more periect corre-

spondence between the Psychal and the physical man,

and willactually,with the progress of the race, mani-

fest the Soul as a Transfigurationof the atomic body,
and then, in a sense, the Soul will be actually the

iiving body. To this conception the alchemist gave
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the names—-Rebis, Animal, Stone, Blood,- Sulphur,
Olitet, etc.

“This Olitet preserves the color of the Spirit, even

to thickening,”and so the physical body of the re-

generate man has a tinge, a coloring of his Spirit;
contemplated in his wholeness as 8. triad, he exhibits
at the apex of his beingthe eternal presidence of pure
essential mind, and at the base, as it were, thickened

spirit, that which is above made manifest below in a

concrete form, but still preserving a coloring or per-
.

mention of the splendor of the summit. “Then it is

fit for the production of royal weapons and metallic

figures.’
the energies of the universe, and he shapes these

9 That is to say, the adept has control over

forces to his purposes; he can possess the power of the

king, symbolizedby weapons of warfare, or the power
of the pontiff, represented by the figures or images,
which are also said to be of metal, becauseboth forces

are in their ultimate of the same nature. “It mani-

fests itself as golden in gold and as argentine in

silver,” because there is but one substance infinitely
difierentiated in the universe. “The Soul’s ascent is

when the Body becomes white, clear, and fluid,” that
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is, the inner man is exalted in the purification of the

outer man. The state of whiteness signifies theclarity
or molecular refulgenee of physical purity; the trans-

parency is the atomic exaltation which follows the

process of regeneration; the fiuidic state is the disso-

lution of the hardness of the material condition, and

signifies thatthe possession of a physicalenvironment
is no longer an invincible obstacle to an interior

progmss, but that the body itself passes on with the

otherprinciples,even as a stream flaws, from ascension

to ascension. “Immediatelytheyare one and living.”
When the Body has been thus operated upon, there is

a consanguinityof lifesubsistingthroughoutthetriad.
“Then is there danger. If the Soul should escape‘ or

burn, it is lost.” The universal voice of oecultism
bears witness to the dangero period which mun

inevitably follow the first plunge into themysteries of

theInnerway.
All initiation symbolizes it; all allegories depict it.

“So is the Soul quickly given to the Body, and takes

shape;” here the necessity of the. phenomenal meni-

festation of the Body is shadowed forth. “The Soul

proceeds out of the unified Body; she is herself the
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living Body. Here the reference includes the two

Mysteries.” Truly the above is plain enough for all

students.

17. Another of the genuine Alchemists, referred to

by the Reviewer, is Artephins, (of the twelfth cena.
.__*_____p______

tury, according to DuFresnoy,) whom he laughs at
 

for saying thathe had lived a thousandyears. He is

not the first to ridicule this, Swift and Butler having
fully occupied the ground.

18. As old a writer as Sallust, a Platonic phil-
osopher of the second century, in his treatise on the

Gods, has given a rule for the interpretation of ex-

travagances, and even abominations, found in old

poems and philosophies. That, says he, which in a
~ 

_ literal sense is manifestly absurd and impossible,
ninst be understood in some other sense.
 

 

19. Upon thisprinciplePhilo interpreted the sacred

writings of his nation; and Origen pursued the same

methodwithboth the Old and the New Testament.

20. In the case of Artephins, a. slight acquaintance
with the books of the Alchemists will inform any one

that these writers, at times, call months years, weeks

months, and vice versa. Roger Bacon in one place
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speaks of a philosophicmonth, which he says is forty
days: doubtless an allusion to the journey through
the wilderness, which was, indeed, forty years. This

may seem ridiculous, but if any one is disposed to

comment upon it, the purpose of the writer should be

considered.

21. By this it appears that Artephins was over

eighty years of age when he wrote a work, as we say,

upon man; though the book purports to be on anti-

mony, which he defines as “a mineral participating of

satw-mine parts (in the sense of Hollandus, who wrote

of saturn),and has in all respects thenature thereof.”

22. That which Artephius calls antimavnial viuegar/
it what Hollanduscharged his pupil to call water (to
“deceive theprofane”). In plain words, asymple as

is may seem, theybothmean the conscience; and when

Artéphius says, that “without antimonial vinegar no

etal can be whitened,” he means that, without the

conscience, no man can be purified. Artephius calls
it by many names, besides antimonial vinegar; as

acrid vinegar, oil, dissolving water, the fountain, bal-

neum mariae, thepreternatural fire, the secret, hidden,
‘and «im:-z'sible fire, pure, clear water, and many other
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names; and says that “it is the only apt and natural

medium, by which we ought to resolve (dissolve,
Immilitate) the perfect bodies of Sol and Lana (Soul
and Body), by a wonderful and solemn dissolution,
with a preservation of the species, and without any
destruction, unless it be to a new, more noble, and

better form of generation, to wit: into the perfect
Philosopher’s Stone.”

23. It may be thought that the conscience, simply
considered, does not answer all of the conditions re-

quired by Artephius, to identify it as the water here

described. For this reason it has been pointed out as

the way to the Phi1mopher’s Stone; but a conscien-

tious adherence to it will finally bring to light its

harmony with what Artephius calls water, the two

being mysteriously one.

24. “Now thiswater,” says Artephius, “is a certain

middle substance, clear as fine silver, which ought to

receive the Tinctures (the essences) of Sol and Dune

(Soul and Body), so that they may be congealed and

changed into a white (pure) and living earth.

25. By the use of the expression middle substance,

Artephius would have us think of the conscience as
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somethingbetween the Soul and Body,’ withoutbeing
precisely either, and yet the tie of both; the Soul

~ being the fabricating cause of the Body, the Body
' being the embodiment of the soul,—as Swedenborg

expresses it. But whoever would study the conscience

must not rest in mere words.

26. “This water,” says Artephius, “needs the per-
fect bodies, (Soul and Body,) that with them, after

the dissolution, it may be congealed, fixed, and co-

agulated into a white (pure or living earth).’’
2?. If the reader willweigh distinctlyeach passage,

thinkingof the nature of the thing,and not be over-

critical upon the expressions referring to it, he may
withno great difiicultyunderstand the theory of these

writers. The truth or falsehood of the theory, is an

independent inquiry, about which, of eourse, there

may be diiferenees of opinion. The first step is disso-
lution (sometimes called ealcination, and by many
othernames),efieeted by theconscience as a Spiritual
power; by which the man is summoned, as it were,

‘This is described by Dante, in the New Life, as a

Lady all in white, between two other ladies older
than herself.
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into the presence of God, and feels the nothingnessof
all mere human attractions, and the impossibilityof

evasion, prevarication, and deceit. He then becomw
as a little child, according to the requirement of Mark

x:l5, the instant of submission being also the be-

ginning of a New Life.

28. “But their solution,” continues Artephius, “is
also their eoagulation; they have one and the some

’

operation, for one is not dissolved, but the other is

congealed. Nor is there any other water which can

dissolve the bodies, but thatwhich abidethwith them

in matter and form.”
29. The principle just indicated contains a fund of

wisdom for all who are charged with the moral and

spiritual education of man, who is not “efieetually”
improved but by the actionof somethingproper to his

nature, and which remains with it. This is what

Hollandusmeans, when he says of sat-um, thatnothing
must be put into it but that which arbes from it.

Artephius proceeds:
“It cannot be permanent unless it be of the nature

of the other bodies, that theymay be made one. (The
so-called “other bodies” are the two called S01 and
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Luna, words which signify Soul and Body.) Thus

you see that nature is to be amended by its own like

nature’; that is, gold and silver (meaning S01 and

Luna) are to be exalted in our water. (the water of

Hollandns),as our water also withthosebodies; which

water is called the medium of the soul, without which

nothing can be done in our art. It is a vegetable,
mineral, and animal fire, which conserves the fixed

spirits (theessence or substance) of S02 and Luna, but

destroys and conquers their bodies; for it destroys,
overturns, and changes bodies and metallic forms

(that is, S01 and Luna, morally eonsidered), maldng
them to be no bodies but 9. fined spirit.”

Arthephins then urges (altogether in figures, how-

ever), that the water cannot penetrate imperfect
metals in their dry, hard state, and therefore they
must be softened and brought into 3 “fluid matter”

(of course, this is all metaphorical) ; but this is

eifeoted by the water itself, which “attenuatw,alters,
and softens the bodies, to wit, Sol and Luna, that so

they may be mixed with other bodies.” The reader

may remembertheproperties attributed to the volatile
salt of vipers, and may understand that a common
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idea prevails. Artephius now speaks of it under

another name, and says:

“It is an oilby nature hot, subtle, penetrating,sink-

ing throughand entering into otherbodies; it is called

the perfect or great Elixir, and the hidden secret of
the wise searchers of Nature. He, therefore, who

knows thissalt of 80.’. and Luna, and its generation and

preparation, and afterwards how to commix it, and

make it komogene withother perfect bodies, knows, in

truth, one of the greatest secrets of nature, and the

only way that leads to perfection.’’
“These Bodies,” he continues, “thus dissolved by

our water (thatis, the Soul and Body dissolved by the

comcience, or the middle substance, and not brought
into a state of humiliationby mortified pride (for thisFcolor’ efiects nothing in the art), are called Argent
viva, which is not without its sulphur, nor the sulphur
without the fixedness of Sol and Lana; because gold
and silver (Sol and Luna), are the particular means

or medium in the form (the man) through which
nature passes in theperfecting and completingthereof.
And this Argent viva is called our esteemed and

valuable salt, being animated and pregnant; and our
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Fire, because it is nothingbut Fire: yet not fire, but

sulphur; and not sulphur only, but also quicksilver,
drawn from 801 and Lima by our water, and reduced

into a Stone of great price; that is to say, it is the

matter or substance of S01 and Luna, or silver and

gold altered from vilenessto nobility.”
Let us see what anotherMystic, A. W. Waite, has to

sayinrega.rdtothisSolandLunaand themethod.
In his “Azoth,”under theheading of “The Hermetic

Doctrine of Development,” he states: “If we would

be truly acquainted with the end of our Evolution

(evolution, transmutation, Alchemy, etc, all have the

same meaning), and the nature of our perfection, the

law of our welfare, thegoal of our happiness, and the

source of real being, we must learn these thingsof the

Mystics (Alchemists). For it is the prime postulate
of this treatise on physical and Spiritual sanctity that

arcane science is the foundation of Initiation into the

Mystery of fundamental truth. We address those who‘

have accepted this postulate, about which we do not

argue or endeavor to verify because those who know

are already convinced, while those who have yet to

learn can be instructed only by experience. If unto
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these Mystics have been committed the keys of

Spiritual Knowledge, it follows that it is not un-

reasonable to suppose that the possessors of the one

transcendental science should, if we question their

oracles, prove qualified to instruct us in the secrets of

physical transcendency. From the double stem of the
Golden Rose of Hermes there issue two perfect,
mature, and adorable blmoms. If these, in their first

significance, are S01 and Luna of Alchemy, and in”
their second, philosophicalmeaning are the physical
and spiritual sides of the Magnum Opus, theyare also

more profoundly, and at the same time in a more

direct manner, the two branches of the Great Subject
H¢m—diffe1-entiated in sex, but one in essence, one in

root, one in origin, one in theDivine completeness of a

perfection that is more than possible, because it is

substantially guaranteed by Law; and they are,

moreover, the outward and the inward side of this

same great, universal, and supernal subject.
-

“Those who know God must know also the secret of
all power and of all Beauty in Heaven and on Earth,
and it is the thesis of our work that the counsels of

Mystic perfection which constitutes the Rose-lined
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pathway of the Absolute, the way of Light and

fragrance, though directly they act in the Soul, hav

action also in a reflex manner upon the outward bod

of man. It is the law of that reflexion, and the

education of that indirect action into an outward and

manifested potency which is the whole subject of our

enquiry as regards the outward man. Thus in the

light of the Hermetic Philosophy, the Path to Per-

fection becomes the Path to Beauty, as it is that of

peace and joy. There is an exterior complexionof the

ripe and perfect peach which is an index of its sweet-

ness and delight; so do the Seven Gifts of the Spirit
beautifyby radiation from within the casket in which

they are enshrined, and the Twelve Paradisiacal

Fruits have an outward bloom and glow. The attain-

ment of theend of Evolution in the external man, the

Chi-ist—'l‘heomphical culture of the fair flower of

Christ, the ‘double Rose of Love,’ can be secured only
by the observation of ethical and spiritual law. But

theLaws of theSpirit, theLaws of God’s Love, and of

the joy in God, are in theirultimate the Grand Secret

of the Mystics (Alchemists).”
,‘

30. Artephius calls it a “living water which comes

i
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to moisten the earth, that it may spring forth, and in

due season bring forth much frnit;” comparing it to

rain, saying, “it penetrates the bodies and makes one

new body of two bodies.”

31. “This aqua vitae, or Water of Life (here are‘
other names for the same thing),beingrightly ordered

(i. e. rightly or naturally brought into action), and

disposed with the body, it whitens it, and converts or

changes it into 8. white color” (thatis, purifies it).
32. Artephins then calls it Math, and the water

washing Latten. The reader wi1L remember that
Hollandns celled his Saturn Latte»; and his vinegar, ‘-

water.

33. The philosophernow exclaims: “How precious,
then, and how great a. thing, is this water!‘ for with-

out it the work could never be done or perfected. It is

also called ms mzturae, the belly, the Womb, the re-

ceptacle of the tincture, the earth, the nurse. It is the

royal fountain in which the King and Queen (Sol and
Lima again, for the names are infinitelyvaried) bathe

‘This “water” is the precious conscience, without
which no man can make any moral improvement in
Life.
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themselves; and the mother which must be put into

and sealed up withinthebellyof her infant; and that

is Sol himself, who proceeded from her, and whom she

brought forth; and therefore they have loved one

anotheras motherand son, and are conjoined together,
because they came from one root and are of the same

substance and nature (that is, the moral nature of

man proceeds from the conscience, as a Spiritual
power). And because this water is the water of the

vegetable life, it causes the dead body to vegetate,
increase, and spring forth, and to rise from death to

IM
life, by being & And

in doing this the body is eonverted into a spirit, and

the spirit afterwards into a body; and then is made

theamity, thepeace, theconcord, and theunion of the

 
contraries, to wit, between the body and the spirit,
which reciprocally or naturally change their natures,
which they receive and eommunicate one to another

through their most minute p ”

34. He goes on to say that “in this operation the

Body is made a Spirit, of a most subtle nature; and

again, the Spirit is corporified and changed into the

nature of the Body, with the (two) Bodies, whereby
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our Stone” (can any one doubt the meaning of the

author?that,man) “consists of a Body, a Soul, and a

Spirit.”
35. “It appears, then,” says Artephins, “that this

r-cbmposition is not a work of the hands, but a change
of the natures; because nature dissolves, and joins
itself, sublimes and lifts itself up, and grows white, be-

ing separated from the faeces (i. e. snperfluities, as

Hollandnscalls them). . .
.0ur Brass or Latten then is

to be made to ascent by the degrees of Fire, but of its

own accord, freely, and without violence. But when

it ascends on high, it is born in theAir or Spirit, and

is changed into a spirit; and beeomes Life with Life.
And by such an operation, and the Spirit is incor-

porated with the Body, and made one with it; and by
such a sublimation, conjunction, and raising up, the

whole, Body and Spirit, are made white” (i. e. pure).
36. Nearly all of the writers quote a saying at-

tributed to “old Osthanes,”—thatnature se joint par

nature; nature s’jouet en nature; nature amends

nature; nature aims nature; nature surmonte nature;
nature perfectionne nature; nature contient nature et

nature est contenue par nature; and several of them
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caution their readers to keep these principles strongly
in mind.

37. All the writers agree that “violence” is not to

be used. They designate all appliances to force man

into goodness as “con'os¢'ves,” “aqua forts’.-3,” etc., and

say that when used, they can only produce a surface
tincture. They always “embase the m ,” and

make it unfit for the artist.

38. It seems impossible not to perceive that Ar-

tephius is writing of Man, and is endeavoring to indi-

cate some process by which man may be said to pass,
under the discipline of God and Nature, from a

chaotic state of ignorance and passion to a certain

sense of a Divine Unity.
39.. “The Spirit,” says he, “penetrates, the Body

fixes, and the Soul joins together, tinges, and whitens.
From these three united together is our Stone made,
to wit: Sol, Luna, and Mercury. Therefore, withthis

our golden-water, a natural substance is extracted,
exceeding all natural substances; and so, except the
bodies be broken and destroyed, imbibed and made

subtle and fine, thriftilyand diligentlymanaged, till
they are abstracted from or lose their grossness or
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solid substance, and be changed into a thinand subtle

spirit, all our labor will be in vain. And unless the
- bodies be made no bodies, or incorporeal, that is,

be converted into the philosopher’smercury, there is

no rule of Art yet found out to work by.”
40. “Now this operation or work,” says Artephius,

“is a thing of no great labor to him that knows and

understands it; nor is the matter so dear, considering
how small a quantity doth sufliee, that it should cause

any man to withdrawhis hand from it. It is indeed a

work so short and easy, that it may well be called a

woman’s work and the play of children. Go to, then,
my son, put up thysupplieations to God Almighty; be

diligent in searching the books of the learned in this

science; for one book openethanother; thinkand medi-

tate of these thingsprofoundly; and avoid all ‘things
‘that vanish in, or will not endure the fire (that is,-(.
avoid everythingthatwounds the conscience),because

from those adustible, perishing, or consuming things,
you can never attain to the perfect matter, which is

only found in the digesting of your water extracted

from S01 and Luna.”

41. “This water is the true tincture, separated from
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all its black faeces (eorruptions, of all kinds); and

our Brass or Latten is prepared with our Water,
purified and brought to 3 white color.”

42. “Which white color is not obtained but by
deeoetion, and coagulation of the water. Deeoct,
therefore, continually; wash away the blackness from
the Latte», not with your hands, but with the Stone,
or our second mercurial water (the Stone, the Fire,
and the Second Mercurial water, are three forms of

one thing; or three thingsof one nature),which is the

t e Tincture.” ‘Thisseparation of the pure from the impure
is not done with hands; but Nature herself does it,Eff/'0" and brings it to perfection by as circular operation.”

:_,,- 44. “Wherefore deeoct theBody in our white water,
"

viz., mercury, till it be dissolved into blaeknes

(humility),and then by a continual deeoction let it be

deprived of the some blackness, and the body so dis-

solved willat lengthascend or rise witha white (pure)
soul.”

45. It may be needless, perhaps, to turn the atten-

tion of the reader to the “circular” nature of this

operation, for he ean hardly fail to see the water
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extracts the water, which extracts the water; and, as

already intimated, perhaps themost difieult of all the

secrets in Hermetic Philosophy lies precisely here.

If the reader desires to understand anything of this

philosophy, let him throw aside, for the moment

everything like a captions disposition; and, avoidin

hypemriticisni, refiect upon the course of nature, an

see how impossible it is, by what the Germans call th

understanding, “judging according to sense," to seize

uponafirstoralast; ora.first,wl1ichisnotalsoa.
last; and after first losing himself in thismaze, he may
find himself all thestronger.

46. Afterturning thisdiflicnltpoint, he may be in a

good condition for understanding the wonderful text,
“Whosoever will save his (natural) life shall lose it;
and whosoever will lose his (natural) life for my sake,
shall find it,” (in the Spirit).

47. I must not omit to say, that thus far Artephius
is chieflyspeaking of what some of thewriters call the

“base” of the work, and although I have just hinted

at the end, I do not propose to speak of it at length.
This can only be known by those who put into requi-
sition the means; for nature never does anythingbut
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by means, and according to them. Every man must

reap as he sows. (Gal. vi:7, 8.)
48. The Secret Book of Artephius contains some

twenty chapters or more, in the course of which what
is called the“great work,” and sometimathe“Diivine
Work,” is indicated by many repetitions, in difierent

ways. The authorpoints out more of what may he

called the theory of the Unity in Trinity (or Trinity
in Unity), than is usually met with in these peculiar
books.

This is really the “Great Work” or the “Divine

Work,” and even more so than many of the greatest
students suspect. In the “Science of Alchemy” we

find: “The Higher Alchemy is identical with Re-

ligion, as distinct from Theology. The function of

Religion and the Great Work of the Alchemist is

Spiritualization. The separation of the subtle from

the gross; the redemption of Spirit, while still seated

‘in matter, from the taint inevitable to the lowest

planes of manifestation. Or again, the transmutation
of the low forms of the human forces which are in

man, in excess of thebodilyneeds of sheer subsistence,
into the more refined emotions, the more delicate
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shades of feeling, the purer and higher manifestations
of spirit which even the human entity is plainly sus-

ceptibieof.
“From anotherpoint of view, and by the use again

of other but allied terms, is perceived that aspect of

mental purification and that form of transmutation

into Higher powers which is expressed by the Ideal of

Atonement, or, as Anna Kingsford loved to write it,
At-one-ment. The reunion of the sparkof the Flame,
of the oifspring to the parent, of the ray to the sun,
of the personal thinker to the Divine type of the

Christos, theHigher Self, or theovershadowingDivine

Spirit; from which each one of us has emerged upon a

long course of experience to last for ages, until such

time as we shall be again reunited by personal efiort,
enthusiasm, and self-sacrifice to the source of all

emanation. To quote the words of Edward Maitland:

“The steps leadingby inward purificationto atone-

ment are the secret and method of the Christ, a term

denoting the culmination of humanity by union with

the immergence in Divinity. This process is Regener-
ation, and from Genesis to the Apocalypse this is, in

all its mystical books, the theme of the Bible, which
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thusbecomesplainly to our eyes euentially a work on

Alchemy.”
“The Alehemic expression of ‘Solve et Coaguls,’

meaning ‘volatilizeand fix,’ as two contrasted changes
_

seen alike in chemistry, physics and in human de-

velopment, are traceable in the Biblical allegories of
the descent of Divinity into man, by theputting on of

coats of skin, when thehuman monad becomesmaterial
and fixed and suffers the consequent loss of the power
of direct Spiritual Communionwiththesource Divine;
while on the other hand, we have the allegory of the

Resurrection of the Son of theDivine one, who obtains

re-union with the godhesd by casting ofi the cloak of

matter and returning to his Fatherand to our Father;
and this resurrection is promised to all who seek it.

By birthupon earth msn’s thinkeror Menus is fixed,
eoagulsted and fettered by his environment. By death

and by throwing off of scoria, slag, refuse and his

preeipiolnm, man is released from his grosser bondage
and passes at once to a plane of the Arupic worlds,
even if his final absorption into Nirvana, or into

Paradise be delayed, so that he may still further

function as an entity of superior‘ type and more ex-
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alted possibilities.
It is not difficult to furnish other examples of the

Spiritualizationof Alehemic terms on the lines of the

Hermetic Science. Numberless quotations might be

selected in which, besides the important analogies
already alluded to, the use of such terms as S01 and

Luna, which in chemistry refer to Gold and Silver,
these terms of art may bewell understood as referrring
on theSpiritual plane to the Soul and Body. Mercury,
Sulphur and Salt too do in many instances refer to

spirit, illuminationand substance. Again these three

terms have been used as synonyms of some Divine

Triads of Spiritual Force; as Anna Kingsford has

noted, the representation by these terms of theTrinity:
a divine Father,Mercury or Spirit, a divine Mother-

passive princip1e——salt; and of a Son, or seed and

efficient force in manifestation by the Sulphur. As a

last example the Black Dragon of putrefaetionwhich

by time and force can become fashioned into theWhite
Seven of purity, has been clearly established as 8.

beautifulsymbol of the change in man, from a sin-

laden reprobate to the pusified personality—-to the

man purified by sufiering,—chastenedby humility,and
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fit to commune with the holier ones.

r“%e relation of the Alchemy of the Mediaeval

European world, being directly in relation to the

Western .or Hermetic system of philosophy, and so

referring to both ethics and religion, can only be

expected to show indirect analogies with the Theo-

sophic school of thought,which has been evolved from

the special teachings of the Eastern world and more

particularly from those of the East Indies and the

Buddhist nations of Thibet. Yet as the.Hermetic

doctrines are in generafparallel to the Theosophic
conception, as regards Man—the Microcosm, and the

Universe—the Macroeosm, so many Alchemic dicta

can be illustrated in the Theosophical Terminology.
This is hardly correct speaking since it must be ad-

mitted that Paracelsus was possibly the first great
teacher of the Alchemicel school and the teachings
generally known as Theosophic is that of Paracelsus

and really belongs to the Rosicrucian school.

“It ‘m commonly stated that the mystical books of

India do not bearany reference to Alchemic processes,
but this is not exact, as is well known to the student

of the Sarva Den-sana Samgraha. Some portions of
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this work of chemical philosophy refer to the inter-
action of ‘mercury’ and some substance, apparently
‘mica.’ The word ‘Sulphur’ does not appear to be

used; butpthis variation is of no importance, because
the European Alchemists by theirword ‘Sulphur,’ did
not mean what chemists now refer to by thatname.”

That the Transmutation of Metals was never

thoughtof by the true Alchemist, as has so often been
stated in the foregoing, is again clearly shown by
Thomas Vaughan, one of the most famous of the old

Alchemists, for in his “Anima Magia Abscondita”he

tells us:

“Moses tells us thatinthe beginning God created
the Heaven and the Earth, that is theVirgin Mercury
and the Virgin Sulphur. Now, let me advise you not

to trouble yourselves with this Mercury unless you
have a true friend to instruct you, or an expressly
illumination from the first Author of it, for it is a

thing attained ‘by a marvelous Art.’ Observe, then,
what I shall now tell you. There is in every star, and

in this elemental world, a certain principle which is

‘theBride of the Sun.’ These two in their coition do

emit semen, which seed is carried in the womb of
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Nature, but the ejection of it is performed invisibly,
and in a Sacred silence, for this is the eonjugal
Mystery of Heaven and Earth, theiract of generation,
a thing done in private between males and females,
but how much more, think‘you, between the two uni-

versal natures? Know, therefore, that it is impossible
for you to extract or receive any seed from the sun

without this feminine principle which is the Wife of

the Sun. Now then, my small sophisters of the Stone,
you that consume your time and substance in making
waters and oils with a dirty cajmt mortuum, you that

deal in gold and quick-silver, being infatuated with

the legends of some late and former monntebanks, eon-

sider the last end of such men. (Is this not plain
enough to anyone?) Did they obtain anything ‘by it

but disease and poverty? Did they not in their old}
'

age, “thegreybeardsof an eviltime,” fall to clipping
and counterfeiting coin? and for a period of their

memory, did theynot die in despair, which is thechild

of ignorance! Know then for certain that the Ma-

gieiau’s Sun and Moon are two universal pairs, male

and female, or king and queen regents, always young,

and never old. These two are adequate to the whole
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world,and etvextend through theuniverse. The one is

not without the other, God having united them in his

work of creation in a solemn sacramental union. It
will then be hard and diflieult enterprise to rob the

husband of his wife, to put those asunder whom God

‘Himselfhath put together, for they sleep both in the

same bed, and he thatdiscovers theone must needs see

the other.
“ ‘Fix that which is volatile, and volatilize that

which is fixed, and thou shalt attain to our Grand

Magisterium.’ That is to say, ‘make the unyielding
body pliant, which by the supreme virtue of the

Spirit acting in concert with the Soul, will endow the

physicalorganism itself withan invariable eonstaney,
and enable it to resist every test.’ For gold is proven

with fire, by which process all that is not gold is east

aside. 0 pre-eminent Gold of the Philosophers with

which the Sons of theWise are enriched, no to:

_which is coined. Come hither, all ye who seek with
such multitudinous exertions for the Philosophical
Treasure, behold thatStone which you rejected, and

learn first what it _i_§_be[ore you set out in search of it.
’____,_.___._._

It is more astonishing than any miracle that a man
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should seek he knows not what. It is undeniably
foolish that an object should be sought by men, about
the truthof which the investigators know nothing,for

such 3 search is hopeless. Let those whosoever, who

seek with so great toil first ascertain the existence and

nature of the object they are in search of, and thus

they will not be frustrated in their attempts. The

wise man seeks what he loves and cannot love what he

does not know, otherwise he would be a fool. Out of

knowledge, therefore, springeth Love, the truth which
is in all things,and which alone flourishes in all true

philosophies.”
49. BasilValentine (born 1414), anotherAlchemist,

also indicates the Unity, writing as A1-tephius did of

Antimony; that is, of man under this name. Every-
thing these authors say is obscure until the reader '

takes the idea; for example: “Now let the reader con-

sider, and observe it as a thing worthy of note, that

the true Um'com’s-horn, sophisticated by no fallacy,
repels. all venom from itself; nor can it assume or

draw to itself anything of venom, as is manifest by
experience.”

50. Can any one read such a passage, and imagine
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that the author intended to be understood literally‘!
.Who has ever known such an animal as the Unicorn?

Precisely because this one-horned animal is fabulous,
it answered the purpose of Basil, which was to teach

‘ that the absolute Unity is necessarily free from all

evil, and incapable of being afiected by it. But what
has this to do with Antimony? It has much to do
with it, if,under the name of Antimony,Basil’s object
was Man.

51. Basil Valentine wrote of man under a great
variety of symbols, but his principal work is that
entitled The Triumphant Chariot of Antimony. A

few passages will show that he held opinions in com-

mon withall the Alchemists.
‘

52. “Consider,” says he, “and observe these things
diligently;for this principal key is of great concern:

Antimony, which contains in itself its am in’-negar,
ought to be so prepared thatall its veuomosity may be

taken away. He who then useth it, conceives no

venom thereby,but rather drives away and casts out

all poison from himself.”

53. Basilius in treating of man, in whom, as an

instrument of purification, there is contained its own
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vinegar (the Antimonial vinegar of Artephius), that

is, the “water” of Hollandus (to wit, the conscience),
by the use of which man may expel and cast out of

himself all sin. He proceeds:
“Therefore, in the preparation of Antimony (man)

consists the Key of Alchemy, by which it is dissolved,
divided, and separated; as in calcination, reverbera-

tion, sublimation, etc.; also in extracting its essence,

and in vivifyiag its mercury, which meieury must

afterwards be precipitated in a fixed powder: likewise,
‘by Art and a due method,or it may he made an oil for

thc cure of disease.”

54. In another place he says: “You are to know,
that in Antimony there is a Spirit which effects what»

soever is in it, or can proceed from it, in an invisible

way and manner: not otherwise than as in the magnet
is abseonded a certain invisiblepower, as we shall more

largely treat in its own place, where we speak of the

magnet.”
55. Perhaps we ought -to say, that many of these

writers speak of man as a Magnet, having in itself a

principleby which it seeks the great Magnet, and will
never rest until it “lies level with it.”
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56. To show that his subject is the same as that of

those who wrote of Saturn or Loud, Basilsays: “But

that we may also say something of the Lead of the

philosophers,let the curious searchers of nature know,
that between Antimony and common Lead there is a

certain near aflinity,and theyhold a strict friendship,
the one with the other.” That is, as many phil-
osophers have written of man under the symbol of

“lead,” Basil wishes to intimate thathis subject, that

of, antimony, is man also.

In another part he says: “But to return to the
.

science of Antimony (Man). You should know that

all things contain operative and vital spirits, which

derive their substanee and nourishment from their

bodies; nor are the elements themselves without these

spirits, whether good or evil. Men and animals have

within them an operative and vitalizing (Magnetic)
spirit, and if it fol-sakes them, nothing but a dead

body is left. Herbs and trees have spirits of health,
else no Art could turn them to medicinal use. In the

same way, minerals and metals possess vitaiizing
spirits, which constitute their whole strength and

goodness: for what has no spirit has no life, or vital-
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izing power. Again: “Antimony (Man) has the

four first qualities,—it is frigid and humid, and yet
hot and dry; it accommodates itself to the four

seasons of theyear, and is bothvolatileand fixed. Its

volntility is poisonous, its fixed state free from all

poison. Hence Antimony is one of the seven wonders
of the world, and many have written {about it without

knowing the meaning of their own words; no one

before me, and even at the present time no one besides

myself, has any real acquaintance with its potency,
virtues, powers, operations, and effieaoy."

57. Valentine concludes a work on the magnet in

the following manner, as if he would compel the com-

monest dullard to divine his meaning:
58. “Allegorical expressions betwixt the Holy

Trinityand the Philosopher’s Stone. ‘

“Dear Christian Lover, and well-wiaher to the

Blessed Art: how graciouslyand miraeulonalyhaththe

Holy Trinity created the Philosopher's Stone. For

God the Father is a Spirit, and yet maketh himself

known under the notion of a ‘Man, as where he

speaketh, (Gen., chap. i,) ‘Let us make men after our

own image.’ Again, the expressions where he
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speaketh of ‘his mouth, eyes, hands, and feet. So the

Philosopher’s Mercury is. held to he a spiritual Body,
as philosopherscall God theFatherbegettethhis

only Son Jesus Christ, which is God and man, and is

without sin,‘ neither needeth he to die; but he laid

«down his-life freely, and rose again, for his brethren

and sisters’ ‘sake, that they might live with him

eternally without sin. So is Sol, or Gold, without de-

feet, and if fixed, holds out gloriously in all fiery
-examens; but by reason of its imperfect and sick

brethren end sisters (the Soul and Body are often

called mole and female, brother and sister), it dieth

and riseth gloriously, redeemeth and tingeth them

unto eternal Life, making them perfect unto good
gold.

“The third person of the Trinity is God the Holy
Ghost, 9. comforter sent by our Lord (flu-istJems unto

his believing Christians, who strengthenethand com-

forteth them in faith, unto Eternal Life: even so is

the spirit of material Sol, or of the Body of Mercury,
when they come together. There are two spirits, God

the Father and God the Holy Ghost. But God the

Son, 3 glorifiedman, is even as our glorified and fixed
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Sal, or Philosopher’s Stone; since Lapis is called

Trinus, namely, out of two waters (S91 and Lime

considered mentially) or spirits of mineral and of

vegetable; and of the animal of sulphur of S01. These

are the two and three, and yet but one. If you under-

stand it not, thenyou are not likely to sueeeed. Thus

by way of sinsflitude I have delineated unto thee

suflicientlythe universal. Pray to God for a blessing, L

for withoutHimyou are not likely to prosper at all.”

59. It seems amazing, in view of such passages, that

the real subject and object of Alchemy should have

escaped the observation of general readers and even

critics; in so much that there is scarcely a fragment
of current literature in allusion to the Alchemists but

what implies that theywere in pursuit of gold; when,
except some “deluded, sottish ignorants,” nothing
can be more certain thanthattheirpurpose was wholly
Religious.

60. With the explanationswe have made, the reader

can hardly fail to see the theory indicated by Basilius,
right or wrong. He considered man as consisting (not
composed, in a mechanical sense) of Body, Soul, and

Spirit; the latter appearing in the form of the Con-
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science, itself sinless and incapable of sin, (in this

respect like Christ himself,) though associated with a

‘ ‘siek”brotherand sister, for whose sake it mystieally
dies, but only to work out a purification, when the

same spirit is regarded as a Magnet, or as possessing
a magneticvirtue (eali it Love) by which it seeks the

universal Magnet, ‘in which alone it has its Life and

finds its eternal resting p .”
If we desire stillfurtherproof thatValentinesought

the true Elixir or Philosopher's Stone, rather than

the transmutationof the base metals, then let us look

at his own instructions as given in his “The Trimnphal
Chariot of Antimony.”
“I have found that in thisMeditation there are five

principal heads, which must be diligentlyconsidered,
as much by all who are in possession of the wisdom of

philosophy as by all who aspire after that wisdom

which is attained in our art. The first is the invoca-

tion of God; the second, the contemplation of Nature;
the third, true preparation (long training, develop-
ment and transmutationof passions) ; the fourth, the

way of using (taught only to the student seeking the

Philosopher’s Stone) ; the fifth,theuse and profit. He
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who does not earéfully attend to‘ these points will

never be included arhong’ real‘ Alchemists, or be

numbered 'among -‘the‘ perfect "professors of the

Spagyric science.’ Therefore we will:treat‘ of them in

their proper order as lueidlyand succinctlyas we can,

in order thatthecareful and studious operator may be

enabledto perform our Magistry in the right way.”
I would ask the student where there is anything in

this that would indicate such a thingas the transmu-’

tatiou of the baser metals? There is no such thing
indicated and the true preparation was ‘what we now

call the true Initiation or a process of Development,
starting at the very beginning and developingup to

Supreme Initiation when man will have found not

only the Philosopher’s Stone, but the Elixirof Youth

also, and not only this for himself alone, hut so that

he can use it upon others and heal “them teach
them the true life withoutexposing the secret to them.

This is no dream, it is a fact which all students may

prove for themselves. Provided, they are truly and

Spiritually interested, and then they must not forget
that it is a life work and that it cannot be accom-

plished in a day. They must also remember that the
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teacher or M-fiter or Alchemist cannot teach them the

Philosopher’s.Stoz,}e or TrueArt, but thatHe can ‘ofnly
point. to the Path and that the student or Neophyte
must himself travel it until he has reached‘ Supreme
Initiation or found the Philosopher’s Stone, for when
he has reachedifinpreme.Initiation he will also have

the Stone.
e . .

’ “

_

“First, there should be thejnvocationof God, flow-

ing from the depth of a pure and sincere heart (the
desire must be pure and not only becausethesecret is

selfishlydesired),anda conscience which should be free

from all ambition,hypocrisy,and vice, as also from all

cognate faults, such as arrogance, boldness, pride,
luxury, worldly vanity, oppression of the poor, and

similar iniquities, which should all be rooted out

(changed into Love—t1-ansmutated) of theheal-t—that

when a man appears before the Throne of to

regain the health of his body (thysins are cast out-

Christ), he may come with a conscience weeded of

all tax-es, and be changed into a. pure temple of God,
cleansed of all that defiles. For ‘God is not mocked,’
as worldlymen fondlysuppow (‘theStillSmallVoice’

of the Conscience cannot be covered over or bribed).
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He is not mocked, I say, but will be called upon with

reverence and fear, and acknowledgedas the Creator
of all, withproper proofs of obedience. For what has

man thathe does not owe to God?—whetheryou look

at his body, or at the soul which works in his body.
Does he not nourish the latter with the word of HE

mercy! and has not he promised to it eternal life?
Does he not give to our bodies food and clothing,
without which we could not even live! All this man

must obtain from the Blessed Father,who has created

the earth, things visible and invisible, the firmament,
elements, vegetables, animals, and all things; Hence

a wicked (an-regenerate) man can never obtain the

true Medicine (Philosopher’s Stone—or Supreme In-

itiation),mneh less become partaker of the heavenly
eternal bread.

“Therefore, let all your hope he stayed on God, and
let constant prayer (desire), to impart to you this

Blessing, be the beginningof your work, in order that

you may safely reach the end, for the ‘fear of God is
the beginningof Wisdom.’

“He who would seek the greatest of all earthly '

benedietions,theknowledgeof all created good, and of
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theefieotusi virtue which God has liberallyimplanted
in stones, herbs, roots, seeds, animals, plants, minerals,
metals, and all things, must fling away every earthly
thought, hope only for freedom of heart, and pray to

God with the greatest humility. Thus, the aspiration
after freedom willsoon be realized. This truthno one

willcall in question who knows it is God who redeems

Israel from all foes, and not onb Israel but all that

call upon Him withs eontrite and broken Spirit.
“The first head of our teaching, then, must he in

prayer (desire for the transnmtation—or, conscious

Life}, which we call the invocation of God, and see

that it comes not forth out of feigned (half-hearted)
lips, but is the fruit of faithand confidence, like that

of the Centurion of Capernaum; in humility and

contrition, like that of the Canaanitish woman; in

charity, like that of the Samaritan who took up the

wounded man on the way to Jericho, pouring into his

wounds wine and oil, and paying his expenses at the

inn, with an injunction that proper care should be

taken of him; in brief, let the prayer be ofierednp in

that spirit of Christian (Ch:-istrlike) charity which

desires to share what it obtains with its neighbor;
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then you will doubtless attain the object of your
undertaking, viz: riches and health.

“Next in order after prayer follows Conteuzplation,
by which we apprehend the essential properties ofa

thing,the circumstances by which it;is conditioned, its
matter, its form, its operations‘ and their’ source,

whence it is infused and implanted, how it is

generated by the Stars, formed by the elements, pro-
duced and perfected by the three principles (Body,
Soul, and Spirit. Mercury, Sulphur, and Salt). "

“Again, it enables us to understand how the body
of anything can be dissolved, i. e., resolvedinto‘ its

first matter or essence: ‘
‘

“This Contemplation, which forms the second part
of our work, is heavenly,and spirituallyapprehended,
for only the spiritual mind can grasp the circum-

stances and foundation of all things. Now, this

Contemplation is two-fold; one is called impossible,
the other possible. The former eonsistsin endless’

meditations, which can have no result because their

object is intangible. Such problems are the Eternity
of God, the Sin against the Holy Ghost, the infinite
nature of the Godhead. They are incomprehensible,
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and necessarilybafiie the finite enquirer.
“ The otherpart of Contemolation,which is possible,

is called Thanks. It deals with the tangible and visible

which has a temporal form-—showi11g how it can be

tiissolved and thereby perfected into any given body;
how every body can impart‘ the good or evil, medicine
or poison, which is latent in it; how the wholesome is

separated from the unwholesome; how" to set about

destruction and demolition for the purpose of really
andétruly severing the pure from theeimpiire without’
any sophistic g’ui1e.”°

It needs no scholar to see by thie that Valentinus‘

did not teach a material Alchemy, but that he taught
the regeneration of Humanity, the Development of all

that is good (gold) in man.
1

V

61." One ofithese Writers preludes in 9. somewhat
antiquated language on this subjeet, as follows:

‘ ‘ Well did theprimitiveGreciezigive thename ‘AM-9:-rca

unto truth: ivhose consanguinity, nay, eonsubstan->
tiality ofessence with the Huinan Soul, vvhieh the
divine philosophy of Moses hath defined to be the
breatli of God, doth exactlymake out that Etymology.
For so incessant a magnetism, or oongenerous Love,
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doth the Soul hold unto Truth,that she can know no

real or permanent satisfaction, in the fruition of any

other object; but like the Aguish magnetified needle,
reels to and fro, in a phrensy of inquietude, distracted

twixt various apparitions, until she lie parallel unto

thecentre, or unity thereof;but havingonce fixed (the
reader should note this expression, for it points to

what the Alchemists call the ‘fixation’ of the matter

of the Stone) in that happy position, she is, by an

eternal union, identified or assimilatedunto that twin
of herself, and in that mysterious penetration ‘of
Homogenial forms meets her Beatitude, which can

never know defect of satiety, alterity or desires, or
remission of intensi .”

62. The Reviewer thinksBasilValentine, in seeking
for the “Mercurius Philosophoruxn” in Antimony,
though he missed what he sought, discovered a “valu-
able apirit of Salt, what we call thehydrochloricaci ”

63. The reader is now prepared to judge whether

the spirit sought for by Basilius in Antimony had an

afinity withhydrochloric acid.

64. We know very well, however, that he did not

lose sight of the actual mineral work, following in this
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respect the example of all symbolic writers, who work

up as much double truthas possible, without intending
to prejudice the real object under theveil.

65. Webster, in 9. volume entitled Metallagraphia
(1671), has written a Treatise of actual metals; but

he has concluded every chapter Alcheznically (or
Hermetically) by writing, under a mask, of man. A

hasty reader would only be mystified, but any one

acquainted with themode of writing adopted by the

Alchemists would easilydetect the disciple of Hermes.

66. Van Suchten, like Basil Valentine and Ar-

tephins, wrote of Antimony, 1670; but his subject is

also man, and his principles coincide entirely with

those of the writers already cited. He opens his work
in thesewords:

“It is not our purpose to write and dispute, out of

what Antimony first eometh, as some have done.”

67. That is, the author will not undertake the

(vain) inquiry into theorigin of man, but he will take

himashefindshim. Thisiswhathemeansinthis
opening passage of his work.

68. He soon declares that, “in matter (substance)
metals and antimony are all one,” and discloses the
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Alchemist by saying that “Antimony is an imperfect
metal, and in philosophyis called Saturn (theSaturn

of Hollandns), of which Rlmsis writeth, saying, that

in Saturn, Sol and Luna (in the sense of active and

passive) are contained in portentia, not visibly.‘ Also

Pythegorassaith, all secrets are in Saturn;_and this

Saturn is our Lead, which we physicians (philoso-
phers) must know and understand; for it is created

for us; it _is _01_l-T8 and not another-’s
..... .

.0111: of

AntimonybyA;'t.is ajtrum portabilemade
. . . . . .

.This

Art is named Alchemy..... ..

"

-
' -

“Now for the preparation of Antimony, know’ that

Antimony (man) is an Earth wherein lieth a metal
called Mercury (the mercury or water of Hollsndus

again). This must the physician (philosopher) draw

from Antimony; but the miner shall first melt

(humiliate) Antimony from his mineral earth,wherein
it grew, and purify it

. . . . . .
.Thus is Mercury made

out of Antimony; out of Saturn, Argent Vive (other
names for antimonyand mercury); which belongeth
to the physician (philosopher); out of which he shall
further make Luna, and out of Luna, 801; so hath the
work an end.” (Luna here signifies the slfections,
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and S01 the reason; for the man must he made"a

reasonable being.)
69. Let anyone compare this with the extract from

Hellandus, and it will be seen that what one says of

Lead, the other says of Antimony; but Lead is not

Antimony, while nevertheless both of them may

symbolize man; as they do in the Hermetic writings
under examination.

70. The second chapter of Van Suehten is, “of the

venom of the physical mercury (sinfulness of the

natural man) his heat and sulphur, and of the glass of

antimony,” in which a second step is taken. By glass
we are to nndertsand purity, often spoken of as

L

crystalline glass. It is the White Earth of Artephius.
71. The third chapter is much more abstruse, in

which the author speaksiof a certain Fire which is

called, he says, Domun Dec‘, and proceeds: “The
Alehemists——'I understand not here,” saye he, “these
sets who promise riches to others, yet are themselves

beggars-«have called this mystery the Philosopher’?
Stone, the Blessed Holy Stone, for this reason, that

God hath placed it in an earthly, stony, and com

temptible matter (man). The Arabians have called
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it Alchemy, because Alchemy is an instrument which

divideth the good from the bad; and what is not

mature it matureth. The astronomers say it is Sol,
that bringeth all things to maturity. So is this

mystery, according to the similitude, called the Sun
also. Paracelsus, in many places, ealleth it God; as in

thatplacewhere he saith,Let gold be the seed, be thou

the growing plan .”

72. Here is a pamage in condemnation of false
Alchemists: “If thoudost object,” says Van Suehten,
“thatnot only common people, but also great nobles,
have labored a long time in Alchemy with great ex-

pense, includingamong themmany very learned men,

yet not only any of them have found anything: I

answer, that this noble Art requires a sound man, all

these have been sick; they have had the gold sickness,
which hath darkened their senses, so that they could

not understand the terms which the wise men use in

_

thedescription of theArt; seeking onlywithhot desire

that which they shall never find. But what is to be-

found, thattheyseek not; therefore theywork in vain.

Whoistobeblamed,theArtortheArtist,thatthey
understand nothing? Alchemy is a. pure and un-
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corrupted virgin; she casts of the sensual man, and

will have an intellectual one; of whom, at present, I

see but few. Let no man's reason deceive him; we

cannot be without errors, for very much of the idol

hangethon it. In theMind £3 the true Intellect, which

we must follaw, not reason; so shall we enter, and

thereby understand the wise men, who write rare

things and easily know what it is.
. . . . .

.The first

operation of the Refiner (of man) is natural; the

second, of thephysician (philosopher),is natural also;
but the third is Divine, for God workethhere alone,
and the physician (philosopher) standeth here in his

stead.”
73. Von Belmont also says, that Man is not well

defined by reason, and that there is something
in him above reason, (he means reasoning) which he

calls religion.
_
Van Suchten and Von Helmont prob-

ably both refer to that something, which the more

modern phraseoiogy places above the “understanding,
judging accordingto sense ;

” a sort of intuition, which

some have not hesitated to call an inspiration. This is

what Yen Snchten probably calls the mind, or intel-

lect, and says it is not reason. Is it anything else
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than that sight which St. Paul says is neces-

sary for discerning spiritual. truths? The actual

. powers of- man have always been thesame, but as they
are developed in individuals they take difierent names

.-and give rise to controversies about mere words.
That‘ man, has a power of conceiving truths which

the senses cannot perceive, seems a mere matter of

fact about whieh "there need be no difierence of

opinion. The real’ diflieulty here is perhaps that of

distinguishing intuitions from mere imaginations. It

was Dr. P. B. Randolph who said that intuition was

thehighest quality of the Soul.

74. But to return to Van Suehten, who says, after

describing with extraordinary minuteness, though in

-figures, the new‘ birth, that,—‘-—
“The physician (meaning Teacherhere) who hath

not thisknowledge, ‘let him not meddle withmercury

(for we have a. warningof thetconseqneneeof. theblind

leading theblind), for it is not for him. But he who

earnestly thirsteth after the knowledge of Nature,‘

‘He who has a knowledge of Nature has a knowledge
of all things. This was well understood by all Al-
chemists and Initiates, even‘ of the most remote times.
In the Eleusinian Mysteries and initiation, the follow-
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and is well experienced in chemistry (meaning
alchemy,or theknowledgeof man),may take mercury
in hand. What I mention, seek therein; all is in it,
(Know 'l‘hyself,) and if thou rightly goest about it,
thou shalt experimentally find that which I have met

with. Then shalt thou see that I have written this

Treatise, not out of hate or envy, but from a true

heart, and for the lovers of truth; not according to

my fancy and speculation, but from perfect ex-

perience, which time, according to God’s will, hath

manifested to me.”

75. Who can imagine that thisstyle of writing was

ing Invocation was used:
“Nature, all-parent, Ancient and Divine,
0 much mechanic mother, Art is thine;
Heavenly, abundant, venerable queen,
In every part of thydominions seen.

Untamed, all taming, ever splendid light,
All ruling, honored, and supremely bright.
Immortal, fit-st—born, ever still the same,
Nocturnal, starry, shining, powerful dame.
Thy feet still trace in a circling course,
By thee are turned, withunremitting force.
Pure ornament of all the Powers Divine,
Finite and infinite alike you shine:
To all thingscommon, and in all thingsknown,
Yet incommunicahleand alone.
Without a fatherof thywondrous frame,
Thyself the fatherwhence thy essence came;
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used by s seeker after earthly riches? The author

may be called 3 deluded fool; but no in in his senses

can read thk very grave little volume of Van

Suehten’s, and suppose that the writer was thinking
of perhhshle treasures.”

Thu-e is no aspiration, there is no ambition,there is

nopnrposetooompare withthesearchaftertmth. It

is the “wise man’s e1-own,’s’theway ofthe“temple of

Wisdom,” and the “glory of the Rosy Oran.” To

some natures the necessity for truth is as imperative
as thenecessity for love. In some nstums the passion
fa truth is more strong than any physical pamim.
 

Mingling, all-flourishing, supremely wise,
And bond connective of theearth and skies.
Leader, life-bearingqueen, all various named,
And for commandinggrace and beautyfamed.
Justice, supreme in might, whose general sway
The waters of the restless deep obey.
Etherisl, earthly,for the pious glad,
Sweet to thegood, but hitter to the bad,-
AI1-wise, all-bonnteous, provident, Divine,
A rich increase of nutriment is thine;
And to maturity whatever ma spring,
You to decay and dissolution ring’.
Fatherof all, great nurse, and motherkind,
Abundant, blessed, all-spermstie mind;
Mature, impetuous, from whose fertileseeds
And plastic hand this changing seene proceeds.
All-parent power, in Vital impulse seen, '
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Whatsoever the direction it may take, whatsoever the
end in view, we may he sure that the search is noble

because the truth is always good. “A familiar ae-

quaintance with the different branches of knowledge
has taught me,” says the Alchemist, Edward Kelley,
“this one thing, that nothing is more Ancient, excel-

lent, or more desirable than truth, ‘and whoever

neglects it must pass his whole life in the shade.”

There are times and there are seasons which are more

appropriate than others for the communication of

certain truths, and knowledge out of season may be

dangerous, but the truth is always good. There is not

Eternal, moving, all-sagaciousqueen.
By thee theworld, whose parts in rapid flow,
Like swift descending streams, no respite ‘know,
On an eternal hinge, withsteady course,
Is whirled with matchless, unremitting force.
‘Throned on a circling car, thymighty hand
Holds and directs the reins of wide command:
Various thyessence, honored, and thebest,
Of judgment, too. the general end and test.
Intrepid, fatal, all-subduing dame,
Life everlasting,Peres, breathingflame.
Immortal Providence, the world is thine,
And thouart all things,Architect Divine.
0, blessed Goddess, hear thysnppliants’ prayer,
And make their future life thyconstant care;
Give plenteous seasons and sumcient wealth,
And crown our days with lasting peace and health.
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a branch of enquiry which can be legitimately in-

cluded in the search after truth, that,"when properly
regarded, is not a Holy thing. There is a sanctity of

learning which is the splendor of the beautyof truth,
and even the methods and processes of science by
which we discover and learn, have that sacredness of

sentiment which attaches to thevestincntsof a saint.”"

Philosophy has been defined as “Passion for Wis-

dom,” and we read: “Philosophy, or the passion
for wisdom, stimulates the intellect, as religion stimu-

lates the emotions; these passions or expansions of the

Ego carry it beyond the limits of its own being, and

tend to merge it in theall being. fiere thecentrifugal
or Redeeming force is free to act, and theconstrictions

of matter cease. When the Passions of the Emotions
and the intellect are set free, the Experience of

Elementary Nature can be judged with safety. This

then is theEsoteric meaning of the“Unity withGod.”
‘‘I am in my Father,andye in me, andI in you.” (St.
John 1: :14-20.) Compare again, “His is the mind,
theirs are the powers” of the Chaldean Oraeles. For

the perfect man stands between the finest ether and
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the coarsest matter, and his spirit must penetrate all.

“For the world, religion means, as Cardinal New-

man puts it, ‘theknowledge of God, of His will, and

of our duties towards Him.’ Separating Him as a

formal notion from His works, cutting Him off as a

branch from the Tree of Life of which He is the very

root and being. Therefore to the Initiated it is no

blasphemy to say that such religion is a vanity and

vexation of spirit.
“The world holds many half evolved personalities

who have to live and learn much before they can be

conscience of the latent complexities of their own

nature. Their hour has not yet come. But for the

more fully deve1oped,—-life daily sounds undreamed

of harmonies. Just as in modern music the most

acute emotion is produced by subtle changes of key, so

thehuman being is passing from one aspect to another

of 3 highly complex existence intensifies and enriches

his being with experiences, undresmed of by the 1511-

developed man, just as little as by the Masters of the

simple harmonics of ancient music.

“Withoutphilosophy,or the ‘Passion for Wisdom,’
Salvation cannot be understood. Again we plead for
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the union of the Divine, the Celestial and the Natural

(the Mercury, Sulphur, and Salt); for we say the

very nature of the highest existence is in the union

and synthesisof theDivine productions of differentia-

tion.”"
76. It is remarkable that all of the Alchemists de-

nounce mere money-seekers. They promise the sons

of Art riches indeed, but they are the “riches of the

wisdom and knowledge of God.” It is admitted, of

course, that multitudes of the selfish and ignorant
were led by their promises, literally understood, to

‘ seek among rem metals an agent for turning common

metals into gold, and this class of men may un-

consciously have prepared the way for modern

chemisti-y——in factdid so; but it is not just to omit all
notice of thegenuine Alchemists, and afix to theirArt
the odium which only belongs to 9. class of people
called “ignorant sets” by the Alchemists themselves.
We have seen what Van Suchten says of those who
were duped, or attempted to deceive others.

77. Here is a passage from “Eyrenaeus Cosme.

 
"“Euphrates, or, theWaters of the East.”
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being the very Looking-glass of Nature, the antidote

against poverty and sickness, and consequently the

cut-throat of eovetousness, pride, ambition, and such
like sordid affections, who would not bestow a little
time in the inquiry of it! In which, let me assure

them, in thevery words of Trevisnn, theArt is so plain
thot,ifitaeereuakedlydescribed;itwouldseemtobe
otmtemptéble;and yet in mechanical arts how frequent
is it for men to serve seven, eight, yea, ten years’

'

apprenticeship to attain them! And in some thatare

a little more ingenious, how frequently are eon-

siderable sums of money bestowed to boot; yet in this
noble Art, excelling all human sciences, as the sun

doths candle, who willemploy himself withdiligence!
unless it be some money-minded sets, who see}: only
for riches; and yet even theyare soon weary. So that

few or none persist in the inquiry, save a few roughish
sophists who live by eozening; by reason of whom the

Art is acandolized,and ill spoken of. Yet trust me,

for I speak knowingly,the Art is both true and easy;

yea, so easy, that, if you were to see the experiment,
you wonldihnrdlybelieve it.”

78. M. Figuier speaks of thecauses of theoverthrow
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of Alchemy,and, curiously enough, cites among others

the labors of Otto Tachenius, giving him great credit

therefor. The work of Tacheniusis in two parts; the
first, the Hippocrates chymicus, was written against
false Alchemists, and was intended topturn from the

study all hasty and immature wits; for the Clovis

annexed to it, as the second part, is a genuine
alchemical work; and even the first part is strewed

with Hermetic philosophy,purposely made impene-
trable to dunees.

79. The celebrated Robert Boyle wrote a work

ostensibly against certain supposed principles of the

Alchemists; but he took care to approve and recom-

mend, and even to explain and defend, mysticalIy,—
in their own jargon,——what he distinguished as their

practical work. The truth is, that some, losing sight
of the legitimate “Work,” ambitiously sought to

explain the Universe, and this, too, in a more or less

mechanical sense. To this class of writers Mr. Boyle
took just exception; but he stops for short of a con-
demnation of Alchemy. '

80. A Most remarkableEssay touching this subject
may be seen in Bishop Berkeley’s “Iris,” or Essay on
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Tar Water. Bishop Berkeleywell knew the real object
of the Alchemists, and had something more than

sympathy for it, as any one may see who will under-

standingly read his Essay on Tar Water. Tar Water
is Bishop Berkeley's symbol of the impure natural

man, which needs to be washed, and washed, and

washed again, etc.

81. Readers of metaphysical writings will reeollect
thatFatherMalebranehewould have us ‘ ‘see all things
in God,” while Bishop Berkeley would have us recog-
nize the Spirit of God in all things. Is the Spirit of

God anything but God? what essential difierence is

there between these doctrines? To say that we see

Godinallthings,orallthingsinGod,istosaythe
same thing,provided theseexpressions have any mean—

ing at all, and are not a mere form of words.

82. M. Figuier makes merry withtheword Alcahest,
or the universal golven

, “sought by all the experi-
mentalists.” “Of course,” says the Reviewer, “many
proclaimed that they had found it, until Kunkel I

scattered the whole fabric of pretention by a single
phrase: ‘What kind of vessel,’ he asked, ‘contains this

universal solvent?’ ” M. Figuier notices the deriva-
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tion of the word in the German, all—Ges'st (all-Spirit),
but does not profit by it; and yet this amazingly
obtuse-witted man has published what he calls an

historical and critical Essay upon Hermetieal Phil-

osophyl
83. Bishop Berkeley knew very well what alcahest

meant in the writings of the Alchemists, and was far

enough from denying the Spirit of God because no

human vessel on be made to contain it, well seeing,
nevertheless, that it is contained (if the Spirit of God

is) in all things. The alehemists knew that it eould

not be contained, or rather confined, in a formula of

words, and held. up for the curiosity of the idle, much

less for theprofane; yet to theproperlyprepared and

purified Soul it is the most apparent thing in the

Universe. ‘

The body is not the adversary of the Soul, and
should never be so regarded. Inert and beautiful,the

body is the Temple of the indwelling God, and is not

to be held accountable should it be profaned by the

“money changers” and the “sellers of sheep and

oxen,” which in the New Testament personify the

bearerpassions and desires. It is theduty of the Christ
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to drive these from within and to take possessionof
the Sanctuary in the name of the Father. Not until

theyhave been redeemed should theybe allowed to re-

enter. Thus does theMystic John have the Christ say,
“All that ever came before me are thieves and

robbers,” meaning that the lower pass-ions hold un-

lawful occupancy and sway over thebody untilChrist,
its rightful lord, takes pomessiou of his own.

To the purified (transmuted) passion, the thiefon

thecross, he says, ‘ ‘ T40-morrowthoushalt bewithme in

Paradise,” for Paradise, like the Kingdom of Heaven,
is withinus, and when a passion which once gratified
us ceases to do so and causes suflering, it is the travail
of a new birth,which man, if Wisdom guides us, re-

deem thatpassion and make it worthy to beeome the

servant and companion of Christ.
The body is thehall (crucible) of Initiationwherein

a man’s Soul (Sulphur or Mercury) is tried and

strengthened (purified). Within it, the Master, the

Mystic Alchemist, takes all the baser elements, and

transmutes them into pure gold. Here experience is

built into strengthand strengthuplifted to virtue; and

it is by means of these virtues, which are often subli-
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mated from the basest experiences, that the Soul of
man wolves to the Highest.“

What a remarkable treatise on the true Alchemy
this is and in it is the Key to all the Alchemical
writings and in so plain a language that all may
understand.

‘

84. Who shows the most reverenee for God,-he
who parades the name before his readers as he would
that of a familiar acquaintance, or he who throws a

veilover what he hopes he may not be mistaken in as a

result of whole years of meditation upon his Sacred

name!

85. Let any one read the qualifications set out by
BasilValentine,—already given-—as necessary in him

who would understand anything of antimony, and

consider to what theyreallypoint. There is something
in thevery title of his work, “The TriumphalChariot

of Antimony,”whieh may remind us of the Chariot of

Fire in theBook of Kings.
86. Aeeording to Basilius, as stated, it is necessary,

as a preparation for thestudy of antimony,to make,—-

"“The Altar in the Wilderness.”
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“First, Invocation to God, with a certain heavenly
intention, drawn from the bottom of a pure and sin-

cere heart and conscience, pure from all ‘ambition,
hypocrisy, and all other vices which have any aflinity
with these; as arrogance, boldness, pride, luxury,
petulaney, oppression of the poor, and other similar

evils, all of which are to be eradicated from the heart;
that when a man desiresto prostrate himself before
thethroneof grace, for obtaining health,he may do so

with a conscience free from all unprofitable weeds,
thathis body may be transmuted into a holy temple of

God, and be purged from all uneleanness. For God

will not be mocked, (of which I would earnestly
admonish all,) as worldlymen, pleasing and flattering
themselves withtheirown wisdom, think. God, I say,
will not be mocked, but the Creator of all thingswill

be invoked with reverential fear; and acknowledged
with due obedience. ; . . .

.Whieh is so very true, that

I am certainly assured no impious man shall ever be

partaker of the true medicine, much less of theeternal
heavenly bread. Therefore, place your whole inten-

tion and trust in God; call upon him and pray thathe

may impart his blessing to you. Let this be the be:
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ginning of your work, that by the same you may
obtain your desired end, and at lengtheflect what you
intended. For the fear of the Lord is the beginning
of Wisdom.”

87. After 9. whole page moi-e——a.s given in another

pm-t——‘Basilcomes to thesecond qualification,which he

calls contemplation, by which, says he, “I understand
an accurate attention to the business itself, under

which will fall these considerations, first to he noted.

As, what are the circumstances of anything;what the

matter; what the form; whence its operations proceed;
whence it is infused and implanted; how genera ”

etc.; “also how the body of everything may be dis-

solved, that is, resolved into the firstmatter, or first
essence (of which I have already made mention in

otherparts of themwritings),m'z., how the last matter

mayibe changed into the first, and the first into the

lost. This contemplation,” continues Basil, “is

celestial, and to be understood with Spiritual reason;
for the circumstances and depth of things cannot be

perceived in any other way than by the Spiritual"
eogitation of men; and this contemplation is twofold.
One is called poaihle, and theother impossible, etc.”
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88. The reader may consider what Hollsndns says
of cleansing Saturn, and of what Von Suchten says of

purifying Antimony: indeed, all of these writers hold
but one language on this point, no matter what name

they select for their matter, which everywhere, in all
of the books, signifies Man, who is the subject of all
this inquiry, all this labor, all this talk about the

Philosopher’s Stone. As 3 sample of what Basil says
of thequalificationdeemed important in a. student of

Antimony, ‘we will cite the remainder of what he says
under thishead:

“This separation is instituted and made by divers
manual operations, and various ways; some of which
are vulgsrlyknown by experience, others remote from

vulgar experience. These are ealeination,sublimation,
reverberation, circulation, put:-efaction,
distillation,eohobation, fixation, and the like of these;
all thedegrees of which are found in operating, learned
and perceived, and manifested by the same.” (These
are only various names for various experiences in
life.)

89. To caution the reader thatsome of these opera-
tions, though most real, are nevertheless‘ invisible, and
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not the work of the hands, I would remind him to

refiect upon what is said in Scripture of a certain

somethingwhich is sharper thanany two-edged sword,
piercing even to the dividing assundcr of Soul and

Spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a dis-

cemcr of the thoughts and intent of the heat-t.—The

Conscience.

90. “Whence will clearlyappear,” continues Basil,
“what is movable (transient), what is fixed (per-
manent),what is white, red, black,blue, or green, viz.,
when the operation is rightly instituted by the

artificer; for possibly the operator may err, and turn

aside from the right way; but thatNature should err,

when rightly handled, is not posss'ble.”
91. I place this passage in italics, for I would have

it noticed. “Therefore,” says Basil,“ifyou shall err,

so that Nature cannot bealtogether free, and re-

leased from the body, in which it is held captive, re-

turn again unto your way; learn the theory more

perfectly,and inquire more accuratelyinto themethod

of your operating, that you may discover the founda-
tion and certainty in the separation of all things;

_

which is a matter of great concern. And this is the
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second foundationof philosophy,which follows prayer
(desire). For in that, the sum of the matter lies, and

is contained in these words: Seek first the Kingdom
of God and his righteousness by prayer (holy desire),
and all thingsshall be added unto you.”

92. To show that Basil Valentine was not alone in

thus announcing the sort of preparation necessary for

suceess in thisstudy, we willrecite a few of theCaucus

of Espagnet, viz:

“The light of this. knowledge is the gift of God,
which by his freeness he bestoweth upon whom he

pleaseth. (The reader will remember the verse from

John iii :8.) Let none, therefore, set himself to the

study hereof, until, having cleared and purified his

heart, he devote himself wholly unto God, and be

emptied of all afleetion to things impure.”
“Those that are in public honors and oflices, or be

always busied withprivate and necessary occupations,
let them not strive to attain to the top of this phil-
osophy; for it requireth the whole man; and being
found,possessethhim, and beingposessed, ehallengeth
him from all long and serious employnients, esteeming
all other thingsas strange unto him, and of no value.”
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This language, it is true, is not quite as strong as that
in Phil. iii :8.

“Let him that is desirous of thisknowledgeclear his

mind from all evil notions, especially pride, which is

abomination to heaven, and the gate of hell. Let him

be frequent with prayers, and charitable; have little

to do with the world; abstain from too much company

keeping, and enjoy constant tranquility,thatthemind

may be able to reason more freely in private, and be

more highly lifted up; for unless it be kindled with a

beam of divine light, it willhardly be able to penetrate
the hidden trn "

‘

“A studious tyre of a quick wit, constant mind,
inflamed with the love oftphilomphy,very skillful in

natural philosophy,of a pure heart, perfect in mm-

ners, mightily devoted to God (to truth)-even
though ignorant of practical chemistry (note this

carefully),may with eonfideneeenter the highway of

Nature, and peruse the books of thebest philosophers.
Let him seek out an ingenious (and ingenuous) com-

panion for himself, and not despair of accomplishing
his desire. ’ ’

93. It will be seen here, that for success in this
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study a knowledge of practical chemistry is not

deemed indispensable. The reason is that the subject
is Man, and a. chief instrument in the work is medita-

tion. It is not a workof thehands. Pontanus, a great
name among the Alchemists, says that, after reading
Artephius,he discovered the true Fire by a .“profound
meditation,” and aflinns that it can be discovered in

no otherway.
94. "Let a Lover of Truth," continues Espagnet,

“make use of only a few authors,but of best note and

experienced truth; let him suspect things that are

quickly understood, especially in mystical names and

secret operations; for truth lies hid in obscurity; nor

do philosophersever write more deceitfnlly thanwhen

plainly,nor ever more truly thanwhen obscurely.”
95. Espagnet then recommends the works of

Hermes, Morienus Romanus, Count Trevisan, and

RaymondLuly; to which I would by all means add his

own little book, entitled “Ac-caaum, or the Grand

Secret of Hermetical Philosophy.” He adds, in

recommendation of Sandivogius: “As for that clear

water sought for by many, found out by few, yet
obvious and profitable unto all, which is the base of
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the pI1ilos0pher’s work, a noble Polomlm, not more

famous for his learning than subtlety of wit, (an-
onymous, whose name, nevertheless,a double anagram
hath bet:-ayed,) in his Novum Lumen Ohemicum,
Parabala, and Enigma, as also his Tractof Sulphur,
hath spoken largely and freely enough. Yea, he hath

expressed all things concerning it so plainly, that

nothingcan besatisfactoryto him thatdesirethmore.”

Let us look at the Theosophical View of Alchemy
and thenat theScriptural. There is but one Alchemy,
no matter hy what class it may be taught, and the

proper name for thatAlchemy, for all true Alchemy,
is Divine Alchemy. AH true Alchemy deals with the
Transmutetionof the baser metals into the pure gold.
In other words, with the transmutation of the base

passions and habits into a Divine Love for all true

Alchemy ends in pure Love. Selfish love is a base

passion; true Love beautifulgold. Says an author:

“But a love that is selfish, how shall it be changed‘!
Nat by diminishing the love; that is the blunder that

some men make. Not by chilling it down and making
it colder and harder as it were, if love could ever be

cold and hard; but by encouraging the love and de~
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liberately -trying to eliminate these elements which

degrade it; by watching the lower self, and when it

begins to builda little wall of exclusion, knocking that

wall down; when it desires to keep that which is so

precious and so admirable, thenat once trying to share

with its neighbor; when it tries to draw the lovedone
from others, rather to give him out that he may he

shared by others. The Soul must realize thatwhat is

beautifuland joy-givingshould be given to all in order

that they too may have the happiness which the one is

receiving from the object which is beloved, so thatall

these grosser elements‘ shall gradually disappear.
When the feeling of selfishness arises, it shall de-

liberatelybe put aside; when the feeling of jealousy
expresses itself, it shall at once be put an end to; so

that where the feeling was “Let us keep alone and

enjoy,” it shall be changed into “Let us go forth into

the world together to give and share with others the

joy that together we have found.” So that by this

process of Alchemy, the love will become Divine com-

passion, and will spread itself over all the world of

men; so that which found its joy in receiving from

thebeloved, willfind its delight in pouring forth to all
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thatwhich it has found. And this love which once was

selfish, which once perhaps was the love between one

man and one woman, and then widened out into the

circle of the home, and thenwidened still further into

the life of the community, and then further out into

the life of the nation, and then into the life of the

race, shall finallywiden out to include everythingthat

lives in a universe where there is naughtthatlives not.

And it shall have lost nothing in its depth, nothing in

its warmth, nothing in its intensity, nothing in its

fervor, but it shall have spread over the Universe in-

stead of being concentrated on a single heart, and

shall have become that ocean of compassion which in-
cludes everythingwhich feels and lives. Such would

be, with regard to love, thisAlchemy of the Soul.

“And thus you might take quality after quality of

the lower nature, and trace it out as I have traced this,
and you will see that the whole of the process is

essentially 3. getting rid of the separateness, a burning
up of that deliberate will and deliberate knowledge
and understanding, and that the whole of the process

is a joy to the true, the real man, however much the

lower man may sometimes in his blindness fail to
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understand. And when once that is known, then that

which was pain loses its aspect of pain, and becomes a

joy, and even in the absolute sensation of what other-
wise would have been pain, the joy overheats and

changes the suffering, because the Soul sees, and the

lower nature begins to understand, and the end and

theobject of thework.
_

“And thus tracing this subject we -shall realize that

there is yet another way in which this Transmutation

may occur; that as this fire of wisdom and of love,
which is‘ the Divine Nature in man, comes forth unto

the lower nature more and more, ‘burning up these

limitations that I have spoken of, and transmuting it
into its own likeness, there is also a liberation of

Spiritual energy, a liberationof Spiritual power; this

Self which is thus manifested in the lower man is able

to put forth energies and powers which seen in some

strange way to be the outcome of the process that we

have been tracing, an Alchemy in nature by which-

as this Soul, with its Fire of Love and of Wisdom,
becomes manifest in the world of men—in the very

manifestation it seems to liberate energy, in the very

burning up of the lower it sets free Subtle Forces of
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the Higher; so that the result of the burning is the

liberation of the Spiritual Life, and setting free of

that which was bound and could not manifest iwelf,
but which, when thisouter film shall be burned up, is

freed for work in the world. We eome dimly to

understand, as the Soul is rising on to Higher planes,
and realizing its identity with all and the oneness of

all, we begin dimly to see the outline of a great truth;
that it is able by virtue of its oneness withotherSouls

to share with them and to help them in many ways,
and that it is able to surrender and feel joy in the

surrender of that which it might have had for itself,
but which, having identified itself with all, it must

needs give to the world. And so what might be called

the prize of Spiritual achievements—-thepossibilities
of Spiritual rest, and Spiritual bliss, and Spiritual
growth, which could not he shared with others—may
be surrendered by this Soul as a joyful act, which is
for it a necessity of its own nature, in order thatall it

surrenders may become common property, and spread
through the race of men to help forward their Evo-
lution.”

And again: “I have described
. . . . . .Spiritua1
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Alchemy; and had in mind, in the use of thatphrase,
a process of change, a process of Transmutation,the

allusion of course being to thatwork of the Alchemist

whereby they changed the baser metals into the

nobler, thereby be changed, say, the copper into the

gold. And I have in my thought a process which goes

on in the world around us, to some extent I should

imagine in themind and in thelifeof every thoughtful
and religious person, but which with our candidate

becomes, as I have often repeated, a self-conscious and
deliberate process, so that he recognizes his method
and his end and turns himself deliberately to the

achievementof that which he desires. Now this pro-
cess of Spiritual Alchemy spoken of, may be regarded,
I think, in the most general sense ofpthe term, as a

transmutation of Forces. Each man has in himself
life and energy and vigor, power of will, and so on;
these are the forces withwhich he is to work, these are

the energies by which his object is to be attained. By
a process, which may fairlybedescribedas Alchemical,
he trammutes these forces from lower ends to higher,
he transmutes from the gross energies to energies that

are refined and Spiritnalized. It is not only that he
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changes their object, nor is the change of object the

point which my own mind is directed in thisphase; it
is ratherthathe changes and purifies them without as

it were altering their essential nature, just as the

Alchemist, taking his gromr matter, really passed it

through a process of purification; not the mere

purging away of dross, but a purification that went

much farther, that took the very metal itself, that

reduced it into a finer and rarer state, and then, as it

were, recombined it into a nobler and sublimer type.
So that you may imagine the Spiritual Alchemist as

taking all these forces of his nature, recognizing them

as forces, and therefore as useful and necessary, but

deliberately changing, purifying, and refining them.

We are concerned vfiith the method of refining, with

theway in which thiswork may be carried out.

“The object of this Spiritual Alchemy is not only
this Transmutation of the forces, though that is its

essential part, but there is a subsidiary side to it which

one cannot leave out of account. Souls are bound to

earth-life, to the wheel of births and of deaths, by
desires, they are held there by ignorance, they are

fetter-ed by their longings after material enjoyments.
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after separated and isolated joys as it were. Con-

tinually engaged in actions, these actions bind the

Soul, whether they be in themselves good or bad,
whether theybe in themselveshelpful or mischievous;
none the less as actions they have thischaracteristic——
that action in the ordinary man springs from desire,
and that this desire is the binding and the fettering
force. ‘Action must continue to be accomplished as

long as man remains in the world; actionsare needful

to be done, else manifestation could no longer be. As

a man grows nobler and wiser and stronger, his

actions become an ever more and more important
factor in the world’s progress. And supposing the

greatest should abstain from action, then the progress
of the race must necessarily be delayed, its evolution

must inevitablybe retarded.”"

96. It may throw some light upon the spirit and

purpose of the Alchemists to give a specimen of their

Invocation of Divine aid; and we take one from the

introductory chapter to Nicholas Flammel’a work on

a book of Hieroglyphics-inthese words:
.

“The Lord God of my Life, who exalt: the humble

*“In the Outer Com-t,’p’ Annie Bcasant.
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in spirit out of the most abject dust, and makes the
hearts of such as hope in him to rejoice, be eternally
praised.‘

“Who of his own grace reveals to thebelievingSoul

the springs of his bounty, and snbjugates under their

feet the crowns of all earthly felieitics and glories:
“In him (I say) let us always put our confidence;

in his fear let 113 place our happiness; and in his

mercy the hope and glory of the restoration of our

fallenstate.

“And in our snpplication to him let us demonstrate,
or show forth, a faith unfeigned and stable; an as-

surance, that shall not forever be shaken.

“And thou, O Lord God Almighty, as Thou, out of
,

thy infinite and most desirable goodness, hast conde-

scended to open the Earth, and unlock thy Treasures

unto me, thy poor and unworthy servant, and hast
' given into my possesion the Fountains and Well-

Springs of all the Treasures and riches of this world:

“So, 0 Lord God, out of thine abundant kindness

extend thy mercies unto me, that when I shall cease

to be any longer in the Land of the Living, thou
mayest open unto me the Celestial Riches, thyDivine
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Treasures, and give me a part or portion in the

Heavenly Inheritance forever:

“Where I may beholdthe fullness of thyHeavenly
Majesty, a pleasure so Ineifable, and a Joy so ravish-

ing, which no mortal Man can express or conceive.

“This I entreat of thee, O Lord, for our Lord Jesus

Christ, thywell-beloved Son's sake, who, in the Unity
of the Holy Spirit, liveth with thee, World without

end. Amen.”

97. We have the following, in thesame spirit, as the
conclusion of Ripley’s Medulle. Alehemiae:

“0, most incomprehensible Light, most glorious in

Majesty, who with the Charity of thy Heavenly Rays
doth darken our Dimmer Light; 0, substantial Unity,
the Divine Thme, the joy and rejoicing of the

Heavenly Host, the Glory of our Redemption :

“Thou most merciful, the Purifierof Souls, and the

Perpetual subsistence; 0, most Gracious, through
dangers and perils which thou dost suffer as to under-

go, through this vexatious vale of Vanity,bring us to

thyheavenly Kingdom.
‘ ‘0, Power and Wisdom, thou goodness inexplicable,

uphold us daily,'andbe our guide and director, that
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we may never displease Thee all the days of our lives,
but obey Thee, as Faithful Professors of ‘thy Holy
Name.

“Early, even betimes, 0 Lord, hear thou my

E
prayers; by the virtue ofthyGrace, help forward my

desires, and enable me, I beseech thee, to perform thy
Holy Will.

“O, most exeellent Fountain, boundless in

Treasures, thou seatterest thy good things without

measure amongst the Sons of Men, and thouanakest

every othercreature to partake of thineespecial kind-

ness. ’

“Thou art worthy,O Lord, to behold the Works of

thy Hand, and to defend what thy Right Hand hath

planted, thatwe may not live nnprofitably,not spend
thecourse of our Years in Vanities.

“Grant, therefore, we beseech thee, that we may
live without falsehood and deceit; that, avoiding the

great danger of s sinful course of life, we may escape

V 254 nosnnr mm on AI:0HEKIS'.l‘S.

E
z

thesnares of wickedness.
“And as I renounce the loves of the things of this

life, and the eoneupiseenees or lusts thereof,so accept
of thy Servant, as a true votary, who wholly depends
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on thygoodness withall eonfidenee, possessing nothing
more.

“We submit ourselves to Thee, for so it is fit.

Vouehsafe Thy Light to discover to us the immortal

Treasuresof Life; show us Thy hidden things,and be

merciful and good to us.

“Among the rest of Thy Servants who profess Thy
Name, I oflfer myself withall humble submission; and
I beseech Thee, O Lord, to forgive me, if I open and
reveal Thy Secrets to Thy FaithfulServants. Amen.”

98. The reader has now before him, at what he may
consider a tedious length, extracts from Isaac Hol-

landus, Artephius, Van Snchten, BasilValentine, and

Espagnet, and many others more modern, all well-

known names of Alchemists, three of these especially
referred to by the Reviewer as in pursuit of an agent
for transmnting common metal into gold; and can

hardly fail to see one pervading doctrine, explicably
only by a due knowledge of the nature of man. Ex-

tracts from the works of more than a hundred other

writers might be added, if it were necessary, showing
thatevery genuine Alchemist wrote only of Man.

99. This is the class of men overlooked by the his-
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torisn and others, who have fastened upon the weak

and ignorant, or upon “imposters and mountebsnks,”
as if these men were the originators of Alchemy;
when, so far from belonging to the class of those who

entered into or sought to enter into thenew birth,they
properly belong to the production known among mid-

wives as theplacenta.
100. That chemistry is indirectly indebted to the

Alchemists for its introduction among the sciences is

certainly true; but not to the immediate labors of the

Alchemists themselves,whose peculiar work was one of

contemplation, and not a work of the hands. The al-

embic,furnace,cucurbit, retort, philosophicalegg, etc.,
in which thework of fermentation,distillation,extrac-

tion of essence and spirits, and the preparation of
salts is said to have taken place, was m¢m,—yourself,
friendly reader; and if you will take yourself into

your own study, and be candid and honest, ae-

knowledging no other guide or authoritybut Truth,
you may easily discover something of Hermetic

Philosophy; and if, at the beginning, there should be
some “fear and trembling,” the end may be a more

than compensating peace.

 .c—.
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101. For the most part, the experiments which led

the way to chemistry were made by men who were

misled by the language of the Alchemists, and sought
gold instead of truth. Many of this class of men no

doubt died over their furnaces, “uttering no voice,-”
but none of them wrote books upon the Philosopher’s
Stone, for thesimple reason thattheynever discovered

anything to write about, and were incapable of indi-

eating in the rennotest manner any method for dis-

covering what they sought, but never found. Some

imposters purposely wrote of mysteries, to play upon
the eredulity of the ignorant; but their works have

nothing alchemical about them. It is true, also, that

many books were written by men who really imagined
they had discovered the secret, and were nevertheless

mistaken. But this imaginary success could never

have had place where gold was the object; because in

thebare factno man was ever deceived. No man ever

believed that he had discovered a method of making
gold out of inferior metals. The thing speaks for

itself. It is impossible that any man can ever have

been deluded upon this fact. But it is quite otherwise

with respect to the real object of Alchemy, in which
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men have been deceived in all ages either under the

name of Alchemy, or under some other name; for the

subject is always in the world; hence the antiquity
claimed for the Art by the Alchemists. Upon this

subject, under the name of Alchemy, many mistaken

men have written large volumes; and, to a novice,
these works are among the obstacles in the study, for

untilsome skillis obtained, at least so far as to discern
the subject of the study, the student has no principle
for separating the chair from thewheat.

102. Toamanwhocannotreadatalhallbookssre
alike; and to one who reads in but one language, by
much the greater part of the books in the world are

incomprehensible;while, of the books in the language
one reads, those only come within his comprehension
up to near the level of which he has by cultiva-

tion, study, and research.

D’Alemhert congratulated himeslf that his works

on Mathematicscould not be criticised by fools.
103. The Reviewer gives the opinion, that the re-

ligious language found in books of Alchemy was not

in use among the Arabs who sought the Philosopher’s
Stone, but was introduced by Christians after the
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subject was transferred to Christendom; when, he

says, relifions inspiration was believedto be necessary
for the discovery of the agent for transmutingmetals;
the Reviewer still being under the impression that

gold was the object. He says that this religious
language is all that gives “a sort of pretext” to the

views in my pamphlet.
104. If thewriter of the article in the Westminster

Review diould by any chance ever fall in with this

defence of the Alchemists (not of myself), I beg him

to believe‘that I do not tax him with an inabilityto

perceive his error, if he would consult theworks of the

Alchemists. My only surgrise is that he should have
ventured upon the subject so illyprepared for it. If

he will look into the writings of Geber, the Arabian,
his eye may chance to fall upon such passages as fol-

lows:

“We have diseribed it (the Stone) in such a way
of speaking as is agreeable to the will of the Most

High, Blessed, Sublime, and Glorified God, and our

own mind.‘ We have written thesame, as it happened

‘The authormeans to say’, thathe has described the
Stone according to his own mind, acting under his
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toberecollected,orasitwa.sinfusedbytIwGraceof
his Divine goodness, who gives it to, and withholds it

from, whom he will.”
105. And again: »‘‘The Artist should be intent on

thetruec-ndonly,beca.useourArtisreservedinthe
divine will of God, and is given to, or withheld from,
whom he will; who is glorious, sublime, and full of

justice and goodness.” '

'

106. It willbe diflicult to discover in this language
any other than the religious spirit which theReviewer
thinks was introduced into Arabia after the subject
had been transferred into Christendom.

107. The Reviewer also says that the Arabians

never thoughtof thePhilosopher’s Stone as a cure for

disease; and yet the same Geber speaks of it as 3

“medicine, rejoicing and preserving the Body in
You ”

108. This is alchemical language ‘for expressing im-i

mortality; and if any one who wishes to speak of

under the rose, how can it be better represented than

as perpetual youth! ‘

conception of the Most High, Blessed, Sublime, and
Glorious God. *
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109. Geber. further gives the student this instruc-
tion : “Dispose yourself by exercise to thestudy with

great industry and labor, and 3 continued deep medi-

tation; for by these you may find it, and not other-

wise.”

110. What can meditation do with actual metals?

It cannot blow the coals under an nlembie;but it may

_
bring a nun into a. right state for hearing the still,
smallvoice, whose potency, like thatof theAleahest,—-
for it is the Alcakest, or stands in relation to it as a

son to his father, being the some ns.ture,—is able to

dissolve the stoniest hearts.

111. Again, Geber says: “If we have concealed
anything, (meaning by enigmatieal writing,) ye sons

of learning, wonder not, for we have not concealed it

from you, but have delivered it in such language as

that it may be hid from evilmen, and thatthe unjust
and vile might not know it. But, ye sons of Truth,
search, and you shall find this most excellent gift of

God, which he has reserved for you;”—as if he had

expressly the language of Scripture in view,-“Seek,
nnd ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened unto

you.” But he adds:
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“Yesons of folly,impiety,and profanity,avoid you

theseeking after thisknowledge;‘it willbe destruetive

to you, and precipitate you into contempt and misery.
This gift of God is absolutely,by the judgment of the

Divine Providence, hid from you, and denied you for-

ever.

“Perhaps for the punishment of your sophistiesl
work, (or bad life,) God denies you the Art, and

lamentably thrusts you into the by-pathof error, and

from your error into perpetual infelieity and

wretchedness; for he is most miserable and unhappy,
to whom, after the end of his work and labor, God

denies thesight of Truth. For such a man is doomed

to perpetual labor, beset with misfortune and in-

felicity, loseth the consolation, joy, and delight of his

life, and consumes his whole time in grief without

pro .”
11?. Who can read such language, and suppose that

the authorwas thinkingof gold! He was not! He

was writing of Truth:and this is Geber, the Arabian.
113. The Reviewer is not less unfortunate in his

reference to George Itipley, a monk of the fifteenth

century. Ripley’s Compound of Alchemy,only one of
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many works by him on the same subject, became a

text-book for the Alchemists, who continually refer to

it with eulogy. It would be tedious, or, by a few

extracts, it might be easily shown that Ripley wrote

onlyof mm, and never dreamed of making gold in any
other sense than thatof making goodness.

114. The Reviewer thinks that Ripley publicly re-

canted his belief in Alchemy, and endeavored to dis-
suade others from falling into similar errors. This

story arose from the urgent dissuasives against false
Alchemy, contained insome of his works, where he

warns every one against endeavors to discover the

secret by working in so common metals and minerals,
enumerating in his compound of Alchemy a whole

page full of things in which the secret cannot be

found ;—because, in short, it .is not a workof thehands

at all. The best writers assure us that it is the result

of a certain Divine contemplation, productive rather

of a state of being than one of mere knowing, or of

4

knowing as a consequence of being in a particular
state.

.

115. Many of the writers, especially Pontanns,
Eyrenaeus, and Espagnet, as also Ripley, just named,
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warn their readers not to lose their time, money, and

labor in workingwithcommon metals ;—whieh may be

taken very literally,or the warning may be construed

as applying to a eertain class of common men who
either cannot or will not receive instructions. But
thesewarnings were thrownaway upon a multitude of

self-seekers, who desired not the Kingdom of God, but

were intent upon earthlyriches.

116. It may be observed, that the mystical purpose
of the writers, above referred to, has in view the

nature of the one (or three in one). A good recipe
for a somewhat blind practice (the reason of the

work not being the object) is cited by Collier as a

“mock-prescription,” published in London in the

middle of the seventeenth century, as a protection
against “what was called the plague.”

Thus (followingthe antiquated orthography): Take

one pound of hard penance, and washe it wel

withwater of your eyes, and let it 1y 9, good whyleat

your hert (heart). Take also of the best fyne fayth,
hope and eharyte yt (that)you can get, a. like quantite
of al mixed together,your soule even full, and use this

confection every day in your lyfe, whiles the plages of
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God reigneth. Then, take bothyour hands £111 of good
workes commanded of God, and kepe them close in a

olene conscience from the dnste of vayne glory, and

ever as you are able and se neeessite so to use theni.
This medicine was found in an old byble bake, and it
hathbenpractisedand proved true of mini, both men

and women.

Em‘: or Von. I.

No'1'Io'n.—I wish to warn the reader, who might be

inclined to try any of the alchemical prescriptions
containedinthisbook,nottodosoun1essheisan
alchemist, because, although I know from personal
observation that these prescriptions are not only alle-

gorieally but literally true, and will prove successful

in the hands of an alchemist, they would only cause a

waste of time and money in the hands of one who has

not the necessary qualifications. A person who wants

to be an alchemist must have in himself the “mag-
nesia,” which means the Magnetic Power to attract

and “coagula ” invisible astral elements. This power
is only possessed by those who are “reborn in the

.

spirit.” Those who do not know what thisexpression
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means are not “reborn” (or initiated),and it cannot

be axplained to them. But he who is initiated will

know it, and needs no instructions from books, be-

cause he will know his instructor.” Hartmann,
“Pu-aeelsus.”


